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Abstract
Atherosclerosis is characterized by local remodeling of arterial structure and distensibility. Devel-
oping lesions either progress gradually to compromise tissue perfusion or rupture suddenly to cause
catastrophic myocardial infarction or stroke. Reliable measurement of changes in arterial structure
and composition is required for assessment of disease progression. Non-invasive carotid ultrasound
can image the heterogeneity of wall structure and distensibility caused by atherosclerosis. How-
ever, this capability has not been utilized for clinical monitoring because of speckle noise and other
artifacts. Clinical measures focus instead on average wall thickness and diameter distension in the
distal common carotid to reduce sensitivity to noise. The goal of our research was to develop an
effective system for reliable regional structure and deformation measurements since these are more
sensitive indicators of disease progression.
We constructed a system for freehand ultrasound scanning based on custom software which
simultaneously acquires real-time image sequences and 3D frame localization data from an elec-
tromagnetic spatial localizer. With finite element modeling, we evaluated candidate measures of
regional wall deformation. Finally, we developed a multi-step scheme for robust estimation of local
wall structure and deformation. This new strategy is based on a directionally-sensitive segmenta-
tion functional and a motion-region-of-interest constrained optical flow algorithm. We validated
this estimator with simulated images and clinical ultrasound data. The results show structure
estimates that are accurate and precise, with inter- and intra-observer reproducibility surpassing
existing methods. Estimates of wall velocity and deformation likewise show good overall accuracy
and precision. We present results from a proof-of-principle evaluation conducted in a pilot study
of normal subjects and clinical patients. For one example, we demonstrate the combination of 2D
image processing with 3D frame localization for visualization of the carotid volume. With slice
localization, estimates of carotid wall structure and deformation can be derived for all axial posi-
tions along the carotid artery. The elements developed here provide the tools necessary for reliable
quantification of regional wall structure and composition changes which result from atherosclerosis.
Thesis Supervisor: Robert S. Lees
Title: Professor of Health Sciences and Technology
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Cardiovascular disease due to atherosclerosis is the major cause of death and disability in highly-
industrialized societies. Atherosclerosis is characterized by regional remodeling of arterial wall
structure and distensibility. Lesion precursors, known as fatty streaks, and early fibrous plaques can
be found in humans as young as 15-34 years of age [1-3]. These lesions increase in prevalence and
extent over time, gradually compromising luminal diameter and integrity and thus tissue perfusion,
or suddenly rupturing to cause acute ischemic syndromes such as unstable angina, myocardial
infarction, and stroke. Even when clinical sequelae are non-fatal, atherosclerosis is responsible
for significant morbidity and enormous healthcare cost. Treatment options range from the non-
invasive, such as diet modification and pharmaceutical therapy, to moderately- or highly-invasive,
such as angioplasty, endarterectomy, and bypass grafting. The current emphasis in healthcare
on cost containment and outpatient diagnosis and treatment has made non-invasive control of
atherosclerosis far more desirable than invasive therapy, which has intrinsically higher cost and risk.
While non-invasive treatment can retard or even reverse atherosclerosis, its effectiveness depends
on reliable measurement of vascular remodeling to detect lesions that are more amenable to control
and regression. The estimation of disease burden is critical also for research and development of
atherosclerosis interventions in order to allow the efficacy of new treatments to be compared to
those already in clinical use.
Atherosclerosis diagnosis and measurement should be inexpensive and non-invasive, with suf-
ficient sensitivity and specificity for screening of individuals. The measured marker of vascular
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remodeling must accurately reflect changes in disease status resulting from continued progression
or from regression following initiation of an effective therapy. Assessment of risk factors such as
age, gender, hyperlipidemia, family history, etc. is well-established in clinical screening since it is
inexpensive and minimally-invasive. Risk factor screening and treatment of those at risk has been
found to prolong survival significantly [4]. However, clinical risk factors cannot reveal the onset
and extent of subclinical structural disease - hence, it is sometimes difficult to determine when and
how aggressively to treat the disease [5]. Non-invasive imaging methods such as peripheral vascular
ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging allow direct visualization of arterial walls and provide
data that are complementary to clinical risk factor information.
To date, measurements from image data have focused on the static characteristics of gross
vascular structure in two-dimensions. This focus has been dictated by limitations in conventional
methods of data acquisition and data processing. Since the spatial distributions of static arterial
wall structure and dynamic deformation are key factors in atherosclerosis, the goal of this thesis
is to develop and validate new methods for non-invasive ultrasound monitoring of these regional
properties within the carotid artery. The methods to be presented here extend the capabilities of
conventional ultrasound scanning and overcome the limitations of data processing so that reliable
estimation of regional wall structure and deformation can be performed.
1.2 Pathogenesis of Atherosclerosis
Atherosclerosis occurs mainly in the medium to large vessels of the arterial system. It begins with
changes in endothelial morphology, followed by smooth muscle cell proliferation, and intimal lipid
accumulations. These changes are initially detectable only by light and electron microscopy. Larger
accumulation of intimal lipid produces fatty streaks that are visible to the naked eye. These lesion
precursors, already present in youth, may or may not appear at arterial sites of predilection for
clinically significant atherosclerosis. In order of frequency, these sites are: 1. the abdominal, renal
& iliac arteries, 2. the proximal coronary arteries, 3. the femoral & popliteal arteries, 4. the carotid
artery, and 5. the vertebral, basilar & Circle of Willis arteries.
The disease is thought to be initiated by endothelial cell dysfunction resulting from exposure to
noxious stimuli. Lesion development and growth following such exposure are produced by chronic
inflammatory processes in the arterial wall [6-9]. Possible causes of endothelial dysfunction are
elevated LDL, low HDL and high triglycerides; oxidative free radicals caused by smoking, hyper-
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tension and diabetes mellitus; inherited disorders other than those related to lipid metabolism,
such as elevated plasma homocysteine levels; and even infectious microorganisms such as herpes
viruses or Chlamydia pneumoniae. Additional risk factors include age, sex, race, obesity, seden-
tary lifestyle, family history of premature atherosclerosis, evidence of previous vascular disease,
and heart transplantation. In general, more severe risk factor profiles are associated with greater
disease severity. However, not all risk factors have been identified and the use of established risk
factors to predict actual disease is imperfect. For example, some people with hypercholesterolemia
do not have atherosclerosis, and some patients with atherosclerosis have normal cholesterol levels.
Once disease has been initiated, the normal homeostatic properties of the endothelium are dis-
rupted. Dysfunctional endothelium has increased lipid permeability, trapping and oxidation; upreg-
ulated leukocyte- and endothelial-adhesion molecule expression; and enhanced chemokine release.
These properties increase leukocyte chemotaxis and binding to the endothelial surface (Figure 1-
1A). Adherent monocytes transmigrate into the subendothelium and differentiate into macrophages
which phagocytize trapped lipids to become foam cells (Figure 1-1B). Numerous cytokines and
growth factors are secreted by the macrophages, transforming nearby smooth muscle cells (SMCs)
into a secretory phenotype and causing migration of these SMCs into the lesion. Inflammatory
mediators released by the lesion cause T-cell activation, cellular proliferation, platelet adherence
and aggregation, and continued leukocyte adherence and entry into the inflammed arterial wall.
As fatty streaks progress to intermediate and advanced lesions, secretory smooth muscle cells
release extracellular matrix components (collagen, laminin and fibronectin), thickening the local
vessel wall and forming a fibrous cap that walls off the lesion from the lumen. At this stage of
the disease, this cap covers a mixture of leukocytes, lipid and cellular debris derived from en-
hanced SMC loss by apoptosis. The soft necrotic core expands with continued lipid infiltration
and macrophage accumulation due to leukocyte adhesion and entry concentrated at the plaque
shoulders (Figure 1-1C). These macrophages express matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and other
proteolytic enzymes that degrade wall structural elements and thin the fibrous cap. Lesions with
high lipid content and enhanced cap breakdown are mechanically weak and have focal sites that are
particularly vulnerable to tearing [10, 111. Rupture or ulceration at these sites can lead to throm-
bus formation, intraplaque hemorrhage, platelet aggregation, and fibrin deposition (Figure 1-1D),
stimulating still more cellular recruitment, proliferation and cell death, and perpetuating the cycle
of lesion inflammation, disruption, and repair [12-14].
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Figure 1-1: A. Initial steps of atherosclerosis following endothelial dysfunction. B. Fatty streak
formation. C. Progression to intermediate and advanced disease. D. Unstable fibrocalcific lesion
characterized by a large necrotic core with fibrous cap thinning at the lesion shoulders due to
locally-concentrated smooth muscle cell loss and lytic enzyme release by macrophages. Figures
from R. Ross, Atherosclerosis - an inflammatory disease. New Engl J Med, 349(2): p. 1 1 5 - 12 6 . 1999.
The chemical mediators involved in atherogenesis include: oxidized-LDL, nitric oxide, prostacyclin, angiotensin II,
endothelin, integrins, platelet-endothelial cell adhesion molecule 1, E-selectin, L-selectin, P-selectin, intercellular
adhesion molecule 1, vascular cell adhesion molecule 1, monocyte chemotactic protein 1, interleukin-1, interleukin-2,
interleukin-8, granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating factor, macrophage colony stimulating factor, platelet-
derived growth factor, fibroblast growth factor 2, transforming growth factor f6, tumor necrosis factor a, osteopontin,
fibrin, thromboxane-A 2 , and tissue factor.
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As atherosclerosis progresses, lesions grow to occupy an increasing percentage of arterial wall
volume. Despite this, lumen area is preserved by vascular remodeling until advanced stages of
disease. In histology of autopsy specimens [15] and in non-invasive ultrasound measurements of
live subjects [16], investigators have observed that the vascular remodeling response to gradual
progression of mural lesions includes local as well as generalized dilation of vascular segments.
Adaptive enlargement at sites of active atherogenesis were found to preserve near-normal lumen in
most subjects [16]. However, in the setting of sudden increases in lesion volume associated with
thrombosis of complicated plaques, failure of vascular adaptation occurs. This acts in concert with
the marked expansion of plaque size to produce clinically-significant lumen compromise and acute
ischemic symptoms.
The distribution of atherosclerosis in the arterial system is non-homogeneous even though
atherogenic stimuli are typically systemic (e.g. hypertension). Distribution of atherosclerotic
plaques are geometrically focal, localizing near the outer edges of arterial bifurcations [17-19].
This regional susceptibility highlights the influence of local biomechanical forces in modulating dis-
ease progression. At arterial bifurcations, flow separation and turbulence can occur, exposing the
vessel wall to low or oscillatory shear stress. Endothelial cell function is modulated by its hemody-
namic environment and a recent review of hemodynamic shear stress and its role in atherosclerosis
has been presented by Malek et al. [20].
Vascular endothelial cells exposed to physiologic levels of unidirectional shear stress possess a
fusiform shape and are aligned in the direction of blood flow. These cells have low expression of
vasoconstrictors, growth factors, inflammatory mediators, adhesion molecules, and pro-thrombotic
factors. Furthermore, they show remarkably little proliferation and apoptosis. Thus, the endothe-
lial lining is in an atheroprotected state under these conditions. When exposed to low or oscillatory
stresses and strains, however, endothelial cells take on rounder, polygonal shapes and are not
aligned with the flow field. Endothelial cells upregulate adhesion molecules [21] in response to low
shear stress and release chemoattractants in response to cyclic strain [22]. These cause localized in-
creases in monocyte adhesion and transmigration into the vessel wall. Cyclic mechanical strain also
affects macrophage gene expression and smooth muscle cell proliferation within the vessel wall [23].
Histological studies show localization of MMP-1 in regions of high circumferential stress within
atheromas, suggesting links between biomechanical stress and strain and the release of matrix-
degrading products which cause focal wall weakening [24]. Spatial variations in cyclic stresses and
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strains acting on lesions may accelerate their progression, causing structural fatigue and eventual
plaque disruption. The shift in endothelial cell phenotype from anti- to pro-atherosclerotic depends
on regional stresses and strains and may therefore account for the focal nature of the inflammatory
response to intimal injury.
1.3 Arterial Imaging
Invasive and non-invasive imaging techniques have been used in both clinical and research settings
to interrogate atherosclerosis. An overview of some key modalities and our rationale for focusing
on peripheral vascular B-mode ultrasound are presented below.
Angiography
X-ray angiography, the traditional 'gold-standard', images lumen diameter and detects the degree
of flow obstruction caused by advanced plaques. It cannot image the vessel wall or its histopatho-
logical components, but it does reveal occlusive lesions, plaque disruption, luminal thrombosis,
and calcification. Early and intermediate focal lesions are often not detected because of compen-
satory vessel enlargement which maintains lumen size. Clinical measurements of flow impairment
estimate percent diameter stenosis which depends on proper designation of a normal reference seg-
ment. When the reference segment is not normal, as can happen in diffuse atherosclerosis which
narrows the entire lumen, angiography underestimates the degree of stenosis. Quantitative mea-
surements of lumen diameter from x-ray angiograms are typically able to resolve changes of 400m.
X-ray angiography is expensive and invasive, exposing the patient to ionizing radiation, contrast
dye, and a not insignificant risk of morbidity and mortality.
Angioscopy
Angioscopy images the surface features of the arterial wall and allows determination of wall sur-
face color (red, white or yellow) and ulceration. It is therefore very sensitive for the detection
of mural thrombus. Since it only visualizes plaque surfaces, angioscopy is unable to reveal the
internal heterogeneity of plaques. One clinical trial [25] did demonstrate the clinical potential of
angioscopy to detect degenerated plaques associated with acute coronary syndromes by the yellow
color of the plaque surface. Another trial showed that angioscopically identified plaque rupture and
thrombus were related to adverse outcomes in patients with complex lesions after interventional
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procedures [26]. However, angioscopy is expensive and more invasive than angiography since it
requires insertion of the imaging cathether directly into the vessel segment of interest. Catheter
insertion poses some risk of endothelial injury and future plaque development at the imaged site.
Intravascular ultrasound
Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) is a catheter-based technique which allows for direct imaging of
arterial wall cross-sections. Internal plaque structures can be differentiated by their acoustic prop-
erties and can therefore be visualized. This imaging modality detects angiographically unrecognized
disease and intima-media thickening which permits risk stratification of lesions. IVUS uses high
frequency ultrasound, typically between 30-45MHz, which produces a high axial resolution of about
80im. Lateral resolution is depth dependent and is on average 200Am. The echogenicity of vi-
sualized plaques allows differentiation between soft, fibrous, or calcified tissue. While IVUS can
identify the thickness and echogenicity of vessel wall components, it does not give full histopatho-
logical characterization. Like angioscopy, IVUS is expensive and invasive, requiring insertion of the
imaging catheter directly into the vessel segment of interest.
Intravascular Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Intravascular magnetic resonance probes are currently being developed for high-resolution imaging
of arterial walls. These MR receiver coils lie within the lumen of the arterial segment of interest,
and this close proximity allows for significantly higher spatial resolution than surface magnetic
resonance imaging. Spatial resolutions of up to 80x80x2000 m3 have been achieved in imaging
cadavers. However, living subjects have pulsatile arteries and the resulting motion artifact limits
the achievable resolution for in vivo imaging [27]. Existing intravascular MR coil receivers suf-
fer from non-homogeneous spatial sensitivity, so image intensity can vary independently of tissue
characteristics. This modality is also capable of discriminating plaque components such as fibrous
tissue and lipid [28, 29]. Like IVUS however, its invasiveness introduces risk of endothelial damage
and adds to the already high-cost and long imaging times of surface magnetic resonance imaging.
Thermal Imaging
Surface temperature mapping of the arterial wall has attracted research interest as an experimental
tool for locating dense macrophage infiltrates within atheromas, a marker of plaque vulnerabil-
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ity [30]. Casscells et al. postulated that heat generated by activated macrophages either on the
plaque surface or under a thin fibrous cap can be detected by local variations in surface tempera-
ture. Using a thermistor capable of resolving temperature differences of 0.10C, they probed carotid
endarterectomy samples and found that the spatial distribution of temperature elevations corre-
lated with areas of macrophage infiltration identified by histology. This procedure has potential in
vivo application, but is invasive with the same disadvantages as IVUS and angioscopy.
Electron-beam computed tomography
Electron-beam computed tomography (EBCT) can be used to visualize intravascular calcium in
advanced lesions. While there is a strong association between coronary calcium and obstructive
coronary arery disease, the value of intravascular calcium for detecting early focal lesions or for
assessing plaque vulnerability has not been established. While MRI, fluoroscopy, and spiral CT
also can locate calcific deposits in vessel walls, only EBCT can quantify the volume of calcium
present [31]. Myocardial imaging with EBCT is extremely rapid, on the order of 0.1s for an
acquisition, eliminating motion artifacts. EBCT provides a 400ym in-plane resolution with 1.0mm
slice thickness. Since EBCT is non-invasive, it has potential for disease screening, but exposes
patients to ionizing radiation.
Nuclear Medicine Imaging
Nuclear scintigraphic techniques image biochemical activity in plaques rather than structural fea-
tures. Radiolabelled lipoproteins, peptides, antibody fragments, or platelets which target biochemi-
cally active sites of lesion progression (e.g. intra-arterial thrombus) are injected into the circulation,
and the emitted radiation is detected by a gamma camera. Though radiolabelled molecules have
clinical potential as imaging agents, image quality is often degraded by low spatial resolution (on the
order of 1-2cm), as well as poor target-to-background and target-to-blood ratios. Nuclear imag-
ing is non-invasive and has the highest metabolic sensitivity of all available imaging modalities.
However, it also carries the risks of radiation exposure.
Surface Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) using surface coils and gradient-echo imaging generates
pictures of high-intensity flowing blood within vessel lumens. The resolution of MRA is on the order
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of 1mm3 . When compared with conventional X-ray angiography for imaging peripheral vascular
disease, MRA accurately localizes lesions but is less accurate in quantifying stenosis dimensions.
One study comparing carotid MRA with conventional angiography found diagnostic accuracy of
87-100% [32]. Recently, MR has been applied to imaging the vessel wall itself. Improvements in
high-resolution (400pm) fast spin-echo imaging and processing have permitted in vivo visualization
of atherosclerotic plaque structure and intimal thickening in the carotid arteries [33]. Proton
spectroscopy with NMR shows that fibrous plaques and fat have unique spectral characteristics,
such as different T2 relaxation times. Fibrous plaques have shorter T2 values than fat [34, 35].
MRI has been used for studying the progression of experimental atherosclerosis and for imaging
plaque components such as fibrous caps, necrotic cores, and intraplaque hemorrhage in hyper-
cholesterolemic rabbits [36] and in apo-E knockout mice [37]. Its ability to discriminate normal
media and adventitia, lipid cores, fibrous caps, calcification, intraplaque hemorrhage, and acute
thrombosis in human carotid plaques has also been demonstrated by several investigators [38-40].
Since this procedure is non-invasive, it has potential as a screening tool for peripheral lesions,
but its attractiveness is offset by the high cost and the long imaging times required to improve
signal-to-noise characteristics.
Peripheral vascular ultrasound
Peripheral vascular ultrasound is capable of tracking atherosclerosis non-invasively and inexpen-
sively. A number of studies have established that peripheral atherosclerosis, especially in the
carotids, is correlated with coronary atherosclerosis [41-47]. Real-time B-mode imaging provides
high axial resolution on the order of 200pm for a 7.5MHz transducer. When coupled with Doppler
flow imaging for duplex scanning, it is used clinically to determine the degree of stenosis, plaque
morphology, and hemodynamics. In the carotid, these factors have been found to be significantly
associated with stroke occurrence in several clinical trials [48,49]. Ultrasound can also character-
ize plaque components according to echogenicity [50]. Echolucent heterogeneous plaque images
have been associated with intraplaque hemorrhage and lipid-filled lesions on histology, whereas
echogenic homogeneous plaque images have been associated with mostly fibrous lesions. Plaque
morphology - mural, nodular, or ulcerated - is an indicator of active lesions that are more likely
to progress and thromboembolize [51, 52]. Because of its low cost and non-invasiveness, periph-
eral ultrasound has been used extensively in clinical studies for monitoring the natural history of
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atherosclerosis [53-57], screening patients at increased risk [48, 58], and evaluating the efficacy of
drugs [59, 60].
In this thesis, we shall focus on peripheral vascular ultrasound in the carotid artery. This approach
is non-invasive and low-cost. Furthermore, the carotid artery lies in an easily accessible superficial
location, and atherosclerotic burden in this region is correlated with that in other vascular beds
(e.g. the coronaries). The images produced by B-mode ultrasound possess good spatial as well
as temporal resolution relative to the other imaging options, providing information about vascular
walls as well as lumen blood flow. These characteristics have made carotid ultrasound imaging
particularly well-suited for pre-symptomatic atherosclerosis screening and monitoring.
1.4 Ultrasound-based monitoring
Clinically-established parameters for atherosclerosis have focused on quantifying advanced lesions
that compromise perfusion and produce ischemic symptoms. From Doppler or correlation-derived
flow signals, measurements of blood velocity are used to estimate the degree of arterial narrowing
(% stenosis) and the presence of turbulence and volumetric flow, even though measurement errors
can be large [61]. In early disease, alterations in blood flow pattern and magnitude are subtle.
Therefore, other parameters have been explored for quantifying pre-symptomatic atherosclerosis.
One such parameter is the endothelium-dependent vascular response to augmented flow in the
brachial artery [62-64]. This vasoactivity is believed to reflect systemic endothelial dysfunction [65].
Normal endothelium reacts to increased shear stress arising from augmentation of blood flow ve-
locity by releasing nitric oxide. This causes compensatory vasodilation, thereby returning shear
stress to normal levels. In abnormal endothelium, this compensatory vasodilation is impaired, and
transient vasoconstriction may even occur when flow velocities rise [66]. Abnormal vasoactivity
has been correlated with atherosclerotic risk factors, and its improvement has been demonstrated
after modifiable risk factors are treated [62, 67, 68]. However, the relationship of vasoactivity to
structural disease is somewhat uncertain. A recent study of patients with established coronary
disease has shown normalized vasoactivity after treatment with vitamin E even though underlying
disease burden was unchanged [69]. Research such as this indicates that vasoactivity measurement
may not reflect accurately the extent and degree of structural remodeling due to atherosclerosis.
Lesion composition is another parameter that can be used to estimate disease status. The
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echogenicity (intensity magnitude relative to the reference intensity of blood in the lumen) of
the arterial wall in B-mode ultrasound images is a qualitative indicator of wall composition [70].
Hypoechoic intensities have been correlated with findings of thrombus, intraplaque hemorrhage,
and lipid pools on histology. Hyperechoic or echodense intensities have been correlated with fibrous
tissue. Hyperechoic intensities with underlying intensity dropout (shadowing) have been associated
with lesion calcification [50, 71, 72]. The gray-level distribution of lesion image intensities is a
further indication of material composition. Lesions with uniform material composition appear
homogeneous in intensity whereas those containing a mixture of fibrous, lipid, cellular, and calcific
material have a heterogeneous intensity distribution [73, 74]. Lesions that have a hypoechoic or
heterogeneous appearance are believed to be associated with more aggressive disease progression.
However, this qualitative parameter is somewhat unreliable since lesion appearance is sensitive to
image acquisition settings, and the classification of lesions based on echogenicity and heterogeneity
is observer-dependent.
In this work, we address the two most widely-used markers of structural and functional vascular
remodeling in atherosclerosis research: arterial wall distension or deformation and intima-media
thickness [75, 76]. Distensibility reflects the ability of an artery to expand in response to pulse
pressure changes over the cardiac cycle, whereas intima-media thickness measures the distance
between the endothelial surface (at the lumen-intima interface) and the external elastic lamina (at
the media-adventitia interface) as shown in Figure 1-2.
Intima~S.. mei o pe
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Figure 1-2: Long-axis B-mode image of the common carotid artery showing the intima-media
complex.
Local arterial distensibility is altered by atherosclerotic lipid deposition and destruction of the
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normal layered architecture of smooth muscle cells and extracellular matrix (composed largely of
elastin and collagen fibers) in the arterial wall. These changes start early in atherogenesis as
demonstrated in an LDL-receptor deficient hypercholesterolemic rabbit model by Hong et al [77].
This study found that arteries with early atherosclerosis1 showed abnormal distensibility even
before focal stenoses were detectable by angiography. Clinical investigations in human subjects
demonstrate that distensibility decreases as a function of aging and that this reduction is accelerated
in the presence of cardiovascular risk factors and in the setting of established vascular disease [55,
76,78-81].
Intima-media thickening (IMT), like distensibility change, occurs early in atherogenesis. Lipid
accumulation and cellular proliferation in the arterial intima cause both diffuse and focal wall
thickening well before any lumen intrusion occurs. Carotid IMT has been studied extensively in
cross-sectional community-based studies, which consistently show that increased IMT is associ-
ated with cardiovascular risk factors and documented atherosclerosis [44, 76, 82-85]. Prospective
studies have also demonstrated that the degree of IMT thickening is an indicator of generalized
atherosclerosis that is predictive of future myocardial infarction and stroke [45, 58, 86-90].
Arterial distensibility and intima-media thickness can be measured with ultrasound radiofre-
quency (RF) echo tracking, real-time M-mode, or real-time B-mode ultrasound imaging. In RF echo
tracking, an ultrasound beam is transmitted in one-direction along a scanline that crosses the artery
along its diameter. Echoes returning from the direction of insonation are digitized and processed to
track depth and spacing of selected echogenic tissue interfaces (such as the lumen-intima interface
at the vessel near-wall). A number of RF-processing methods have been developed which can track
inter-echo distances and depth displacements on the order of several micrometers [75,91-94]. These
methods use absolute position and/or velocity information from echoes in the RF range data to
follow interface locations. Regardless of the specific information used, these methods are all sen-
sitive to relative transducer-tissue motion occurring in directions oriented away from the direction
of insonation. Their performance is also sensitive to imaging times since increasing scan duration
results in temporal accumulation of tracking errors [66, 95].
Real-time M-mode imaging data is derived from the RF data by quadrature-demodulation,
lowpass filtering, and magnitude extraction. Unlike RF echo tracking which requires hardware
modification for access to the raw RF scanner signal, M-mode imaging is directly accessible on all
Idefined in this study as angiographically-normal arteries showing small circumferential lesions with 10% cross-
sectional area involvement on intravascular ultrasound and on histology
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clinical scanners and is widely used. M-mode provides lower spatial and temporal resolution than
RF echo tracking and also uses echoes returning from a single direction of insonation. M-mode
images are therefore also sensitive to relative transducer-tissue motion and measurement duration.
B-mode imaging, unlike RF echo tracking and M-mode, insonates a two-dimensional plane
of tissue and is susceptible only to out-of-plane tissue motion. Scanning a tissue plane takes
longer than for a single line, however, and the maximum temporal resolution achievable by B-
mode is lower than that for RF and M-mode imaging. Real-time B-mode imaging is available on
all clinical scanners and is the most widely used ultrasound imaging mode since two-dimensional
images provide more information about spatial structure and are more easily interpreted by human
readers.
1.5 Thesis Goals
The widespread availability of B-mode imaging and its natural interpretation as a picture of tissue
structure make it particularly attractive for atherosclerosis screening. In B-mode imaging, it is
possible to acquire data sets over both space and time. These spatiotemporal data sets reflect the
spatial distribution of vascular structure in addition to the distribution of structural deformation
over the cardiac cycle. Conventional clinical metrics of mean intima-media thickness and arterial
distensibility do not exploit the full potential of these data since they focus only on gross char-
acteristics of vessel structure and distension. While these measures are informative and easy to
obtain, they can be insensitive to localized regions of subtle remodeling. More detailed structure
and motion characterization may potentially provide even more information about vascular health,
allowing earlier detection of atherosclerosis and more sensitive tracking of heterogeneous remodeling
over time.
Conventional IMT measures are based on imaging several carotid segments including the distal
common carotid, the carotid bulb, and proximal internal and external carotids [54,89,96-99]. For
each segment of interest, a long-axis B-mode slice through the three-dimensional artery is acquired
to visualize the thickest portion of the intima-media complex whenever possible. The average
over all segments of the mean IMT or of the maximum IMT is computed as a measure of overall
atherosclerotic burden. Often, the mean IMT of only the distal common carotid artery is used
since measurement reproducibility is best for that segment. As mentioned previously, these gross
IMT measures can successfully discriminate at-risk populations from normal populations. However,
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they can be difficult to interpret for individual subjects due to the intrinsic measurement variability
arising from noise as well as to the wide range of mean IMT values in the normal population at
large [1001. Specific knowledge of the local wall thickness distribution is more sensitive than the
mean IMT measure since disease-related remodeling is more likely to produce a spatially non-
uniform intima-media complex, even when the mean IMT measure falls within the normal range.
In fact, it is generally recognized that such structural variations occur in the carotid bulb and
precede significant thickening in the common carotid artery. Despite this, averages of segmental
wall thickness have been used because of poor signal-to-noise conditions within the bulb which make
image interpretation by an expert difficult and quantification with computerized edge detection
virtually impossible.
In the case of carotid distensibility assessment, the standard clinical measure is the diameter
change from diastole to systole, normalized by the diastolic diameter. This measurement is typically
made along a single chord through the segment of interest (e.g. 2cm proximal to the carotid bulb
for common carotid distensibility estimation) and is taken to be representative of the segment as a
whole [55, 80]. Sampling in this manner can miss focal areas of abnormal material stiffness which
more detailed examination of the spatial uniformity of vessel motion and structural deformation
may reveal.
Despite the ability of B-mode imaging to interrogate the heterogeneity of wall structure and
material composition caused by atherosclerosis, this information has not been leveraged in clinical
monitoring of this disease. The reasons for this include the challenge of B-mode spatial slice
localization, the difficulty of robust measurement of structure and deformation in the presence of
image degradation, and the choice of metrics for regional variations in structure and deformation.
In this thesis, we examine each of these issues and propose solutions which not only improve the
measurement of the conventional clinical metrics, but which also allow us to incorporate measure-
ments of regional vessel structure and deformation in ultrasound-based atherosclerosis monitoring.
First, in Chapter 2, we describe a free-hand acquisition system which allows 3D spatial localization
of image frames. Next, in Chapter 3 we use plane-strain finite element modeling of representative
vascular geometries to gain insight into potential metrics of regional deformation and to generate a
basis for validation of our image processing methods presented in Chapter 4. The image processing
algorithms developed there not only improve conventional IMT measurement but also allow robust
delineation and tracking of vessel boundaries for analysis of regional vessel structure and deforma-
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tion. In Chapter 5, we demonstrate this improvement in synthetic B-mode data, and we apply our
new processing scheme to the analysis of vessel structure and deformation in a sample set of pilot
clinical data. These real-world examples, derived from from a small study of normal volunteers and
patients with carotid lesions, illustrate how the measurement of regional intima-media thickness
and wall deformation distribution is improved with our multistep processing method. Finally, in
Chapter 6 we present a summary of our research and propose avenues for future development.
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Chapter 2
Data Acquisition
2.1 Introduction
Conventional B-mode ultrasound provides only two-dimensional (2D) image slices through tissues
in a region of interest. Therefore, to interrogate the spatial characteristics of three-dimensional
(3D) anatomy, sonographers must be adept at mentally integrating information from a series of 2D
views. Because of this, quantitative measurements are limited to 2D planes, and the estimation
of parameter variations between planes is difficult since the spatial relationships between imaging
planes are visually unspecified. In clinical practice, measurements of wall thickness and distension
of the common carotid segment, carotid bulb, or internal carotid segment are based on a single
two-dimensional slice in which maximal wall thickening can be visualized. To accomplish this, the
sonographer must scan the three-dimensional segment of interest with varying ultrasound probe
angulation and identify the slice which reflects maximal disease. Spatial sampling in this manner
contributes to inaccurate estimation of atherosclerotic burden and difficulties in estimating non-
uniform arterial remodeling. Three-dimensional ultrasonic imaging, an active area of ultrasound
research, addresses these limitations of 2D imaging.
Investigators have used several techniques to acquire ultrasound images with simultaneous 3D
position and orientation data [101-113). These methods include motor-driven mechanical sweeping
of a 1D transducer array over the region of interest, 2D transducer array imaging, and freehand
scanning with an integrated linear tranducer/position sensor unit. In motor-driven transducer
scanning, a conventional 1D transducer array is affixed to a mechanical device which offers precise
motion under servo-motor control. These mechanical positioners either operate in rotational, wedge,
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or linear modes (Figure 2-1A-C) and sweep out a volume of interest as a series of image slices at
slightly different scan positions. The positional accuracy of this approach is offset by the difficulty
of maintaining good acoustic coupling at the tissue interface and by the hardware constraints of a
rigid mechanical device that makes scanning of some anatomical structures difficult.
Three-dimensional scanning can also be performed with a two-dimensional array of ultrasound
transducer elements; however, this approach is still under development. At present, prototype
2D array technologies produce images with low spatial and temporal resolution due to the high
bandwidth requirements of real-time volume acquisition and to the fundamental physical constraint
on the rate at which pulse-echo ultrasound can return images.
A B
C D
Figure 2-1: Three-dimensional ultrasound image scans from A. constrained-rotational sweeping B.
constrained-wedge sweeping C. constrained-linear sweeping and D. free-hand linear sweeping (based
on real free-hand acquired data).
Freehand scanning over a volume (Figure 2-1D) is the dominant approach to image slice ac-
quisition with 3D positioning due to its relatively low-cost and flexibility. This method employs
a position sensing system coupled to the ultrasound probe so that the position and orientation of
the acquired image slice can be determined. A variety of position sensing systems have been used
to measure probe positions, including articulated arms, electromagnetic field transmitter/receiver
_ 
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systems, acoustic spark gap/microphone systems, and optical systems. Electromagnetic position
sensing is the most widely-used of these localizing systems since it offers the greatest flexibil-
ity in ultrasound examination and permits scanning procedures similar to routine 2D imaging.
With practice, the operator can obtain free-hand acquired data with quality comparable to that of
mechanically- or electronically-swept volume systems.
2.2 3D Free-hand Acquisition System
In this section, we describe the development and use of our 3D free-hand ultrasound acquisition
system. We first present a description of the electromagnetic spatial localizer used for position
and orientation measurement (POM). Next, we demonstrate our custom-coded image acquisition
software, BIRDAcquire, which grabs ultrasound image frames at 30Hz together with time-stamped
position and orientation measurements. Finally, we describe the system calibration procedure and
results, along with data from relative frame positioning and orientation experiments.
2.2.1 Flock of Birds Electromagnetic Spatial Localizer
The Flock of Birds (BIRD), a patented technology developed by Ascension Technology Corp.
(Burlington, VT), measures the position and orientation of a receiver with respect to a transmitter
that is fixed in space. A microprocessor-controlled pulsed direct current (DC) signal drives the
transmitting antenna which sends out a DC magnetic dipole field pulse. The receiving antennae
(located within 1 to 4 ft of the transmitter) measure this transmitted magnetic field pulse in addition
to the Earth's magnetic field for conversion by the microprocessor into position and orientation
outputs. The use of DC as opposed to AC (alternating current) electromagnetic signals renders
the BIRD approximately five times less sensitive to magnetic field distortion by induced currents in
nearby metal objects and thus reduces the need for labor-intensive field mapping and compensation.
The transmitter consists of a core about which x, y, and z antennae are wound. At any
given time, the transmitter drive supplies a DC current pulse to only one of these transmitter
antennae. The receiver consists of three orthogonal antennae sensitive to DC magnetic fields.
While many technologies can be used for implementing the DC receiver, the BIRD uses a three-
axis fluxgate magnetometer. Each of the orthogonal receiver outputs is conditioned by signal
processing electronics for differential amplification and noise removal.
For every measurement, all three transmitter antennae are initially off while the x, y, and z
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components of the Earth's magnetic field are measured by the receiver antennae. Then, a current
pulse is supplied only to the x transmitter coil. The rising edge of the pulse induces an initial
burst of eddy currents in nearby conductive material. When the pulse reaches its steady state
amplitude, no new eddy currents are induced, and existing currents decay exponentially at a rate
proportional to metal conductivity, size, and transmitter proximity. Signal sampling away from the
rising edge results in measurements that are less affected by eddy currents. The receiver x, y, and
z antennae measure the transmitted magnetic field components plus the Earth's magnetic field.
The amplitude of these measurements is dependent on the position and orientation of the receiver
antennae relative to the transmitter x antenna and on the location and orientation of the receiver
with respect to the Earth's surface. Differential amplification subtracts the Earth's magnetic field
contribution from these receiver measurements. The x transmitter antenna is then turned off, and
this process is repeated for the y and then z transmitter coils.
At the end of this measurement cycle, twelve receiver measurements are generated: three Earth
field components, and three receiver measurements for each of the three transmitter coils. These
data are converted by the microprocessor unit into either a 4x 3 POM matrix or a position vector
and three Euler angles (azimuth, elevation and roll), depending on BIRD configuration settings.
The resulting POM data are sent to the computer serial interface buffer in the form of signed 16-bit
integers.
2.2.2 Image and POM Data Acquisition
Figure 2-2 illustrates the components of our 3D free-hand acquisition system. The ultrasound
probe US, the BIRD transmitter T, the BIRD receiver R, an ultrasound image pixel position P,
and the global 3D coordinate system C, are shown along with other data acquisition blocks. The
coordinate axes for the BIRD transmitter, receiver, image scan plane, and global coordinate system
are denoted by blue orthogonal arrows.
The ultrasound machine that we use is a Hewlett-Packard (HP) SONOS 2000 scanner equipped
with a multifrequency (7.5/5.5/5.0MHz) phased array transducer. During B-mode scanning, the
probe transducer insonates tissues lying within the scan slice and receives reflected echoes whose
amplitudes and echo times are respectively converted to pixel intensities and imaging depths. Si-
multaneously, the BIRD receiver, rigidly mounted on the ultrasound probe, senses the magnetic
field emitted by the BIRD transmitter and returns data to the BIRD control unit. For our purposes,
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BIRD control unit
BIRDcontrolunitHP SONOS 2000 B-mode video Brachial BP
R IUltrasound Machine
R-wave
US trigger BIRDAcquire
Pill 650MHz NT PC
ECG DT3155 framegrabber
signal
APOM
data Ar
Up to 200 images per
R-wave trigger (30 fps)
POM data for each slice
BIR D c ontrol unit
Figure 2-2: Overview of components in 3D free-hand ultrasound scanning. C: global coordinate
system, R: receiver coordinate system, T: transmitter coordinate system, P: ultrasound image
pixel, US: ultrasound probe, ECG: electrocardiogram, BP: blood pressure, POM: position and
orientation measurement.
the BIRD control unit is configured to convert these data into position and orientation matrices
that are output to the serial port buffer of the acquisition workstation at a rate of 100 per second.
We use the notation TTR to denote the POM matrix in order to express the linear transformation
of points in the receiver coordinate system, R, to points in the transmitter coordinate system, T.
The HP SONOS 2000 outputs real-time B-mode image sequences as an NTSC video signal
and also generates an R-wave trigger pulse based on the patient's ECG signal. These signals
respectively act as video and trigger inputs to a DT3155 PCI framegrabber card (Data Translation
Inc., Marlboro, MA) installed in a Pentium III 650MHZ Windows NT acquisition workstation.
Acquisition of BIRD POM matrix data and ECG-triggered video framegrabbing all occur under
the control of BIRDAcquire, the key software component of our 3D free-hand acquisition system.
BIRDAcquire was custom written in Microsoft Visual C++ V6.0 (Microsoft Corp., Redmond,
WA) and uses function calls to the Microsoft Foundation Class library (Microsoft Corp., Redmond,
WA), the Data Translation Open Layers software development kit V1.0 (Data Translation Inc.,
Marlboro, MA), and the BIRD driver application programming interface (Ascension Technology
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Corp, Burlington, VT). Figures 2-3-2-4 show screenshots of BIRDAcquire operation.
At the beginning of each imaging session, scan acquisition information is specified by selecting
items in order under the Acquisition Control menu (Figure 2-3). For each menu item with user-
specifiable information, the corresponding dialog box is also shown in this figure. The first item
Get Patient Info opens a dialog box with fields for the patient filename, the directory path, mean
heart-rate, systolic & diastolic blood pressure (BP), and the imaging date with optional comments.
These data are saved to a text file with the name "<filename>.info". Next, the user activates
the BIRD localizer system by selecting Start BIRD. This action issues a BIRD command to
begin POM data streaming to the serial port buffer and also brings up a dialog box which displays
relevant BIRD position and slice acquisition information. This dialog box also contains two fields
for specifying the start and end image sequences when reviewing full motion image frames captured
from the most recent slice acquisition. The next menu item to be selected, Open Framegrabber,
readies the DT3155 framegrabber device for access and also clears the workstation memory space
(RAM) assigned for temporary image storage during slice acquisition.
In the last step before slice acquisition can begin, Configure Acquisition must be selected.
Within the resulting dialog box, the user specifies whether image sequence acquisition is started
from the external R-wave trigger supplied by the ultrasound machine or from an internal software
trigger generated by a keystroke or mouse-click. The number of frames to be acquired can range
from 1 to a maximum of 200 per trigger. The image frame rate is fixed at 30Hz. This dialog also
contains fields for the digitization voltage offset and reference, which control the zero-level, satura-
tion voltage, and dynamic range of the 8-bit analog-to-digital converter on the video framegrabber.
Typically, these parameters are left at the default card settings.
The check boxes at the bottom of the dialog box allow the user to specify whether the cal-
ibration mode is active and whether to save the time-stamped BIRD matrices in a separate
"<filename>.bird" binary data file in addition to the time- and POM-stamped binary image files.
When the calibration mode is specified, image capture is software-triggered (initiated by a keystroke
or mouse-click), and a single time- and POM-stamped binary image file is recorded for each slice
acquisition.
Figure 2-4 summarizes the menu options that are available once acquisition configuration is
complete. The items under the Image Passthru menu allow the ultrasonographer to start or
stop direct display of real-time video on the computer monitor. This option allows real-time probe
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Figure 2-3: The BIRDAcquire graphical interface and user configurable information in Acquisition
Control Menu.
Acquisition Control
Get Patient Info
Patient Filename
Filepath
Mean HR
Systolic BP
Diastolic BP
Date/Comnent
Start BIRD
Start/End frames for review
Open Framegrabber
Configure Acquisition
External/Internal triggering
Frames per trigger
Voltage Reference/Offset
Calibration Active
SaveBIRDfile
Clear Frames
Close Framegrabber
Stop BIRD
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Image Passthru*
Start Passthru
Stop Passthru
"8/16 bit color mode only
F4
F5
Acquire
Acquire Short Axis F1
Acquire Long Axis F3
Redo Acquire F6
Grab BIRD frame F2
Image Review F10
Filenaming conventions
Short axis: <name>_S_<slc#>_<img#>.img
Long axis: <name>_L_<slc#>_<img#>.img
Calibration: <name>_C_<slc#>_<img#>.img
BIRD file: <name>_S/L/C_0.bird
Figure 2-4: The BIRDAcquire graphical interface showing menu options for image frame acquisition.
The bottom window illustrates a sample ultrasound image that has been digitized along with
corresponding BIRD position dialog box information.
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positioning for slice adjustment, but the displayed video is not stored in the allocated system
memory or on the hard drive. Next, acquisition of a slice, defined as the temporal image sequence
corresponding to a single trigger, is initiated by selecting either an appropriate item under the
Acquire menu or by typing the corresponding function key. In this way, short-axis or long-axis
ultrasound image acquisition can be specified for each slice'. Once slice acquisition has been
initiated, BIRDAcquire either immediately begins grabbing the number of frames specified per
trigger (internally-triggered mode) or waits for the next external ECG trigger pulse to arrive before
grabbing images. Simultaneously, BIRDAcquire begins recording POM matrix data from the serial
buffer as well as the times at which the serial buffer was polled. POM data are read at approximately
30ms intervals until the required number of frames per trigger have been acquired. At the end of
a slice acquisition, the mean and standard deviation of the POM data are calculated (POMMSTD).
Then the time- and POMMSTD-stamped image data are written onto the hard drive in addition to
the optional BIRD data file corresponding to that acquired slice. The probe position is then moved
to a new location, and the next slice is acquired as described.
Once all the desired data have been collected, the memory allocated to the framegrabber device
is cleared and freed, the framegrabber is closed, and the BIRD localizer is issued a stop command
to halt POM data streaming to the serial buffer. These commands correspond to the last three
items in the Configure Acquisition menu (Figure 2-3).
2.2.3 3D Acquisition System Calibration
3D Spatial Calibration based on Phantom Images
The position and orientation data recorded in each image file maps points in the receiver coordinate
system, R, to points in the transmitter coordinate system, T. The three-dimensional position of
pixels in the B-mode image cannot, however, be determined from this information alone. A linear
transformation matrix which maps pixels in the 2D image plane, P, to 3D points in R must first
be obtained. The reliable estimation of this mapping,RTp, is the goal of 3D spatial calibration.
The elements of RTp are the x, y, and z translation offsets for the origin of P with respect
to R, as well as the relative rotation between the two coordinate systems (expressed as rotation
angles around the x, y, and z axes). An example of this spatial transformation matrix is shown
'The difference between short- and long-axis acquisitions lies in the file-naming convention used as shown in
Figure 2-4.
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in Equation 2.2. While estimates of these parameters can be made from external measurement
of the probe and position sensor, neither the B-scan origin nor the receiver origin (located at the
center of the wire coils in the BIRD sensor) are readily identifiable with respect to the transducer
and receiver casing, and the resulting measures would be very crude. Therefore 3D calibration
based on ultrasound imaging of a phantom with known geometry and position is required. In
this approach, measurements made in B-mode images of the phantom are combined with known
phantom shape and position to estimate the desired calibration parameters. Once this process is
performed, additional calibration is not required unless the BIRD receiver is repositioned on the
probe.
Calibration on a Bead Target Phantom
BIRD control unit
Probe
directions
z/Elevational
HP SONOS 2000 "
Ultrasound Machine
p y / lateral
B-mode ultrasound image
BIRD control unit
Figure 2-5: Overview of 3D free-hand ultrasound system calibration. Figure insets show a sample
ultrasound image of a bead target, and the naming convention for the ultrasound probe coordinate
axes.
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There are several different approaches to the calibration of 3D free-hand systems which produce
comparable calibration results. They include crossed string calibration, three-wire calibration,
suspended bead calibration, and planar surface calibration. These methods vary in terms of ease
of phantom construction, target imaging, calibration image analysis, and calibration accuracy.
We have chosen the bead target approach for our purposes since phantom construction is simple,
calibration imaging and analysis are relatively easy (though time consuming), and calibration results
are comparable to those from other techniques. For this particular phantom, the geometric property
exploited for 3D calibration is the center position of the bead target within the global coordinate
system.
Figure 2-5 illustrates the calibration setup for imaging of the bead target phantom. The x,
y, and z axes of the imaging plane coordinate system, P, the receiver coordinate system, R, the
transmitter coordinate system, T, and the global coordinate system, C, have been labelled. As
shown in the inset within this figure, the x-axis of ultrasound scanning plane points in the axial
beam direction, the y-axis points in the lateral beam direction, and the z-axis points out of the
B-scan plane in the elevational direction. Each two-dimensional pixel coordinate, Pv = [u, v]T, is
related to a 3D global coordinate system vector, Cv = [z, y, z]T , by the matrix-vector equation:
Cv CTT TTR RTp 0 (2.1)
1
1
where s is a spatial scaling factor with units of mm/pixel, and the linear transformation matrices
BTA mapping coordinate system A to coordinate system B have the form:
BTA(t, ty, tz, ,0y, z) =
cos Oz cos 0, cos Oz sin 0, sin O~ - sin Oz cos 0x sin Oz sin Ox + cos Oz sin 0, cos O t
sin Oz cos 0, cos Oz cos 0, + sin Oz sin 0y sin O~ sin Oz sin O, cos 0O - cos Oz sin Ox ty (2.2)
- sin 0, cos O, sin 0 x cos O, cos 0 x tz
0 0 0 1
The translation offset between the origins of A and B is [tx, ty, tz]T, whereas the relative rotation
between the two systems is given by [0 x, O, Oz]T. As reflected in the tranformation matrix, we use
an x-y-z fixed angles scheme [112] for parameterizing rotation using three angles. In this scheme,
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rotation from A to B is described by an axis rotation of Ox around the x-axis of A, then by rotation
of Oy around the y-axis, and finally by rotating through 0z around the z-axis.
The transformation matrix TTR is the POM data stored with each binary image file, and the
matrix CTT is used for convenient positioning of the global coordinate system; in the case where it
is the identity matrix, the global coordinate system is identical to the BIRD transmitter coordinate
system. The calibration matrix RTp is the goal of 3D calibration, and s, the pixel scaling factor,
is determined from image axis markings in each B-scan.
As indicated in Figure 2-5, a small spherical plexiglass bead (3mm diameter) is mounted on an
even smaller diameter cylindrical support which elevates the target (110mm) above the floor of
a large glass water bath. The water bath is filled to a level approximately 60mm above the level
of the bead in order to provide a medium for ultrasound propagation when imaging the center of
the fixed target from multiple insonation angles and probe-to-target distances (approximately 200
B-scans are acquired for each calibration data set). A typical B-scan of the bead target is shown
in Figure 2-5.
The pixel position of the bead center in each B-scan is related by Equation 2.1 to the bead
center coordinates in three-dimensions. Therefore, if the bead coordinates are known for the 2D
ultrasound images and the 3D global coordinate system, the unknown parameters within the cal-
ibration transformation matrix can be estimated. It is possible to simplify Equation 2.1 further
by placing the origin of the global coordinate system C at the center of the bead itself. The 3D
coordinates of bead center will then be [0, , 0 ]T, , and the image pixel, [Uo, Vo]T coinciding with the
bead center in each scan, will satisfy:
0 suo
0 CTT TTR RTp o (2.3)
0 0
1 1
The first three rows of this expression are non-linear homogeneous equations which relate image
measurements s [uo, vo]T and POM matrix data TTR to the unknown translation and rotation
parameters in CTT and RTp.
Since the rotational orientation of the global coordinate system C is not constrained by placing
the origin of C at the bead center, the rotation angles in CTT cannot be uniquely determined from
_~;1~_ ^_ ____ ~I~~
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these equations. These angles are therefore set to 0 radians for convenience, leaving 9 unknown
parameters for estimation: [tX, ty, tz]CTT, [tx, ty, tzaRTp, and [8x, 0, Oz]RTp. Due to the presence
of noise in the image measurements and POM matrix data, more than 9 homogeneous equations
are required for reliable estimation of these 9 unknowns. Typically, 32-200 images representing a
broad spectrum of insonation angles and probe-to-target distances are obtained in order to generate
an overdetermined set of 96-600 homogeneous equations (each image yields three equations) from
which the unknowns can be determined using iterative non-linear least squares estimation.
We use the robust Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to solve the overdetermined homogeneous
system of equations:
0 = f(m, e) (2.4)
where m are the noisy measurements and e are the desired estimates. Approximating Equation 2.4
with a first-order Taylor series expansion, we can obtain an update equation for the current estimate
ej at iteration j:
Of(m, ej)0o f(m, e) + e (e-ej)
Af = JAe (2.5)
where Af = -f(m, ej), J is the Jacobian matrix qme, and Ae is the change in the estima,
tion vector. Based on these expressions, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm solves the following
equation at each iteration:
ej+l = ej + (JTJ + eI)-lJTAf (2.6)
where E is a damping term determined at each step for stabilizing convergence, and Af and J are
each evaluated for the current estimate ej. The estimation process iterates until the change in the
desired parameters falls below our tolerance criterion.
In order to make the estimation process robust to crude initial values, we employ a three-stage
approach in which a subset of the unknowns is determined at each of the first two stages before
the final stage of optimization in which all the unknowns are jointly estimated. In the first stage,
we estimate the unknown translation offsets, [t, t, tz]CTT and [tm, ty, tz]RTp, with all angles set
to 0 radians. Next, we use the estimated offset values from stage 1 to estimate the rotation angles
[x, 0,, 0z]RTp. Finally, the third stage of parameter refinement is initialized with the estimated
translations and angles from stages 1-2, and all the unknowns are then estimated jointly.
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Calibration results
We present here our results from applying the analysis as described above to seven calibration
datasets. Four of these trials were performed with a 3cm imaging depth-of-view while the other
three were conducted using a 4cm imaging depth. The selected depth-of-view affects the B-scan
coordinate system, and separate calibration is required for each depth setting used in vascular
imaging. The four calibration trials at the 3cm imaging depth were each separated in time by 3
hours, 1 day, and 2 weeks, whereas the three trials at the 4cm depth setting were separated by 3
hours and 1 day. These repeated experiments provide insight into the reproducibility of calibration
parameter estimation.
During imaging, controls such as time-gain compensation, gray-level compression, focus, overall
gain, and acoustic power were adjusted for optimal visualization of the bead target. Images of
the bead target scanned with a 7.5MHz phased-array probe and POM data were captured with
BIRDAcquire in calibration mode as described in Section 2.2.2. Approximately 200 images were
acquired for each dataset, and care was taken to sample images from a wide variety of probe
insonation angles and probe-to-target distances. This ensures that the overdetermined system of
calibration equations is well-conditioned and that the parameter unknowns are uniquely identifiable.
BIRDAnalyze, a custom-written MATLAB R11 V5.3.1 (Mathworks, Natick, MA) program,
was developed to import the time- and position-stamped calibration image files for manual target
location and for estimation of the desired calibration parameters as previously described. Figure 2-
6 shows a snapshot of the BIRDAnalyze graphical user interface (GUI) displaying a B-mode scan
of the bead phantom, the image filename, and the image number within the calibration dataset.
The BIRD POM data stamped within the current image file is displayed in the GUI together with
the slice acquisition time stamp. This GUI allows user selection of the bead center position within
the image by moving the red marker circle so that the marker center is superimposed on the target
center. The identified coordinates of the target center for each image are shown in the point position
listbox on the right side of the GUI window. Any poor quality image frames can be skipped in this
analysis in order to prevent corruption of calibration estimates. The point position data are saved
for the subsequent parameter estimation step shown in the GUI snapshot within Figure 2-7.
For parameter estimation, the convergence tolerance, maximum iteration number, pixel/mm
scaling, and initial values for translation and rotation parameters can either be changed or kept
at the default settings shown. In our experience, bead-target calibration in a dataset containing
46
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Figure 2-6: BIRDAnalyze user interface showing a typical ultrasound image of the bead target
along with the manually identified target center (indicated by a circular marker). The position and
time tags stored in the image file are also displayed.
hundreds of B-scans successfully converged regardless of the initial conditions specified for numerical
iteration.
Figure 2-8A shows the three-dimensional image frame positions for a sample calibration trial
(3cm depth-of-view). This surface rendering illustrates the wide variety of insonation angles and
imaging distances used to capture the bead center position. Figure 2-8B shows a close-up plot of
the 3D bead center positions calculated from the calibration image frames in Figure 2-8A. Each
data point in blue represents a bead position from one image, and the red plot symbol identifies the
coordinate system origin centered on the bead target. While there is a relatively tight clustering
of the identified bead positions around the origin within a 2.0mm radius, the scatter reflects the
Figure 2-7: BIRDAnalyze graphical interface for calibration parameter estimation.
3.0 cm depth-of-view calibration
Trial Frames t (mm) t, (mm) t, (mm) O, (0) 9O (o) Oz (0) Acenter (mm)
0 (baseline) 218 74.83 -42.61 26.41 -0.041 -0.204 -0.160
1 (hours) 212 75.19 -42.38 26.50 0.032 0.102 0.074 0.40
2 (day) 200 75.10 -42.52 26.35 0.024 -1.362 -1.150 1.22
3 (week) 199 74.07 -42.36 26.08 0.019 1.274 1.082 2.17
Mean 74.80 -42.47 26.33 0.009 -0.048 -0.039
St. Dev. 0.509 0.120 0.183 0.033 1.084 0.916
Table 2.1: Results from calibration experiments performed using a 3cm imaging depth-of-view.
combined effects of target stationarity, probe-to-target positioning noise (arising from errors in
locating the exact center position of the 3.0mm diameter bead), measurement noise in the BIRD
position data, and noise in the manual identification of target centers within the calibration images.
These noise processes all affect the reproducibility of parameter estimates for repeated calibration
trials. Calibration parameter estimates are shown in Tables 2.1-2.2 for the 3cm and 4cm imaging
depths-of-view, respectively.
The estimated parameters for both imaging depths agree with our expectations based on crude
approximations from external casing measurements. The most important observation from these
data is that when repeated calibration trials are performed, the variation in parameter values is
_ 
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very low: the maximum standard deviation for translation parameters was only 0.51mm whereas
that for rotation parameters was approximately 1.080. These reproducibility results compare very
favorably with previously published data on 3D spatial calibration [103, 109, 112]. In order to
determine the actual impact of parameter variation on spatial localization, we use a metric Acenter,
which quantifies the shift in 3D positioning of the center B-scan pixel when calibration parameters
from each trial are used to calculate RTp:
Acenter = p[RTP] Pcenter - [RTP] 0Pcenter (2.7)
s rows/2
s cols/2
Pcenter =
0
1
Based on our data, the magnitude of change in absolute 3D positioning due to re-calibration
was small overall: the maximum shift found was 2.17mm whereas the minimum was 0.28mm.
Once again, these results compare favorably with other published calibration findings. For our
purposes, we averaged the estimated parameter values from all trials for each of the 3cm and 4cm
imaging depth calibrations. The resulting mean parameter vectors for the two imaging modes
were then used as the final parameters for subsequent spatial localization of ultrasound images.
Having characterized the reproducibility of calibration estimates, we address the far more important
question of relative frame positioning reliability as presented in the following section.
4.0cm depth-of-view calibration
Trial Frames t, (mm) ty (mm) tz (mm) O, (0) Oy (°)O (0) Acenter (mm)
0 (baseline) 205 84.52 -42.48 26.18 0.047 -0.134 -0.104
1 (hours) 203 84.44 -41.97 26.08 -0.002 -0.225 -0.140 0.50
2 (day) 202 84.91 -42.59 26.40 0.049 0.138 0.067 0.28
Mean 84.62 -42.35 26.22 0.032 -0.073 -0.059
St. Dev. 0.253 0.329 0.161 0.029 0.189 0.111
Table 2.2: Results from calibration experiments performed using a 4cm imaging depth-of-view.
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2.2.4 Relative Frame Position and Orientation Experiments
The accuracy of relative frame locations is more important than that of absolute locations since our
research goals are focused on the relative distribution of arterial wall structure and motion along
the length of the carotid. Absolute position measurements often contain an error bias which can
be ignored when calculating the location of image frames relative to each other. In this section,
we present results from experiments conducted to evaluate the quality of frame localization during
probe translation and rotation within a 3D volume typical of clinical carotid imaging (1 foot from
the BIRD transmitter). For all studies, precautions were taken to minimize magnetic field distortion
by removing all non-essential magnetic materials from the imaging lab.
Elevational
translation eral Elevational teral
anslation rotation tation
tra
Figure 2-9: Probe schematics showing translational directions on the left and rotational directions
on the right.
Six experiments were performed for each of the probe translational and rotational degrees of
freedom shown in Figure 2-9. In each experiment, approximately 50 POM measurements were
recorded per transducer location before moving the probe to the next translational or rotational
position. For translation experiments in the elevational and lateral directions, the probe was
linearly translated by hand over a horizontal range of 90.0mm in 1.0mm increments to produce
measurements at 91 frame locations for each direction. For measurements in the axial direction,
the probe was manually translated over a vertical range of 94.4mm in approximately 1.2mm vertical
increments to obtain 79 axial frame locations for position validation. For the rotation experiments,
the probe was affixed to a plastic support for constraining motion to a single rotational degree of
freedom. The transducer was manually rotated in 1' or 30' increments (depending on the rotation
experiment) with calibration markings on the support used for reference. The translation and
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rotation ranges examined are typical of those used in clinical ultrasound scanning.
Figures 2-10-2-11 show representative translational and rotational data from these frame po-
sitioning experiments. In Figure 2-10, the surface reconstruction shows the 3D frame positions
obtained from probe translation in the elevational direction, whereas in Figure 2-11, the frame loci
are shown for probe rotation around the lateral axis.
Figures 2-12A-C present quantitive measures of relative positioning performance for the trans-
lation experiments, whereas Figures 2-13A-C show the same performance metrics for the rotation
experiments. The first row of each figure shows a plot of the estimated value versus the nominal or
"true" translation/rotation. The line of identity is also overlaid on each of these plots in order to
demonstrate visually the proximity of the estimated values to the "true" values. The second row
shows a plot of the mean difference between the nominal and estimated values versus the nominal
value. The third row shows a plot of the error standard deviation of 50 measurements at each
position/orientation setting. The mean error is a measure of manual positioning accuracy whereas
the error standard deviation is a measure of positioning precision or reproducibility.
From the data plots for all three translation experiments, it is clear that the estimated transla-
tion values line up on top of the line of identity over the entire range of translations examined. The
measurement error is evident only when the mean error is plotted against nominal "true" values.
These mean errors, averaged over the 50 measurements at each probe location, do not seem to
exhibit any spatial dependence over the translation range typical of carotid scanning. The average
and standard deviation of the mean errors over the scanning range are quite low for all three trans-
lation directions. The mean and standard deviation of the errors are : for the elevational direction,
0.15mm and 0.10mm; for the lateral direction, -0.28mm and 0.20mm; and for the axial direction,
-0.09mm and 0.12mm, respectively.
Since the probe position is manually incremented to each new location, the nominal translation
value may contain a degree of error that contributes to the mean error calculated at each point
in the measurement range. Overall, the accuracy of relative frame localization under these linear
translations is more than adequate for our goal of measuring regional variations in arterial wall
thickness and distension. The system precision is high and showed no obvious spatial dependence,
since the standard deviation of 50 measurements at each probe location did not exceed 0.15mm over
the translation ranges studied. These low standard deviation values indicate that the translation
resolution of the acquisition system is on the order of 0.3mm over the 90mm scanning range used.
I99I
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Figure 2-10: Surface reconstruction showing 3D frame loci obtained using elevational probe trans-
lation.
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The data plots for axial, elevational, and lateral rotation experiments in Figure 2-13 demonstrate
good agreement between the measured and the expected angular rotations. For axial rotations,
the averaged mean error over the rotation range is 0.01460 while the standard deviation is 0.67'.
The maximum mean error between measured and nominal values is approximately 1.80. Since the
reproducibility of measurements at any given angulation is good, a significant component of this
error maximum likely arises from uncertainty in manual probe alignment with angular calibration
markings. The measurement reproducibility assessed in 50 repeated estimates at each angle within
the test range is excellent - the standard deviation of these estimates averaged over the range is
only 0.0140. For elevational rotation, the mean estimation error averaged over the test range was
0.44'. The standard deviation of the mean error over the range was 0.170. These values are larger
than the standard deviation of repeated measurements at a given rotation angle (the error standard
deviation never exceeds 0.050, reflecting high measurement reproducibility). Once again, this can
be attibuted to the uncertainty in manual probe alignment with protractor calibration markings.
Finally, for lateral rotation, the mean difference between measured and expected values was low
- the average of this over the lateral range is -0.070 while the standard deviation is 0.170. The
standard deviation of measurements at a fixed location does not exceed 0.05', which indicates good
measurement reproducibility for rotation around the lateral axis.
Overall, the results from these relative positioning experiments show that while there is a degree
of noise that is present in the system, its influence is relatively small. Acquired image frames can
be accurately and reproducibly localized relative to each other using the BIRD position tag within
each frame and the mean calibration parameter estimates derived from Section 2.2.3.
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axis
Figure 2-11: Surface reconstruction showing 3D frame loci obtained using lateral probe rotation.
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Figure 2-12: Translation experiment results plots for A. Elevational translation, B. Lateral trans-
lation, and C. Axial translation.
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2.3 Clinical Scanning Protocol
The clinical protocol for patient scanning with 3D frame localization is similar to that for a standard
carotid ultrasound examination. The key difference here is that we focus on acquiring sequential
stacks of short-axis image data from several transverse positions along the longitudinal axis of the
carotid arteries (Figure 2-14). These examinations are stored in S-VHS videotape archives, and
all digitized data are also archived on CDs. The list below outlines the steps taken during patient
imaging:
* For repeat examinations, review the videotape archive and digitized images to determine the insonation
views to reproduce.
* Obtain the subject's signature for the patient consent form.
* Configure BIRDAcquire for the new examination.
* Position the supine subject on the examination table so that the neck is well exposed.
* The head position is aligned so that the subject is looking directly ahead (straight towards the ceiling).
* ECG electrodes are applied for R-wave triggering.
* Supine brachial blood pressure waveform is measured using a DP200M DynaPulse clinical blood pres-
sure monitor (Figure 2-15. Pulse Metric Inc., San Diego, CA).
* Patient is instructed to look straight ahead at all times and to hold still during frame acquisition.
* Start S-VHS VCR recording.
* Obtain a short-axis sweep from the base of the right carotid, past the bifurcation until blocked by the
chin. This gives provides a quick overview of the vascular anatomy.
* Optimize imaging gain, compression, depth-of-view (3.0 or 4.0cm), post-processing, edge-enhancement,
image-frequency, focal-zones, and focus settings. Record machine settings for future studies in the same
subject.
* Use a default imaging frequency of 7.5MHz. Consider a lower frequency (5.0MHz) only if image quality
is poor, as may be the case at the carotid bifurcation.
* Locate the short-axis slice level at which the internal and external carotids are distinctly separate,
then rotate the probe into longitudinal alignment with the arterial long-axis.
* In this long-axis view, the bulb and bifurcation will occupy half of the image width, and the distal
common carotid artery will occupy the other half.
* Use flow doppler to estimate the peak centerline flow velocities in the common, internal, and external
carotids (Figure 2-16).
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Figure 2-14: Schematic diagram illustrating transverse slice acquisition along the longitudinal axis
of a carotid artery.
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Figure 2-15: Typical data output from the Dynapulse brachial blood pressure monitor. The output
includes an estimate of the blood pressure waveform, pulse, systolic and diastolic pressures, and
the mean arterial pressure.
Figure 2-16: A typical color flow doppler image used for centerline flow velocity estimation.
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Figure 2-17: A typical long-axis carotid B-mode image with superimposed zoombox position shown.
Figure 2-18: A typical short-axis carotid B-mode image with superimposed zoombox is shown on
the left. On the right is the corresponding zoomed image of the carotid artery.
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* Acquire unzoomed long-axis images (Figure 2-17) with an overlaid outline of the zoom-box position
(digitize 2-3 cardiac cycles with 30-50 frames per R-wave trigger).
* Acquire the corresponding zoomed long-axis image slice (digitize 2-3 cardiac cycles with 30-50 frames
per R-wave trigger) for distal common carotid intima-media thickness measurement.
* Rotate the probe to visualize the carotid in short-axis and position the transducer approximately
10mm below the common carotid bulb to image the common carotid artery.
* Acquire unzoomed short-axis images (30-50 frames/trigger) of the slice with the zoom-box outline
overlaid (Figure 2-18A).
* Acquire the corresponding zoomed short-axis image slice (Figure 2-18B).
* Linearly translate the probe in the cranial direction to acquire a new transverse slice (Figure 2-14).
* Adjust the probe angulation slightly to ensure maximal reflected intensities at the near and far walls
of the carotid cross-section (near and far are relative to the probe location).
* Acquire the new short-axis slice as described before translating further to the next slice.
* Short-axis acquisition continues until the probe is blocked by the subject's chin.
* Change the ultrasound machine patient imaging label from Right Carotid to Left Carotid and
repeat the acquisition process for the left carotid artery.
Subjects selected for our examinations are pre-screened to exclude those whose arteries could not
be satisfactorily visualized according to standard clinical criteria (e.g. those with images showing
severe echo dropout due to tissue calcification) or whose carotids exhibit excessive translation
motion artifacts due to respiration or venous motion. As shown in Figure 2-19, the examination
table has a raised back support which holds the subject's back at an inclined position. This
positioning decreases the degree of jugular venous distension and reduces the effects of venous
pulsation on carotid movement. During imaging, the subject's head is kept unrotated in order to
minimize torsion of the carotid artery and so prevent cyclic arterial translation that can accompany
neck rotation. Minimal probe contact pressure is applied to the neck during imaging to reduce
patient discomfort and tissue compression artifacts in the image sequences. The acquisition of
unzoomed long- and short-axis images with overlaid zoom-box outlines allows us to identify zoomed
pixel locations within the original image and, ultimately, to map the zoomed pixel coordinates into
three-dimensional space as we demonstrate in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2-19: An overview of the ultrasound examination room and equipment used for imaging
clinical subjects.
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2.4 Summary
In this chapter we have described a system for 3D freehand ultrasound image acquisition based on
custom software, BIRDAcquire, which controls the hardware functionality of an image framegrabber
card, and an electromagnetic spatial localizer. We have shown that spatial calibration of this system
can be reliably performed and that the relative positions and orientations of acquired frames can be
measured with accuracy and precision. This performance meets or exceeds that of other 3D freehand
ultrasound systems. Finally, we have outlined our protocol for obtaining clinical data from human
subjects. The data acquisition method developed here enables us to obtain the information needed
both for the development of tools to analyze the regional distribution of arterial wall thickness and
deformation and for the application of these tools in clinical studies. We now turn our attention
to finite element modeling of the pulsatile arterial wall and the identification of new deformation
metrics as presented in the following chapter.
Chapter 3
Finite Element Models & Arterial
Deformation Measures
3.1 Introduction
Mechanical stresses and strains within the arterial wall alter its biological behavior, contributing to
the formation and progression of atherosclerosis. These changes include modification of macrophage
gene expression, stimulation of matrix metalloproteinase release, and induction of smooth muscle
cell proliferation [7, 20, 22-24]. Finite element modeling based on realistic vascular geometries
and hemodynamic stimuli has played a critical role in elucidating relationships between vascular
biology and vascular mechanics. These simulations permit estimation of detailed in vivo stress
and strain maps that cannot easily be obtained with standard imaging technology. For example,
computational fluid dynamic analysis of carotid arteries [114-116] has demonstrated that areas
where low or oscillatory shear stress occur are the same as those locations predisposed to intimal
thickening and atherosclerotic plaque formation. On the other hand, modeling of diseased vessel
walls has led to the insight that stress concentration occurs between plaque regions with different
material characteristics [117, 118]. The computed locations of focal stresses within the shoulders
of stiff fibrous caps overlying compliant lipid cores coincide frequently with plaque rupture sites
observed in histological specimens. These concentrations of wall stress and strain are not only
important in plaque rupture, but are also believed to influence localization and progression of
atherosclerotic lesions.
In this chapter, we employ the power and flexibility of finite element modeling to evaluate the
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impact of vessel material characteristics on arterial wall deformation. The finite element simulation
data derived here also form the basis for validation of image processing methods presented in later
chapters. Finite element studies to date have focused mainly on the analysis of either the fluid
dynamics within the lumen or on stress and strain distributions after inflation of the vessel to mean
arterial pressure from its unloaded state. Our focus here is on relating the relative distribution of
wall stresses, strains, and material properties to deformation metrics that we propose to estimate
directly from time-sequence B-mode data. This process will determine whether there is additional
information provided by regional wall deformation analysis that can improve the detection and
quantification of non-uniform arterial wall remodeling.
3.2 Arterial Solid Mechanics
Before we discuss the parameters of local deformation that we intend to evaluate, we will review
several key features of arterial wall mechanics in addition to the constitutive relations and the
balance equations used for stress and strain analysis. Since our focus here is on vessel wall defor-
mation, we will limit ourselves to the domain of solid mechanics and thus will not consider the
influence of fluid mechanics in these simulations.
The normal arterial wall is a non-linear elastic composite of collagen, elastin, and cellular ele-
ments (the major cellular constituent being smooth muscle) [119]. Elastin is a rubber-like material
characterized by high extensibility (able to be stretched by over 100% before failure) and low ten-
sile strength. In contrast, collagen possesses high tensile strength and a low extension limit. At
low strain levels within the passive artery, elastin dominates the elastic response, whereas at high
strain levels, tortuous collagen fibers unwind and become the major determinant of vascular stiff-
ness. Elastin fibers, collagenous fibrils, and smooth muscle cells are arranged in concentric layers
within the normal artery. The relative proportion of these components in the wall varies as a func-
tion of location within the cardiovascular system. Larger vessels such as the common carotid artery
have high elastin content, and smaller vessels such as the coronaries have high smooth muscle cell
content.
Extensive experimental research in arterial biomechanics has demonstrated that vascular tissue
is nearly incompressible and anisotropic and that it possesses nonlinear hyperelastic characteristics.
It exhibits viscoelastic stress relaxation, creep, and hysteresis under cyclic loading conditions. Fur-
thermore, since vascular tissues remodel continually under physiological blood pressure conditions,
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residual stresses and strains are present within the unloaded arterial wall in both the circumferential
and longitudinal directions. Experiments by several investigators [120-122] have demonstrated the
presence of circumferential residual stresses by showing that unloaded arterial cross-sections will
spring open when cut in the radial direction. These findings indicate that the inner wall is in com-
pression while the outer wall is in tension. Similar experiments in rectangular sections cut along the
arterial length demonstrate the presence of longitudinal residual stresses which cause these slices
to curve outwards after removal from the vessel wall. The opening angle or degree of curvature
associated with the stress-free state reflects the amount of residual stress that is present. The in
vivo effect of these residual stresses and strains is believed to be the maintenance of approximately
constant through-thickness stresses in the wall at mean arterial pressure [123].
In the analysis of wall stresses and strains, vascular tissue is treated as a continuum, and
therefore, the theory of continuum solid mechanics is used extensively. This is appropriate since
the length scales of interest are far larger than the characteristic size scale of the microstructural
constituents of arterial tissue. The particular definitions used for stress and strain in these analyses
are important. Since they are not physical quantities, like force or displacement, they can be defined
in several different ways. For hyperelastic arteries which undergo large deformations, stress and
strain definitions from finite elasticity theory should be used in preference to those from infinitesimal
theory since assumptions based on infinitesimal deformation are inappropriate for this situation.
Tensor definitions that are frequently encountered in finite elasticity include the Green-Lagrange
strain tensor E, the Cauchy-Green tensor C, the Cauchy stress tensor a, and the 2 nd Piola-Kirchoff
stress tensor S. The Green-Lagrange strain tensor definition is:
E = (FF I) = 1 (C- I) (3.1)
where F is the deformation gradient tensor which maps differential position vectors in a reference
geometry, OX, into differential position vectors in the current deformed geometry, Ox.
ox = F - X -+ F = X (3.2)
The deformation gradient tensor F is not invariant when the frame of reference is changed since
it contains information about rigid-body motion in addition to non-rigid strain. This tensor can,
however, be separated by polar decomposition into an orthogonal rigid body rotation tensor R and
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either a right strain tensor U or left strain tensor V:
F = RU = VR (3.3)
Since R is orthogonal, RT = R - 1. The right and left Cauchy-Green tensors, FTF = UTU and
FFT = VVT, are therefore independent of rigid-body motion and contain only information related
to strain. The product FTF is found in the definition for E. Consequently, the Green-Lagrange
strain tensor is invariant to changes in the frame of reference.
A natural expression for stress in mechanics is the Cauchy stress, defined as the force acting on an
oriented differential surface element in the current deformed geometry. However, prior knowledge of
deformed configurations is not always available when large deformations occur, so stress definitions
based on the original reference configuration are also useful. The 2nd Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor S
is one such measure. It is related to the Cauchy stress through the deformation gradient tensor F:
S = JF-laFT  (3.4)
where J is the determinant of F. The 2nd Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor is also related to the easily
measured nominal stress P (also known as the 1st Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor, defined to be the
force per unit area in the reference geometry) by the expression:
S = PF - T  (3.5)
The 2nd Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor is used in preference to the nominal stress since it is symmetric
and invariant to changes in the frame of reference. Furthermore, the stress S is work-conjugate
to the previously defined Green-Lagrange strain E and therefore can be computed from an en-
ergy function by differentiation with respect to E. This relationship between S and E, together
with the coordinate system invariance of these measures, make them natural candidates for use in
constitutive relations.
The constitutive law that we employ to simulate arterial elastic behavior uses several simplifying
assumptions about wall characteristics. These assumptions include the wall being a continuum that
is incompressible, non-linear, hyperelastic, isotropic, and passive. Aside from material isotropy and
smooth muscle cell passivity, these assumptions agree with results from biomechanical testing. It
is generally accepted that arterial tissue stiffness is higher in the circumferential direction than
1
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in the radial or axial directions and that the anisotropic wall can be treated as an orthotropic
material. Despite this, several investigators have used the simplifying assumption of material
isotropy [117, 124-126] to approximate the mechanical behavior of arteries. The error introduced
by this assumption in mechanical testing is an underestimation of the true circumferential elastic
modulus by 17% at a lumen pressure of 80mmHg [127]. Since we are interested in an approximate
relationship between regional wall stiffness variations on vessel deformation, we will neglect material
anisotropy at this stage of our work. It is also well known that the active contraction of smooth
muscle cells alters vascular tone and wall stiffness. Nonetheless, the assumption of vascular smooth
muscle cell passivity has been used in many previous modeling efforts [117, 125, 126, 128], and
we also will take this approach for our constitutive model. Furthermore, we neglect viscoelastic
characteristics and residual stresses within the wall in order to simplify our analyses.
The assumption of hyperelasticity allows us to derive the material stress by differentiating a
strain energy density function with respect to the material strain. The strain energy density, W, is
a scalar function which represents the amount of recoverable energy that is stored per unit mass of
strained material. The relationship between the 2nd Piola-Kirchoff stress and the Green-Lagrange
strain for a hyperelastic material is then:
8WS = p (3.6)0E
where p is the material density. For an incompressible, isotropic material with a monotonically in-
creasing non-linear stress-strain curve, an appropriate strain energy density functional form is [1251:
W = e (l-3) _ 1 (3.7)
where
I, = tr(C) = A2 + A2 + A2  (3.8)
is the first invariant of the strain tensor and Ai represents the principal stretch i. In the undeformed
reference configuration, A1 = A2 = A3 = 1, I1 = 3, and the strain energy density W = 0, which
indicates that there is is no recoverable energy stored in the unstrained state. The parameters a and
b are material constants estimated from model-fitting to mechanical testing data. The parameter
a has units of pressure, whereas the parameter b is unitless. When Equation 3.7 is linearized for
small strains, a corresponds to the Young's modulus of a material. The parameter b in Equation
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3.7 controls how quickly the stress-strain curve non-linearly saturates or "levels off" over a given
pressure range. This exponential form generally allows a good fit to experimental data, though
the material constants derived from the non-linear parameter estimation do not possess a precise
physical meaning aside from defining the shape of the stress-strain curve.
The balance relations relevant to arterial solid mechanics are the second law of thermodynamics,
and the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. The balance equations from thermodynamics
form the basis for the material constitutive law discussed above, whereas the balance of momentum
leads to equations of motion for points in the vessel wall. The general equations of motion for the
discretized vessel wall are:
MU + CU + KU = R (3.9)
where U is the structural displacement, i is the velocity, U is the acceleration, M is the structural
mass matrix, C is the damping matrix, K is the stiffness matrix1 , and R is the load. The overall
system of equations which describes the behavior of the arterial wall is non-linear, and the unknown
displacements must be solved iteratively with finite element codes suitable for non-linear finite
elasticity problems2 . The desired strains and stresses can then be calculated from the computed
displacement field with the deformation gradient tensor and the material constitutive laws.
3.3 Quantifying deformation
The standard clinical measure of arterial deformation is the distensibility parameter,%D, expressed
as the percent variation in cross-sectional diameter, d, between diastole and systole, where the
diameter is typically taken from a single chord through the vessel center3 :
dsystol e - ddiastole%D = 100% x dystole diastole (3.10)
ddiastole
This measure of circumferential strain reflects the overall stiffness of a blood vessel. Distensibility
values in the carotid typically vary between 5% and 20%, depending on age as well as on a number
of other factors including atherosclerosis. Since there is a wide distensibility range even in normal
arteries, it can be difficult to use this metric for patient-specific vascular disease screening. This
'Stiffness K = as
2The discussion of finite element procedures for solving large non-linear systems of equations lies beyond the scope
of this thesis, and the interested reader may turn to [129] for an authoratitive presentation of this field.
3This is adequate for a circular cross-section, but introduces errors for non-circular arterial slices
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global metric also does not reflect the circumferential heterogeneity of vessel stiffness and so cannot
discriminate between stiffer and more compliant regions around the vessel wall. The ability to
determine the extent of abnormally high or low wall stiffness would be valuable in the context of
atherosclerotic remodeling since pathologic stiffness changes occur non-uniformally and at an early
stage, preceeding significant change in the normal cross-sectional geometry. Evidence that stiffness
alteration is an early process in humans is provided by the Bogalusa Heart Study which showed
stiffness differences between normal-appearing carotids in youths with cardiovascular risk factors
and those in controls [130].
Measures of local vascular deformation can allow detection of early disease in normal-appearing
cross-sections and potentially allow discrimination of lesions with differing stiffness or with differing
distributions of material composition. Lesions of mixed material composition can be more vulnera-
ble to rupture or progression than those of uniform composition. Discerning between the two types
can be difficult based on image appearance alone. Therefore, it is important to determine whether
or not required deformation analysis can improve detection of heterogeneous plaques. We propose
below several measures of regional deformation based on the arterial boundary shape, the local
boundary velocity, or the dense 2D velocity field of tissue motion within a cross-sectional plane.
The finite element models in this chapter provide us with precise knowledge of the position
and velocity information needed to calculate each deformation parameters. The distribution and
material characteristics of wall components are also exactly specified a priori. Therefore, numerical
simulations form the ideal basis for comparing the proposed deformation metrics with the gross
vessel distensibility of Equation 3.10. If the parameters tested prove to be no better in these ideal
cases for which "ground truth" is known, they will be very unlikely to work when the information
needed for their calculation must be estimated from noisy image sequences. The parameters that
show potential for non-uniform disease detection or lesion classification will be validated further in
Chapter 5, where they will be tested in noisy simulated image sequences based on the finite element
data from this chapter.
3.3.1 Boundary-based measures
Blood pressure-induced changes in arterial deformation are manifested by the shape and motion of
vessel boundaries over the cardiac cycle. For an arterial cross-section with concentrically uniform
architecture, the lumen boundary should stretch equally at all circumferential locations, and its
~
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shape should remain constant over the cardiac cycle. In contrast, a cross-section that has experi-
enced non-uniform material remodeling will exhibit circumferentially varying stretch, and its shape
over the cardiac cycle will change. The degree of boundary shape change will therefore reflect the
extent of material non-uniformity in the cross-section. We propose to use the border eccentricity
to estimate shape changes over the cardiac cycle. We estimate eccentricity based on an ellipse with
the same second-moment as the region bounded by the closed vessel contour [131]. The eccentricity
measure is thus the ratio of the distance between the foci of this ellipse and its major axis length. A
scalar value of 0 corresponds to a circle, and 1 corresponds to a line segment. When the boundary
point velocities are known in addition to border positions, it is possible to track local border motion
between sequential times and to calculate differential changes in strain around the vessel circum-
ference. Finally, the boundary velocity magnitude and direction relative to the outward boundary
normal can be used as candidate measures once rigid-body translation has been removed. These
boundary-derived metrics are illustrated graphically in Figure 3-1.
3.3.2 Velocity-field-based measure
The most complete picture of arterial deformation is provided by the strain rate or change in
the local maximum principal strain between two consecutive time points. If this measure could be
estimated reliably at each point within the arterial structure, one would be able to visualize directly
the location, extent, and magnitude of strain heterogeneity throughout the wall rather than being
limited to boundary points. This measure can be computed from a time-sequence of image frames
if the interframe velocity is known for every pixel position within the wall and in a small pixel
neighborhood extending into the blood-carrying lumen and perivascular tissue4 . The interframe
velocity field for a pair of images maps the rectangular grid of pixel coordinates in the first frame
to a deformed pixel grid in the next frame. This is illustrated in Figure 3-2.
Denoting the rectangular grid of pixel position vectors in the initial frame as OX and the
deformed pixel grid in the following frame as Ox, we can obtain a numerical approximation to the
deformation gradient tensor of Equation 3.2 at each pixel location. Since velocities considered here
lie within the cross-sectional plane, the deformation gradient tensor for each pixel position would
4This neighborhood is required to support numerical approximations of the local deformation gradient tensor.
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Figure 3-1: Candidate boundary-based deformation measures to be evaluated with finite element
modeling results. I. Tracking cyclic changes in eccentricity, e. II. Tracking inter-node length L to
estimate border strain E and strain derivative over the boundary E'. III. Tracking magnitude and
direction of rigid-body translation adjusted boundary velocity, U. The direction measure reflects
the deviation of the normalized velocity away from the normalized boundary normal.
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Figure 3-2: The interframe velocity field maps differential pixel positions in the initial frame to a
deformed pixel grid in the following frame. This velocity field can be used to calculate the degree
of interframe deformation experienced by each pixel in the initial frame.
be:
ax e 1F = i I (3.11)
where each of the partial derivatives is approximated with a first-order forward difference in space.
From F, the Green-Lagrange strain E is calculated with Equation 3.1. The strain eigenvalues
are then computed to obtain the maximum principal strain at the pixel position corresponding to
this tensor. When this process is repeated for every image pixel, a parametric image of maximum
interframe strain is obtained. Multiplication of this parametric image with an arterial binary mask
constrains visualization of the deformation field to the vessel wall itself. In our implementation,
this image data can be visualized directly, or the mean and standard deviation of strains through
the wall can be graphed as a function of circumferential position. Finally, a histogram of the wall
strains can be generated to determine the distribution of interframe strains within the wall.
3.4 Finite Element Methods
We use the ADINA finite element modeling package (version 7.3.1, ADINA R&D Inc., Watertown,
MA.) to solve the non-linear system of finite element equations which characterize the arterial wall.
In each of the experiments conducted, we have used arterial geometries that are representative of
normal to moderately diseased blood vessels observed in B-mode ultrasound scans. We focus on
the short-axis (cross-sectional) distribution of wall stress or strain and therefore assume that the
artery wall is of sufficient axial length to apply plane strain kinematics in our solution process.
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This allows a far simpler 2D analysis of the wall cross-section. The 2D simplification should still
provide results that are sufficient for testing of our proposed image-based deformation parameters.
3.4.1 Material properties
The exponential strain energy density function in Equation 3.7 is implemented in ADINA as a
Mooney-Rivlin material model. The coefficients a and b from this equation and the material density
p assigned to different element groups within the arterial model are chosen to model approximately
the mechanics of the normal artery, cellular or fibrous tissue, lipid or necrotic tissue, and calcified
tissue. Just as for the normal artery, we assume that each of the lipid, cellular, fibrous, or calcific
components is an incompressible and isotropic material.
Since there can be considerable variation in stress-strain characteristics between different spec-
imens of the same material type, approximate values for a and b were selected based on clinical ul-
trasound measurements of pulse-pressure-induced changes in vessel diameter and on representative
stress-strain curves for each material determined from ex vivo biomechanical test data [132-135].
Specifically, the biomechanical test data suggest parameters of a = 44.25kPa and b = 16.73 for
normal arterial specimens. However, these parameter values correspond to pulse-pressure-induced
changes in vessel diameter that are unusually low (< 5%) when compared with our typical ob-
servations from carotid ultrasound scanning of normal human subjects (, 10%). We therefore
employed the convention of Delfino et al. [125] to modify parameter b in order to obtain finite
element models which reflect our clinical findings. The value of b was adjusted iteratively in finite
element simulations for which a was set to 44.25kPa, the unloaded vessel diameter set to 6.6.mm,
and the unloaded wall thickness set to 0.8mm. The final value of b = 3.02 that was chosen for
the normal artery produced a diameter change over the cardiac cycle that was consistent with our
clinical estimates.
Biomechanical testing of cellular/fibrous tissue suggested a value for a that was 3 times that
of normal tissue and a value for b that was 1.5 times that of normal tissue. For calcific tissue, a
and b were respectively 17 times and 2.4 times the corresponding parameters for normal tissue,
and finally for lipid/necrotic tissue, a and b were respectively 0.45kPa and 1.5. These parameter
settings are summarized in Table 3.1. At a uni-axial tensile stress of 85kPa, the calcified tissue
model is 5.23 times stiffer than the normal artery; the cellular plaque material is 1.45 times stiffer,
and the lipid/necrotic tissue model is 0.77 times the stiffness of the normal artery. The approximate
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Model Parameters
Material Component a (kPa) b (unitless)
Normal arterial tissue 44.25 3.02
Cellular/fibrous tissue 132.74 4.53
Calcified tissue 754.18 7.22
Lipid/necrotic tissue 0.45 1.5
Table 3.1: A summary of the Mooney-Rivlin parameters used to approximate the stress-strain
characteristics of arterial wall tissue components.
density p assigned to each material was 1100 kg/m 3 since in vivo tissue composition is dominated
by water.
It is important to emphasize again that there is a wide continuum in the stress-strain char-
acteristics of materials belonging to the same tissue category. Therefore, the parameters values
stated above serve only to distinguish tissues that are relatively stiffer from those that are more
compliant. For our purpose of evaluating deformation parameters and their relationship to the
spatial distribution of stiffness, stress, and strain in the wall, this level of material characterization
should be sufficient.
3.4.2 Finite element modeling
Each of the finite element model geometries described in Section 3.5 was constructed to be repre-
sentative of carotid cross-sections seen in sample B-mode ultrasound images. Since it is not feasible
to survey exhaustively the spectrum of arterial wall configurations that may be encountered clin-
ically, a very limited subset of structures was simulated to explore the ability of the deformation
parameters proposed in Section 3.3 to detect and quantify non-uniform material remodeling in the
wall. Quadrilateral, nine-node, and plane-strain elements were used in meshing each geometry, with
higher mesh densities assigned at material interfaces to ensure accuracy of calculated stress and
strain fields. Since the finite element node displacements are used to derive pixel velocity data for
later validation of our image processing procedures, the mesh density that we used in these models
was higher than the density necessary to achieve satifactory stress and strain field estimates. Our
2D interpolation scheme for calculating Cartesian pixel-based velocities from the non-rectangularly
distributed nodal displacements performs best when the inter-node spacing is small. Convergence
for each large-strain, large-displacement simulation was ensured by the high mesh densities used in
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these models.
For every model, the arterial wall was surrounded by a concentric layer of a soft Mooney-Rivlin
material with a Young's modulus of 1 kPa. This layer mimicks perivascular fat and non-vascular
tissue which surround the carotid artery in vivo. Essential boundary conditions were specified at
two nodes on the outer perimeter of this layer. One node was fixed in all directions, while the other
node was fixed in all directions except for one in order to allow for expansion of the vessel model
without concomitant rotation. The inner layer of the arterial model lying immediately adjacent
to the lumen represented intima-media thickening with or without some degree of non-concentric
lesion development. Depending on the finite element simulation, element groups within this layer
were assigned different material and geometric characteristics. These assignments are described for
each experiment presented in Section 3.5.
Once the boundary conditions and material properties were specified, the model was statically
inflated to mean arterial pressure with a load applied to the lumen surface. A time-varying blood
pressure load was then applied to the interface between the lumen and the intima-media complex
during a transient restart analysis following the inflation phase. The restart analysis used results
from the inflation step for its initial conditions. The cyclic pressure load that was used is shown in
Figure 3-3. It roughly simulates the shape and magnitude of the in vivo blood pressure pulsation,
varying between a diastolic value of 10.7 kPa and a systolic level of 16 kPa. In each transient
analysis, three periods of this pulsatile load were applied to ensure cyclic steady-state behavior of
the model. The step size for each time interval was 20ms, and each simulation spanned a total of
4.0s from the start of inflation to the completion of transient analysis. Data from the last cardiac
cycle were used for interpretation of our experimental results.
Due to the complex geometries that can be encountered in vessel wall modeling, it can be
difficult to interpret finite element stresses and strains referenced to a single coordinate system.
Therefore, to provide representative values of stress and strain at each position within the model,
we display these measures in terms of the maximum principal Cauchy stress and the circumferential
component of the Green-Lagrange strain (which corresponds to the maximum principal strain for
concentric geometries which exhibit negligibly small shear strains).
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Figure 3-3: Cyclic blood pressure load applied to the lumen interface for each transient analysis.
Three cardiac cycles are used to ensure that a cyclic steady-state is reached. Results for each model
are analyzed based on data from the last cardiac cycle.
3.5 Experiments
In the experiments that follow, we examine the performance of our candidate deformation metrics
first in simulations where non-uniform material remodeling without concomitant lesion thickening
has taken place. Then, we examine cases where both material remodeling and lesion thickening
have occurred. We compare each measure of regional deformation with the standard distensibility
estimate of Equation 3.10 (p. 68). In particular, we will determine whether the candidate measure
provides more information than distensibility alone. In a limited manner, we examine the sensitivity
of the measure to changes in material stiffness and to the presence of heterogeneously distributed
material components. We determine how well material remodeling can be localized and its extent
quantified with each of the proposed metrics. Finally, we study whether these deformation metrics
provide information about the relative distribution of maximum principal stresses or strains within
the wall.
Figure 3-4 illustrates a cross-sectional plane-strain model that is typical of the simulations
performed here. For each model where lesion thickening is not present, the inner diameter and wall
thickness used for the unloaded vessel were 6.6mm and 0.8mm, respectively. The inflated geometry
for each model is presented with the results below. A concentric layer of perivascular tissue is
present in each model as annotated in the figure. On the outer border of this layer, boundary
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Figure 3-4: A typical finite element mesh used in all experiments. The arterial wall, the perivascular
tissue, the region of early lesion remodeling (red), and the boundary fixities (solid and empty
black circles) are annotated in this diagram. Within the wall, individual mesh elements cannot be
distinguished due to the high mesh density employed.
conditions were specified at two points - one point was fixed in all directions while the second
point was constrained to move only along a vertical line through the model center. In cases where
material remodeling is present, the lesion region is indicated in red within the corresponding figure
unless stated otherwise. We refer to circumferential boundary locations in degrees, with 00 at the 3
o'clock position and with counter-clockwise rotation corresponding to increasing angular positions.
3.5.1 Material remodeling in the absence of lesion thickening
Spatial extent of material remodeling
The objective of these simulations was to determine whether the radial and circumferential extent of
a single region of material remodeling can be estimated from the candidate metrics of Section 3.3.
Six models, labeled A-F, were simulated; in each one, either the wall thickness fraction or the
circumferential angle subtended by the lesion was varied. The material parameters used for the
normal artery were as specified in Table 3.1, whereas the material parameters for the lesion region
were a = 132.74kPa, and b = 3.02. This parameter choice for the lesion produces a material that is
roughly 1.3x stiffer than normal at a uni-axial stress of 85kPa5 . It is more compliant than cellular
5This is the approximate level of hoop stress in the wall at mean arterial pressure
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Label % Wall Arc (0) d,y/ddia (mm) %D Stress ratio Strain ratio
A 0 0 9.83/9.05 8.59 1.00 1.00
B 25 120 9.53/8.78 8.59 1.80 0.67
C 35 120 9.46/8.72 8.55 1.55 0.60
D 55 120 9.35/8.62 8.44 1.23 0.49
E 35 60 9.65/8.89 8.56 1.48 0.82
F 35 180 9.28/8.55 8.51 1.58 0.61
Table 3.2: A summary of spatial extent model characteristics: percentage of wall thickness (% Wall)
occupied by the lesion, angle subtended by the lesion (Arc), systolic & diastolic lumen diameter
(d,ys/ddia), distensibility (%D), lumen stress ratio, and lumen strain ratio.
plaque material since the value for b is kept the same as that for the normal artery. This material
is intended to simulate an intermediate stage of material remodeling that lies between the normal
state and fully developed cellular plaque tissue.
Table 3.2 summarizes the key features of lesion extent, geometry, and vessel distensibility in
these models. In addition, the start-systolic mean principal stress at the lumen (inner) border
was estimated within the lesion and within the normal vessel region for each case. The ratio
of these stresses (lesion:normal) is provided in Table 3.2. Analogously, the start-systolic mean
circumferential strains were estimated, and the ratio of strains (lesion:normal) for each model is
also provided.
Figures 3-5 and 3-6 show the inflated finite element mesh, the peak-systolic principal stress
field, and the peak-systolic circumferential strain field for each simulation. Visual inspection of the
inflated meshes in these figures reveals vessel shapes that are very close to circular. In the absence
of the red lesion annotation, it would be easy to assume that each of these models corresponds to
a healthy vessel when in reality only model A is truly normal. Examination of the geometry and
distensibility data in Table 3.2 reveals measurements that trend downwards as the lesion extent
increases radially (B-D) or circumferentially (E-F). However, the values still lie within normal
limits and are also quite similar in magnitude. If numbers such as these were obtained clinically
from the same patient over time or between different patients, it would be difficult to differentiate
normal vessels from abnormal ones and to quantify the degree of abnormality present.
Differences between each of the models can be visualized in the principal stress and circumfer-
ential strain plots within the second and third columns of these figures. These indicate that for the
normal wall, the distributions of stress and strain are circumferentially uniform, with values that
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are highest at the lumen boundary where the load is applied and that fall off radially towards the
outer border. In the presence of lesion remodeling, the stress and strain distributions no longer
exhibit concentric uniformity. Stiffer materials in the wall bear more of the load than underly-
ing compliant materials at the same circumferential position. Therefore, stresses are highest and
strains are lowest within the stiffer remodeled region, whereas the normal regions experience lower
stresses and higher strains. Gradients in stress and strain appear highest at the lesion boundaries.
Extension of lesion remodeling either radially or circumferentially leads to a concomitant increase
in the area of elevated stress and depressed strain within the wall.
As shown in Table 3.2, the lumen stress ratio falls as the lesion wall fraction increases from 25%
to 55%. This reflects that the rise in lumen stress when transitioning from normal to lesion tissue
becomes smaller as more of the wall thickness becomes stiffer. In contrast, the lumen stress ratio
rises when the angle subtended by the lesion increases from 600 to 1800. This indicates that the
increase in lumen stress when moving from normal to lesion tissue becomes larger as the lesion arc
grows over this range. In the case of the lumen strain ratio, both radial and circumferential extension
of the lesion region produce decreasing values, indicating that the drop in lumen strain when moving
from normal to lesion tissue increases as the lesion gets bigger. These observations demonstrate
that measuring an increasing strain difference at the lumen between normal and lesion areas does
not automatically imply that the lumen stress in the lesion relative to that in the normal region is
also increasing. Therefore, limited statements about stress can be made based on measurements of
wall deformation.
The principal stress and circumferential strain distributions obviously contain sufficient infor-
mation for distinguishing between each model. However, in clinical diagnostics, neither of these
maps is available since strains are estimated relative to the unloaded state, which is not obtainable
from a living subject, and the stress calculations require knowledge not only of these strains but
also of the unknown in vivo material properties. If a different reference configuration is chosen
at end-diastole/start-systole, strain changes relative to that loaded state can be measured with
deformation metrics such as those proposed in Section 3.3 (p. 68). These strains would be smaller
than those referred to the unloaded state. In the following paragraphs, we address the issue of
whether the smaller strain differences reflected in our deformation metrics still contain information
about lesion stiffness, location, and extent. Even with strains estimated with respect to an inflated
reference configuration, the stress distribution is not obtainable if vessel wall material properties
_ _LC_
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are not precisely known. The relative distribution of wall stress must be inferred, to the limited
extent that is possible, from the strain measures.
The boundary-based deformation metrics applied to radial and circumferential lesion extension
are shown in Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8. The left column in each figure corresponds to radial lesion
extension (models A-D), whereas the right column corresponds to circumferential extension (models
A,C,E,F). The legend in each figure associates the plot symbol with results from the corresponding
finite element model. The variation in eccentricity over the cardiac cycle is shown in Figure 3-
7 1. Border strain and the change in strain around the vessel circumference are in the top and
bottom plots of (Figure 3-7 11), respectively. Boundary velocity magnitude and deviation from
the boundary normal as functions of circumferential position are presented in the top and bottom
figures of (Figure 3-8 III).
We focus first on the ability of the eccentricity metric to detect and quantify abnormalities in
these models. Overall, the average eccentricity measure over the cardiac cycle for each model is
small, suggesting that vessel shapes are very close to circular for each simulation. There is also a
degree of time variation present in this measure. This is due in part to real shape fluctuations present
in the dynamic finite element model as well as discretization error in the eccentricity calculation.
For this estimate, a binary pixel image is first generated from the vessel boundary, and then the
second moment of the pixel region enclosed by the boundary is determined. An ellipse with the
same second moment as this region is used to produce the eccentricity measure. The derivation of
a pixelated binary image from a continuous vessel boundary results in small discretization errors
that in turn produce fluctuations in the second moment and in the eccentricity estimate.
The eccentricity metric is smallest for the normal vessel, as expected. For each case where a
lesion is present, the eccentricity measure is higher than that for the normal vessel. During systolic
expansion of the model (3-3.24s in these graphs), there is a slight decrease in eccentricity as the
inflation causes these vessels to become rounder. The eccentricity slowly increases again as the
vessel deflates during diastole (3.24-4s). There is no discernable change in the average eccentricity
as the lesion extends radially from 25% to 35% of the vessel wall. As radial extension continues
to 55% of the wall, the eccentricity falls by 17%. For circumferential lesion extension from 600 to
1200, there is a slight increase in the mean eccentricity. This value falls by half when the lesion
occupies an arc of 1800. These observations indicate that shape eccentricity can potentially detect
non-uniform remodeling on the basis of the average measure over the cardiac cycle, but cannot be
___ I_~
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used to determine the spatial extent or location of the lesion.
Focusing now on the border strain metric e obtained at the start of systolic expansion, we can
see that this measure, when graphed as a function of circumferential position, has potential for
localizing areas of material remodeling (Figure 3-7 II). When we examine the change in strain e'
over the circumference, we see that it is also possible to detect the transition from a region of lower
stiffness to one of higher stiffness by looking for negative peaks in e'. Likewise, transitions from
stiffer to more compliant regions can be detected by locating positive maxima in e'. Strain values
in regions of constant stiffness are approximately constant, except for those areas adjacent to the
transition between material types. Strain change at transition zones is sharp, allowing for good
lesion localization and quantification of the circumferential extent. The mean percent error for
localizing lesion borders was -2.3%, whereas that for quantifying lesion extent was 1.1%. As the
radial lesion extent progresses from normal to 55% of the wall thickness, strain in the lesion region
drops. Therefore, increasing radial lesion extension may be detectable by measuring an increasing
strain difference at a material transition zone. Circumferential lesion extension is manifested mainly
by an increase in distance between strain transition zones. There is also an associated increase in
the magnitude of the strain change at the transition zone. This change in strain amplitude is not
as pronounced as that observed when the lesion occupies a growing fraction of the wall thickness.
Overall, the changes in strain amplitude that we observe here are small, and this is a concern that
we will address in Chapter 4 when we examine the detectability of these differences in the presence
of measurement noise.
In contrast with the border strain, the translation-adjusted boundary velocity magnitude 1lUll
is a much smoother function of circumferential position. For the normal case, IUII is approximately
constant over the vessel perimeter. However, in the normal regions of lesion-containing models, Illl
shows a much larger variation in magnitude than the border strain metric. The approximate lesion
location can be recognized by the presence of a minimum in 10Il. However, the lesion boundaries
are difficult to discern since sharp transition zones are not present. With radial extension, the
lesion stiffens, and the magnitude metric falls. Circumferential extension leads to both a decrease
in the magnitude metric and a broadening of the depressed zone around the minimum.
The velocity deviation from the boundary normal exhibits sharp peaks around the transition
between materials and therefore supplements the information in U|lul by allowing better approxima-
tion of lesion extent and boundary locations. In the normal case, there is no deviation between U
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and the boundary normal. At the transition from a more compliant to a stiffer material, a negative
peak in the deviation measure forms, whereas a positive peak is present at the transition from a
stiff to more compliant zone. As radial extent increases, the peaks increase slightly in magnitude,
and as circumferential extent increases, the distance between the negative and positive peaks grows.
Again, there is a variation in the deviation metric even within the normal region of these models.
While the response of 0 to the presence of a lesion is larger than that for border strain, it is slightly
more difficult to distinguish normal from abnormal material zones.
Figures 3-9 and 3-10 illustrate the velocity-field based deformation measure applied to these
simulations. To calculate this measure, velocity fields sampled on a pixel-grid were generated
from simulation results for time-steps at start-systole, with a pixel resolution identical to that
observed in a zoomed B-mode image frame. The first column of these figures shows the start-
systolic maximum principal interframe strain within the wall of each model. The second column
shows the same interframe strain now averaged through the wall thickness at each circumferential
location. Finally, the third column shows the corresponding histogram of strains within the wall.
The strain images are the closest available approximation to the detailed circumferential strain
maps from finite element simulation. The reference configuration for our calculated strain images
is the start-systolic geometry, so strain magnitudes are much smaller that those for the FEM-
derived strain fields. There are still sufficient differences in these small strains, however, to make
visualization of the 2D strain distribution in the wall useful for lesion detection and quantification.
These velocity-field derived measures also account for deformation at all wall locations, not just at
points on the vessel boundary.
Stepping through the strain images for models A-F, we can see that red regions are associated
with materials of normal stiffness, whereas increasingly stiff materials produce regions that tran-
sition from red through orange to yellow in color. Based on the distribution of these colors, it is
possible to discern which strain images correspond to models with non-uniform material remodel-
ing. The larger the remodeled region, the easier it is to visualize the difference in strain distribution
around the wall. The radial extent of a lesion cannot be easily determined from these images. It
seems possible, however, to state whether the radial extent is increasing or decreasing by examining
how small the wall strains are. The circumferential boundaries and lesion extent can be determined
by visual inspection alone.
The plots of mean wall strain as a function of circumferential position complement visual image
_ 1__ __ ~~
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interpretation by allowing easier quantification of regional strain differences as well as association
of transition borders to angular position. These curves are somewhat noisy due to errors that arise
from the binary arterial wall pixel mask and conversion of pixel-based integer coordinates to a polar
coordinate system. The strain histograms also provide a complementary view of the same strain
data by allowing us to estimate the spread of wall strains and the number of peaks in the strain
distribution. From these models, we can see that as an artery progresses from normal to abnormal,
the histogram transitions from a unimodal, narrow peak to a bi-modal, broader distribution of
strains. The separation between peaks reflects the mean difference in strain between the pixel
populations, while the relative height of the peaks reflects the relative number of pixels in the
lesion region and in the normal region of the wall. Radial lesion extension produces an increasing
separation between peaks in these histograms, whereas circumferential extension mainly affects the
relative height of the peaks.
An important point that is demonstrated in these models is that the boundary fixities (Figure 3-
4) which constrain mesh translation and rotation do not appear to influence the deformation metrics
tested. The boundary conditions produce mesh motion that is not concentrically symmetric around
the vessel centroid. Motion is smallest at wall locations close to the fixed boundary point. Therefore,
a potential concern is that areas of small deformation may be introduced artificially by the presence
of the fixity, independent of lesion remodeling. If we inspect the deformation measures for the
normal model A, and for the model E which has a lesion region that is located away from the
boundary fixed point, we see that in A, the deformation metrics show a uniformally constant
response at all circumferential locations, and that in E, the location of diminished deformation is
associated with the circumferential region occupied by the lesion. In neither case does there appear
to be diminished wall deformation at a circumferential location of 2700, the point closest to the
fixed boundary point.
In conclusion, the models analyzed in this experiment have indicated that circumferential le-
sion extent is quantifiable with the border strain measure, translation-adjusted boundary velocity,
and velocity-field-based metrics. Radial lesion extent is difficult to assess since it is not clear that
increasing material stiffness can be distinguished from increasing lesion wall fraction. In the ex-
periments that follow, we will build on the detailed discussion already presented here. Aside from
points that require emphasis, we will not discuss elements of analysis or interpretation that have
already been touched upon in this section, but shall focus instead on those features that directly
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address the objectives of each experiment.
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Figure 3-5: Inflated finite element models with corresponding maximum principal stress and cir-
cumferential strain fields at peak systole
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Spatial Extent of Material Remodeling (cont'd)
Inflated Mesh Principal Stress Field
Figure 3-6: Inflated finite element models with corresponding maximum principal stress and cir-
cumferential strain fields at peak systole
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Boundary-based deformation metrics in spatial extent experiments
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Figure 3-7: Evaluation of boundary-based metrics for determining the spatial extent of material
remodeling. The metrics shown here are I. eccentricity change over the cardiac cycle and II. border
strain & change in strain over the circumference at the beginning of systolic inflation.
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Boundary-based deformation metrics in spatial extent experiments (cont'd)
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Figure 3-8: Evaluation of boundary-based metrics for determining the spatial extent of material
remodeling. III. translation-adjusted boundary velocity magnitude & velocity deviation away from
the boundary normal at the beginning of systolic inflation.
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Velocity-field-based deformation measure in spatial extent experiments
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Velocity-field-based deformation measure in spatial extent experiments (cont'd)
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Figure 3-10: Evaluation of velocity-field-based measure for determining the spatial extent of mate-
rial remodeling.
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Label a/aorma Arc (0) ds, 8/ddia (mm) %D Stress ratio Strain ratio
A 1 0 9.83/9.05 8.59 1.00 1.00
B 0.7 120 9.92/9.13 8.55 0.81 1.10
C 3 120 9.46/8.72 8.55 1.55 0.60
D 5 120 9.26/8.55 8.28 1.75 0.41
E 3,3 30,30 9.65/8.89 8.54 1.35,1.35 0.53,0.53
F 0.7,5,0.7,3 30,30,30,30 9.65/8.90 8.46 0.93,1.36,1.08,1.32 1.22,0.32,1.30,0.52
Table 3.3: A summary of remodeling degree & heterogeneity model characteristics: material pa-
rameter a relative to the value for the normal artery anorma,, angle subtended by each lesion region
(Arc), systolic & diastolic lumen diameter (dsys/ddia), distensibility (%D), lumen stress ratio, and
lumen strain ratio. Parameters separated by commas indicate values corresponding to different
regions in lesion models with spatial heterogeneity of material properties.
Degree and heterogeneity of material remodeling
In this experiment, we examine the sensitivity of each deformation metric to the degree of material
remodeling and to the presence of lesion heterogeneity within the wall. Key features of the simulated
models are summarized in Table 3.3. The peak systolic mesh geometry and principal stress and
strain fields for these simulations are shown in Figures 3-11-3-12. Model A in this experiment
corresponds to the normal artery. Models B-D correspond to vessels with lesions subtending a 1200
arc and occupying 35% of the wall thickness; the lesion materials in these models are respectively
0.97x, 1.29x, and 1.74x the stiffness of the normal artery under a uni-axial tensile stress of 85kPa.
Model E is a simulation of two distinct lesions, each 1.29x stiffer than normal, subtending an arc
of 300 and occupying 35% of the wall thickness. Model F is a simulation of a heterogeneous lesion
with areas that are 0.97x (yellow region in the inflated mesh), 1.29x (indicated in red), and 1.74x
normal stiffness (indicated in green) at a tensile stress of 85kPa.
The gross distensibility measure in these models falls slightly as the lesion stiffens, but the values
still lie well within the normal range and are therefore difficult to use for model discrimination.
The principal stress and strain fields measured with respect to the unloaded geometry demonstrate
that stiffer regions of the wall experience higher stresses with lower strains and vice versa. Model B
demonstrates a case where the lumen stress is lower at the lesion than at the normal wall since the
lesion in this case has a lower material stiffness (which can occur in early lipid-laden lesions with
little collagen deposition). As the lesion stiffens (B-D), the maximum stress magnitude increases,
and the lumen stress at the lesion rises more than the lumen stress in the normal wall. This is
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reflected in the increasing lumen stress ratio in Table 3.3. Within the lesion, the drop in strain
relative to normal increases with increasing lesion stiffness. These observations would imply that
an increase in the strain difference between the normal and lesion areas is associated with an
increasing gradient in stress. However, as our previous experiments with radial lesion extension
suggest, this interpretation is not always true since an increasing strain difference can be associated
with a smaller difference in lumen stress between normal and abnormal material zones.
It would appear that from observing the strain distribution, we can state that regions of de-
pressed strain experience elevated stress levels and that large strain gradients localize transitions
in material stiffness. At these transitions, concentrations in stress and/or strain can sometimes
occur. We cannot, however, predict the size of the increase in lumen stress at the lesion relative to
normal simply by observing the relative difference in strain. The values of the lumen stress ratio
and lumen strain ratio at multiple lesion sites of various stiffnesses (E-F) emphasize again that
areas of lower than normal strain are associated with higher than normal stress.
Figures 3-13 and 3-14 show the boundary-based deformation metric results for this experiment.
Plots for the stiffness models A-D are shown in the left column; those for the heterogeneity models
E-F are shown in the right column. In the presence of a lesion, mean eccentricity rises, with stiffer
lesions corresponding to higher levels of eccentricity (Panel I). The rounding out of vessel shape
during systolic inflation is more pronounced with increased stiffness. The eccentricity measure
cannot detect the multiple lesion sites present in model E. The results for this model overlap those
for the normal case and cannot be distinguished. Neither can the eccentricity metric detect the
heterogeneous material composition of the lesion in F.
The border strain metric (Panel II) is able to detect the presence of lesions in models C and
D, but not in B. It is likely that the lesion in B, being 0.97 of the normal stiffness, is simply too
similar to the surrounding tissue for this metric to resolve a distinct difference in deformation.
This measure is able to resolve material stiffness increases of 29% as well as 74% above normal
as demonstrated by the distinct drops in border strain for each case. In the heterogeneity model
results, the border strain measure is able to detect the presence of multiple regions of remodeling
in the wall as well as the presence of heterogeneity within a lesion. In model F, the lesion elements
that are 0.97 of normal stiffness are not identifiable in the border strain plot. However, lesion
components that are 1.29x and 1.74x normal are identifiable. As expected, the border strain
drops with increasing stiffness.
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The translation-adjusted boundary velocity (Panel III) is also sensitive to material stiffness
increases of 29% and 74%. For each of these cases, the reduction in velocity magnitude and
increase in velocity deviation from the boundary normal can be clearly resolved. For the lesion
stiffness of 3% below normal, there appears to be a very slight increase in the boundary velocity
magnitude above normal at the lesion. However, this subtle difference is hard to distinguish from
the normal case. Unlike the border strain discussed above, the boundary velocity metric in normal
regions is not approximately constant. Therefore, the impact of remodeling on boundary velocities
is less localized to the lesion area, and for that reason, the lesion borders can be difficult to discern
without also observing the velocity direction relative to the boundary normal.
The boundary velocity magnitude does not resolve multiple lesion sites as well as the border
strain metric does resolve them. Very small variations in the magnitude occur around the lesion
locations that are marginally noticeable even in these noise-free tests. The degree of velocity
deviation from the boundary normal appears to reflect the presence of heterogeneous sites much
more effectively than the magnitude, since multiple negative and positive peaks appear in this
signal to indicate that several material transition zones are present. The relative stiffness of each
zone is reflected somewhat in the relative size of peaks in the deviation metric.
Figure 3-15 and 3-16 show the velocity-field-based metric results. The difference in strain images
between the normal case and the lesion with a stiffness 0.97x normals cannot be distinguished
visually. Careful inspection of the mean strain as a function of circumferential position and of the
strain histogram seems to indicate the presence of slightly higher lesion strains, but this observation
will certainly not be noticeable if measurement noise were present. As remodeling stiffness increases
from 29% to 79% above normal, the strain images show a marked color transition from orange-
yellow to yellow in the lesion region. The associated mean strain plots and histograms respectively
show a larger decrease in lesion deformation and a larger separation between histogram peaks with
increased stiffness, as expected. The presence of multiple lesions with different degrees of material
stiffness is also detectable from these results. In these cases, the lesion materials that are 3% more
compliant than normal are not noticeable.
A final observation that we can make from these results overall is that increasing material
stiffness cannot be distinguished from increasing lesion wall fraction. The deformation metric
response in both cases appears to be a drop in wall strain. This behavior limits our ability to infer
how the lumen stress distribution is changing based on changes in the deformation measure.
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Degree and heterogeneity of material remodeling
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Figure 3-11: Inflated finite element models with corresponding maximum principal stress and
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Degree and heterogeneity of material remodeling (cont'd)
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Figure 3-12: Inflated finite element models with corresponding maximum principal stress and
circumferential strain fields at peak systole
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Boundary-based deformation metrics in remodeling stiffness & heterogeneity experiments
Stiffness Heterogeneity
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Figure 3-13: Evaluation of boundary based metrics for determining the degree & heterogeneity of
material remodeling. The metrics shown here are I. eccentricity change over the cardiac cycle, II.
border strain & change in strain over the circumference at the beginning of systolic inflation.
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Boundary-based deformation metrics in remodeling stiffness & heterogeneity experiments (cont'd)
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Figure 3-14: Evaluation of boundary-based metrics for determining the degree & heterogeneity of
material remodeling. III. translation-adjusted boundary velocity magnitude & velocity deviation
away from the boundary normal at the beginning of systolic inflation.
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Velocity-field-based deformation metric in remodeling degree & heterogeneity experiments
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Velocity-field-based deformation
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Figure 3-16: Evaluation of a velocity-field-based measure for determining the
geneity of material remodeling.
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Label Lesion Material Relative stiffness 085kPa dsl/ddia (mm) %D
A Normal 1 9.30/8.55 8.78
B Normal 1 9.18/8.44 8.80
C Cellular plaque 1.45 8.88/8.22 7.95
D Lipid/cellular plaque 0.77/1.45 8.92/8.26 8.02
E Calcified tissue/cellular plaque 5.23/1.45 8.83/8.19 7.77
F Lipid/calcified/cellular plaque 0.77/5.23/1.45 8.87/8.23 7.85
Table 3.4: A summary of thickened lesion model characteristics: lesion tissue composition, rela-
tive stiffness under uni-axial stress of 85kPa, systolic & diastolic lumen diameter (dsys/ddia), and
distensibility (%D).
3.5.2 Material remodeling in the presence of lesion thickening
So far, we have examined cases where material remodeling has taken place in early stages of
disease, prior to thickening of lesion geometry. We now turn our attention to the effect of mild
lesion thickening with either homogeneous or heterogeneous composition. The material parameters
for the lesion components used are those cited in Table 3.1. We evaluate the effect of lesion
thickening first in the absence of concomitant stiffening to determine whether geometric thickening
alone depresses strains to such a large extent that the candidate deformation metrics are no longer
sensitive to changes in lesion stiffness. In reality, we would not expect a thickened lesion to be
identical in stiffness to the normal wall since fibrous changes are present in cases where geometric
remodeling has occurred. Nonetheless, these models are useful in characterizing the response of the
candidate deformation measures. Next, we consider models for which different lesion components
are present as described in Table 3.4. Specifically, we are interested in whether thickened plaque
of varying stiffness can be resolved, and whether the presence of heterogeneous lesion components
embedded within stiff cellular plaque tissue can be detected by our deformation measures. The
maximum lesion thickness at peak systole is approximately 1.1mm in all models except for B, whose
maximum thickness is 1.3mm. The lipid pool size and calcified tissue size in these models were
specified to be the same.
Figures 3-17 and 3-18 present the peak systolic mesh geometries, principal stress fields, and
circumferential strain fields for each model. Cellular plaque tissue is indicated in red, lipid/necrotic
tissue in yellow, and calcified tissue in green within these meshes. For the model geometries shown
here, stress and strain concentrations occur at the lesion shoulders. In cases A and B where the
lesion material is the same as that for the normal wall, the increased lesion thickness has the
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effect of lowering the wall stress in the plaque. This is unsurprising since the circumferential wall
tension can be distributed over a larger area when the wall thickness has increased. The strain
experienced in the thickened lesion is also reduced relative to the normal parts of the arterial
circumference. For thickened lesions with the same stiffness as the normal artery, a reduction in
strain at the lesion site cannot automatically be associated with elevated wall stress. When the
stiffness of the lesion increases to that of cellular plaque, however, the stress in the lesion rises
above the stress level that existed in the unstiffened lesion. Therefore, an observation of strain
reduction in a lesion that is unchanging geometrically would imply that lesion stress levels have
risen. From simulations of the heterogeneous plaque, high strains and low stresses are present in
the compliant lipid pool, and vice versa for stiff calcified tissue. The stress and strain maps indicate
that the lesion heterogeneity is clearly visible when quantities are calculated with respect to the
unloaded state. These observations are in agreement with earlier studies of lesion stress in diseased
arterial models [117, 118]. The novel contribution of our work here is to determine whether lesion
heterogeneity is still detectable when deformation is measured relative to the start-systolic geometry
instead of to the unloaded state. Furthermore, after the heterogeneity information present in these
noise-free estimates has been examined, we develop a novel approach in Chapter 4 by considering
deformation metric performance in the face of noisy estimates of mesh velocity and position.
Figures 3-19 and 3-20 illustrate boundary-based deformation metric performance in these mod-
els. The left column here corresponds to the homogeneous thickened lesions, whereas the right
column corresponds to models with heterogeneous lesion thickening. The eccentricity metric (Panel
1) in these cases is not quite as useful since the lesion thickening is eccentric to begin with. The
relevant question in these cases is not whether disease is present, since the lesion is already clearly
visible, but rather how stiff the lesion is relative to the rest of the wall, and whether the lesion
has detectable areas of non-uniform stiffness (which would highlight a heterogeneous lesion with
greater vulnerability to aggressive progression). As the lesion stiffens, the mean eccentricity level
falls, but it is unclear what the reference level of eccentricity should be for a thickened lesion, unlike
the case for material remodeling without geometric change. In the case of lesion heterogeneity, the
eccentricity measure cannot distinguish between each heterogeneous model and the homogeneous
case.
The border strain measure (Panel II) does appear to be useful for distinguishing homogeneous
lesions with normal stiffness and those with the stiffness of cellular plaque. In model A which has a
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regularly shaped lesion with the same stiffness as the normal artery, the border strain appears fairly
constant over the arterial circumference. There is only a slight difference in border strain at the
lesion site. For model B, the presence of an irregular lesion geometry that produces a non-convex
lumen leads to a lower border strain over the circumferential region where the lumen is non-convex.
This strain decrease is not explainable by the lesion thickness since the point of maximum lesion
thickness in model A is not associated with a drop in the border strain plot for that simulation.
For the lesion with the stiffness of cellular plaque (C), the border strain is significantly lower than
that for A or B as expected. Thus, when border strain is used to estimate lesion stiffness, the
irregularities in the lesion geometry that produce lumen non-convexity must be accounted for when
determining whether the lesion stiffness is truly different from that of the surrounding wall.
From the border strain plots for D-F, lesion heterogeneity is detectable. Furthermore, rough
localization of stiffer calcified areas and more compliant lipid areas appears possible. Points on
the vessel circumference that are close to stiff calcified tissue have even smaller deformation levels
than cellular plaque, whereas those close to lipid or necrotic tissue exhibit relatively higher border
strain. Asymmetry of the border strain depression that is unexplainable by the lesion shape is the
hallmark of heterogeneous lesion composition in these simulations.
The translation-adjusted boundary velocity (Panel III) for these models is not as effective as the
border strain metric for clear demonstration of lesion stiffness or heterogeneity. Lesion thickening
results in velocity magnitude fluctuations that are large even in the normal vessel regions, which
makes interpretation confusing. There are still reductions in velocity magnitude with increased
lesion stiffness, and there are larger variations in the velocity deviation where lesion heterogeneity
is present. However, the border strain measure is clearly the boundary-based metric of choice for
deformation analysis in thickened plaque.
The velocity-field-based metric for these simulations is by far the easiest measure to interpret
since deformation throughout the lesion bulk can be visualized. Figures 3-21 and 3-22 demonstrate
the effectiveness of these measures both for estimating the relative stiffness of the lesion bulk
compared to the remaining wall and for detecting lesion heterogeneity. In these noise-free examples,
the elevated strains within the compliant lipid pool and the depressed strains in calcified tissue
relative to the surrounding cellular plaque can easily be seen in the strain images, the mean strain
plots, and in the strain histograms.
In conclusion, the border strain and velocity-field-based strain measured with respect to the
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start-systolic geometry does indeed contain sufficient information to distinguish between thickened
lesions of varying stiffness and between tissue components within a lesion. Lesion thickening in
the absence of material stiffening does not in fact reduce wall deformation to such an extent that
stiffness changes cannot be estimated either between lesions or within them. It remains to be
determined in the following chapter how much of this information is still available when these
deformation measures have to be determined in the presence of noise.
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Lesions with homogeneous material composition
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Figure 3-17: Inflated finite element models with corresponding maximum principal stress and
circumferential strain fields. A. Lesion without material stiffening. B. Irregularly-shaped lesion
without material stiffening. C.. Lesion with cellular plaque characteristics.
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Lesions with heterogeneous material composition
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Figure 3-18: Inflated finite element models with corresponding maximum principal stress and
circumferential strain fields at peak systole. D. Lipid / necrotic tissue embedded in cellular plaque.
E. Calcified tissue embedded in cellular plaque. F. Lipid & calcified tissue embedded in cellular
plaque.
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Boundary-based deformation metrics in thickened lesion experiments
Homogeneous composition Heterogeneous composition
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Figure 3-19: Evaluation of a boundary-based deformation metric in thickened lesions with either
homogeneous or heterogeneous. The metrics shown here are I. eccentricity change over the cardiac
cycle, II. border strain & change in strain over the circumference at the beginning of systolic
inflation.
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Boundary-based deformation metrics in thickened lesion experiments (cont'd)
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Figure 3-20: Evaluation of a boundary-based deformation metric in thickened lesions with either
homogeneous or heterogeneous. III. translation-adjusted boundary velocity magnitude & velocity
deviation away from the boundary normal at the beginning of systolic inflation.
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Velocity-field-based deformation measure in lesions with homogeneous material composition
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Figure 3-21: Evaluation of a velocity based deformation metric in lesions with homogeneous material
composition.
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Velocity-field-based deformation measure in lesions with heterogeneous material composition
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Figure 3-22: Evaluation
composition.
of velocity-field-based measure in lesions with heterogeneous material
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3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have proposed several metrics for estimating deformation in the arterial wall and
have evaluated each candidate with finite element models which provide precise particle position and
velocity information. The desired characteristics for these measures were sensitivity to the presence
of non-uniform material remodeling, sensitivity to changes in the degree of material stiffness, and
ability to detect heterogeneous lesions in the arterial wall. In these experiments, we also attempted
to relate the deformation metrics to the stress distribution within the wall. Due to the limitations
of in vivo imaging of living subjects, these metrics can only be measured with respect to an inflated
reference geometry for the arterial wall. Therefore, it was important for us to determine whether
these much smaller strain measures would contain sufficient information, even in the noise-free
scenario, to satisfy the design criteria stated above.
In summary, the border-strain metric and the velocity-field-based interframe strain measure
have the best potential for estimating remodeling stiffness, heterogeneity, and extent. These mea-
sures also perform more effectively than the standard arterial distensibility estimate in detecting
the presence of non-uniform changes in the artery wall. These estimates accurately reflect the wall
strain distribution, but provide limited information about the wall stress distribution. In general,
a region of significantly lower deformation is associated with elevated wall stress. In Chapter 5,
we will evaluate these two metrics further when the underlying position and velocity information
required for their calculation must be estimated first from noisy synthetic B-mode images.
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Chapter 4
Novel Methods for Arterial Structure
& Motion Estimation
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, we have described the development of an acquisition system for three-
dimensional frame localization and imaging. Furthermore, we have established that in noise-free
finite element models, variation in circumferential vessel stiffness can be detected by either a border-
strain metric or a velocity-field-based strain deformation measure, both of which reflect the dis-
tribution of strain change between consecutive image samples. To realize our overall objective
of improved arterial structure and deformation measurement for atherosclerosis monitoring, the
work presented thus far must be combined with advances in the critical step of image sequence
processing. Developments in this area are essential since robust structure segmentation and wall
velocity estimation are extremely difficult due to the image degrading factors for which B-mode
ultrasound is notorious. In this chapter, we describe our simulation of dynamic B-mode sequences
for processing validation, and we present our new multi-step scheme for arterial structure and
motion estimation from sequential ultrasound frames. In the next chapter, we present processing
results from simulated image sequences, for which the underlying geometric structures and motion
fields are known precisely, and from real clinical data acquired in an on-going pilot study of human
subjects.
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4.2 Background
4.2.1 Segmentation for arterial structure estimation
The problem of estimating arterial wall geometry from B-mode intensity images is one of robust
image segmentation in the presence of noise. This general area of image processing is focused on the
reliable identification of image regions that belong to the same target structure and the boundaries
that lie between each of those areas. In this section, we begin with an overview of segmentation in
general and then proceed to describe the main methods that have been applied in the context of
arterial structure estimation from noisy B-mode imagery.
Computational methods for image segmentation can be classified as being based on: local fil-
tering and thresholding, region-growing, curve evolution, or energy functional minimization. In
determining performance, each of these schemes is typically compared with the clinical gold stan-
dard of manual segmentation by a human expert.
Local filtering
Segmentation based on local filtering and thresholding relies on the detection of large local gradients
in image intensity, often with linear filters such as the Sobel or Prewitt operators. These gradients
correspond to prominent edges in the image, and if they exceed empirically determined threshold
magnitudes, they are assumed to lie along real structure boundaries. These methods are easy to
implement and fast since they require only convolution between the filter kernel and the image.
Despite the use of thresholding to eliminate weak edges, however, these local filters are typically
still sensitive to imaging noise since they operate as high-pass filters (or band-pass filters if they
incorporate linear smoothing in calculating gradients). Furthermore, they do not compensate for
spatial shifting of structure boundaries by image blurring.
Region growing
Region-growing techniques use empirically derived rules to define class membership. These heuris-
tics determine how image regions are either split apart or merged together, given an initial seed
point and small region neighborhoods. Empirical rules typically involve testing for statistical homo-
geneity in which statistics for regional intensity distributions are constantly updated and compared
with predetermined thresholds to assess whether regions should be split or merged. Region-growing
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can be more robust to noise than gradient-based local filtering. Computational complexity can be-
come high, however, even when simple rules are formulated for segmentation.
Curve evolution
Curve evolution methods are known by a number of different names: for a 1D front propagating
over a 2D image, the evolving curve is also known as an active contour or snake; for a 2D front
propagating over a 3D intensity volume, the evolving curve is also known as an active surface,
a balloon, or a deformable model. In curve evolution, an initial contour or surface embedded
in an image or a volume, respectively, is evolved towards structure boundaries in the intensity
observations. The evolving front typically propagates normal to the tangent direction with a
velocity that is a function of the image intensity. The classic evolution equation [136] is:
(s, t)C(, F(s, t) N(s, t) (4.1)at
where C(s, t) is the curve at time t parameterized by the arclength s, the initial curve shape
C(s, 0) = Co(s), N(s, t) is the normal to the curve C(s, t), and F(s, t) is the speed function which
is determined by local and global image properties, in addition to the stiffness and shape of the
evolving curve. The gradient of the image intensity is used as an edge-strength function which
drives the propagation of the curve and determines when the curve stops evolving at structure
boundaries. The edge-strength function is generally derived from linear convolution of a Gaussian
kernel with the gradient image.
Numerical solutions to Equation 4.1 include Lagrangian marker point tracking [137] and more
sophisticated Eulerian level-set methods [138]. In the Lagrangian approach, the curve is discretized
into a set of marker points whose locations are updated according to Equation 4.1. This intuitive
approach has a number of weaknesses including numerical instability when time steps are too large,
difficulties with handling changes in topology, and clumping together of marker points. The Eulerian
level set method overcomes many of these problems; however, it is less intuitive and more difficult
to implement than the Lagrangian scheme. In the Eulerian method, the curve is represented as
the zero level set of a graph which is evolved so that its zero level set propagates according to the
required curve flow. The graph used is a signed distance function constructed from an initializing
curve. Points in the graph have signed values based on their distance from the closest point on the
segmenting curve and on whether they lie inside or outside the curve. Curve evolution is generally
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superior to region-based or local-filtering-based segmentation. However, traditional active contours
which rely on large image gradients for boundary localization are still sensitive to image noise,
require initial contours that are close to actual image boundaries, and typically use only the image
information that lies along the segmenting contours.
Ftunctional minimization
Methods based on variational energy functionals or stochastic models pose segmentation as a prob-
lem in optimization. In these algorithms, a cost or energy functional is derived which consists of
several terms that together express the desired properties of the final segmented image. A search
is made over the space of admissible functions to find the one which minimizes the total cost or
energy. This solution represents the final segmented image consisting of homogeneous intensity
regions separated by boundaries which correspond to interfaces between different tissues. A classic
example of this approach is the minimization of the Mumford-Shah energy [139]:
Ems(f, B) = PJ(f - g) 2dzdy + a f IjVf Idxdy + 71BI (4.2)
where f is the piecewise smooth approximation to the original image data g, B is the binary
boundary process, f fR represents integration over the image domain R, and f fR\B represents
integration over R excluding the boundary B. The real positive scalars a, 8, and 7 are weighting
parameters which control the balance between each of the three terms, and IBI represents the
total boundary length. The first term can be interpreted as a data fidelity term which expresses
the observation model for f, where 3 is inversely related to the variance of the observation noise
process. The second component in E(f, B) is a smoothness term which represents the prior model
for f given the boundary B. Finally, the third term in E(f, B) is the prior model for B which
imposes a penalty on boundary length. The Mumford-Shah energy is minimized over the space
of admissible functions for f and B to obtain the final piecewise smooth segmentation solution.
Despite being more difficult to solve computationally, segmentation by energy minimization uses
more global image information and can be more robust to the presence of noise than the previously
described approaches.
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Previous related work
Since the arterial lumen-intima and media-adventitia echoes were first identified in carotid ultra-
sound images and correlated with histologic data by Pignoli et al. in 1986 [140], a number of
different methods have been proposed for non-invasive measurement of the intima-media thickness
(IMT). Manual methods based on visual assessment by human experts are dominant in clinical
settings, primarily because observers with experience in reading B-mode scans are capable of lo-
cating smooth structure boundaries even in the presence of significant noise degradation. The
appearance of vessel wall boundaries in B-mode images is degraded significantly by the presence of
Rayleigh-distributed speckle noise. The imaging speckle arises from constructive and destructive
interference of the coherent ultrasound beam that is reflected by scatterers within the tissue. Addi-
tive Gaussian noise introduced by the imaging system electronics further corrupts the image data.
Specular reflections in the data also occur, resulting in image edge amplitudes that are strongly
dependent on the orientation of the surface anatomy relative to the beam direction. These artifacts
can produce false image edges as well as abrupt drops in edge strength and poor image contrast
where anatomical structures are really present but do not lie perpendicular to the beam direction.
For example, in a short-axis cross-section of the carotid, this effect results in strong intensity echoes
at the top and bottom walls of the circular cross-section. In contrast, intensities at the lateral walls
are much weaker and more difficult to distinguish from non-vascular tissue (Figure 4-1). A good
description of these and other artifacts encountered in ultrasound scanning can be found in [104].
Figure 4-1: A typical short-axis image of a carotid artery cross-section
Despite the fact that manual border tracing by experts produces smoother boundaries, this
clinical standard is time-consuming and is plagued by poor intra- and inter-observer reproducibility.
The perception of structure boundary locations often varies between human experts and even
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between different observation times and imaging conditions for the same observer. Clearly, this is
a suboptimal situation given the small serial changes in intima-media structure that are expected
in atherosclerosis monitoring.
Current schemes for computer-based segmentation of arterial structure can be more reproducible
than manual tracing. However, detection of low-contrast edges in the presence of noise and echo
dropout remains problematic. Irregular vessel boundaries and inaccurate IMT estimates can result,
particularly when local region- or gradient-based filtering and thresholding are used. Touboul et
al. [141] published a method in which user-specified intensity profiles showing distinct two-pulse
patterns for the lumen-intima and the media-adventitia echoes (Figure 4-2) are analyzed so that
IMT is computed automatically as the distance between the midpoints of the rising edges of these
two pulses. Gariepy et al. [142] reported a similar method in which IMT is measured as the
distance between maximal intensity gradient locations in the lumen-intima and media-adventitia
echoes. Gustavsson et al. [143] have tested both model-based and template-matching algorithms for
border detection within intensity profiles perpendicular to the approximate boundary direction. In
their model-based method, the two-pulse pattern is modeled as a sum of Gaussians with different
means, variances, and amplitudes, which reflect the difference in echo location and strength of
the lumen-intima and media-adventitia interfaces. The unknown model parameters, boundary
positions, and IMT are determined by minimizing the total squared errors between the model and
the noisy profile. In the template-matching approach, a reference template derived by averaging
a set of longitudinally consecutive echo profiles is used as a matched-filter. Peaks in the cross-
correlation function between the filter and the data are tested to determine the location of interface
boundaries. All of these schemes use information from a single intensity profile and do not provide
a mechanism for weeding out erroneous border locations arising from noise. In contrast, Selzer
et al. [98] described a multi-step approach to border detection which is somewhat more robust to
noise. An operator manually provides an initial set of boundary locations, and intensity gradients
are then computed within a local pixel neighborhood around each candidate point. A refined set of
edge locations is then derived by locating the gradient maximum within each pixel neighborhood.
Next, the gradient magnitudes of all points within the refined edge set are tested for edge strength
to eliminate weak edges that are more likely to have been corrupted by noise. Stadler et al. [144]
proposed an alternate scheme for reducing noise sensitivity which imposes parabolic models of
boundary continuity at the lumen-intima and media-adventitia interfaces. In this method, local
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gradient maxima are detected based on an initial set of user-specified boundaries. Then, parabolic
models which fit the noisy border data in a least-squares sense are generated for each interface, and
IMT is computed as the average distance between the two curves.
Most recently, Kozick et al. [145] and Liang et al. [146] described dynamic-programming-based
algorithms for border detection and IMT measurement. A two-dimensional cost-surface is generated
for a rectangular region encompassing the initial boundary location. Terms in this cost function
include information derived from local intensity gradient calculations, constraints on boundary
smoothness and continuity, as well as other prior knowledge about expected image features in the
neighborhood of a real structure interface. Dynamic programming is then used to determine the
optimal path along the cost surface which minimizes the total cost and corresponds to the boundary
estimate. After this procedure is repeated for both the lumen-intima and media-adventitia borders,
IMT is computed as the mean separation between the two boundary estimates. Curve evolution
with active contours which impose boundary continuity and smoothness has also been applied to
the ultrasound boundary detection problem in various tissue targets, though not specifically for
carotid border estimation [147-150].
Despite the fact that these more recent works in ultrasound image segmentation address the
problem of robustness to noise, this issue remains problematic. This is primarily because noise
suppression is difficult when the noise is superimposed on a very thin, relatively weak lumen-intima
echo and when a variable echo pattern is present at the media-adventitia interface due to dropout in
the backscattered signal. All of the existing methods discussed so far rely on intensity information
from a local pixel neighborhood of limited extent. They achieve a degree of noise suppression by
imposing boundary continuity and by using linearly-smoothed imagery, most often obtained with
Gaussian low-pass filters. In the context of ultrasound structure estimation, linear low-pass filtering
for noise suppression is inadequate. If too much smoothing is applied, fine structure in the arterial
wall image is lost, whereas if too little smoothing is performed, noise in the image produces false
edges that introduce errors into the boundary estimate. Any speckle suppression method which
does not explicitly preserve structure edges can produce excessive blurring of fine tissue features,
shifting them artificially or even causing them to disappear entirely from the processed images. In
our method for arterial structure estimation depicted in Section 4.3, we address this problem from
the standpoint of a non-linear variational functional minimization which explicitly preserves image
edges and which uses more global image information than current techniques.
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4.2.2 Motion estimation for arterial deformation measurement
There are several general approaches to the problem of estimating structure motion from a sequence
of consecutive image frames. These include image block matching techniques, stochastic model-
based methods, and regularized optical flow methods. It is assumed that some intensity feature of
the moving object is approximately conserved from frame to frame and that the displacement of
that feature over a sampling interval represents the structure velocity.
Block matching methods
Block matching typically assumes that structure motion can be modelled adequately by rigid-
body translations which are uniform over the block and linear over time. Rotation and non-rigid
deformations of image blocks are assumed to be non-existent or negligible between frames. There
are several measures of similarity between the target block in one frame and the current search block
in the next. These include the 2D correlation coefficient, the sum of squared differences, the sum
of absolute differences, and the mean squared error. The similarity measure is computed between
the target block in the first frame and a search block in the subsequent frame that has the same
size, but whose center location has been displaced relative to the target block. This is repeated for
all search blocks falling within a fixed neighborhood around the target block location. The size of
this search neighborhood places bounds on the maximum expected structure displacement between
frames. In the noise-free case, the displacement vector which maximizes the similarity between the
target and search regions is the structure velocity measured in pixels per sampling interval.
For real image sequences in which noise is present and in which there is mismatch between
the assumed motion model and the actual object motion, maximizing the similarity measure over
the neighborhood search space can be challenging due to the presence of local maxima to which
search algorithms may erroneously converge. Larger image blocks often confer greater robustness to
imaging noise at the expense of computation and sensitivity to small spatial variations in structure
motion. The chosen block size, neighborhood search size, and the search strategy for maximizing
block similarity must strike a balance between computational efficiency and quality of the final
solution.
Frequency domain analysis can also be used to estimate global translation of image blocks.
In this domain, the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the target image block is computed in
two dimensions. If this same block has translated in the subsequent frame, the 2D DFT of the
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shift block will be related to the original image by the shift property of the Fourier transform
i.e. the 2D DFT of the shifted image will be the 2D DFT of the original image multiplied by a
2D complex exponential. The interframe translation can therefore be estimated from the phase
difference between the image blocks in the frequency domain. In practice, frequency-based motion
estimation is less often used than space and time domain matching of image blocks.
Stochastic methods
In the Bayesian approach to motion estimation, the probability of observing the current image frame
given a particular motion field is multiplied with the probability of occurrence for that motion field
realization. This product reflects the probability of that velocity field realization being present
given the current image frame. The velocity field that maximizes this probability function is the
desired maximum a posteriori or MAP estimate.
Regularized optical flow methods
For motion estimation by regularized optical flow, both conservation of image intensity over time
and a linear model of interframe motion at each pixel are assumed to hold. Interframe changes
in image intensity at a given pixel can only occur with concomitant changes in neighboring pixel
intensities. In real image sequences, this intensity conservation assumption is only approximately
true, and deviations from this observation model can be accounted for by the observation noise
process. Structure tracking by optical flow provides good motion resolution since the motion
constraint equations apply at the level of individual pixels, as opposed to larger image blocks. The
discrete formulation of regularized optical flow is a special case of MAP estimation in which the
velocity field is a Markov random field and a constant intensity hypothesis is used [151]. Our
method of motion estimation is based on regularized optical flow, and consequently we will discuss
the details of this approach in Section 4.7.
Previous related work
Ultrasound has long been used for visual assessment of tissue motion in structures such as the
myocardium and valve leaflets. For the quantification of this motion in ultrasound sequences, both
the block-matching approach and the regularized optical flow approach have been tested in various
target organs [152-154]. Unlike the case of ultrasound structure estimation, in which imaging
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speckle is treated as a source of noise, the presence of this same speckle is useful for measuring
tissue motion. This is because the speckle pattern is determined by the spatial distribution of tissue
scatterers within the ultrasound sample volume. For small tissue motions in which the scatterer
distribution is unchanged, the speckle pattern and brightness will simply move in the same manner
as the tissue itself. Complications arise, however, when the local tissue motion is so large between
image frames that the distribution of tissue scatterers is altered drastically, causing decorrelation
of speckle patterns over time [155].
In echocardiography, Mailloux et al. [152] have used conventional optical flow to extract the
interframe velocity field of the contracting myocardium. In contrast, De Jong et al. [156,157] have
described and tested a 1D correlation interpolation technique for assessing cardiac contractility
along a ray through the myocardium. This is essentially a lower-dimensional version of image block-
matching which has the advantage of providing real-time velocity estimates, though over a smaller
tissue region. Bertrand et al. [158] have applied regularized optical flow to the problem of estimating
the contractility of skeletal muscle in the human forearm. Yeung et al. [153] have described a
multi-resolution block matching algorithm and tested this approach in a gel-based tissue-mimicking
phantom and in forearm muscles of human subjects. In their approach, a similarity measure based
on a weighted sum of squared differences between image blocks is used in conjunction with a
constraint on spatial smoothness within the estimated field. Motion vectors are first estimated
from a coarse search grid, and these estimates then initialize searching at progressively finer levels
of resolution until the highest resolution level is reached. Chen et al. [159] have applied block-
matching based on the two-dimensional correlation coefficient to the problem of tracking motion
in skeletal muscle and liver tissue. Trahey et al. [160,161] have also used 2D correlation searching
for blood flow velocity estimation and for speckle tracking in phantoms and skeletal muscle. In
work that is the most similar in application context to our own, Meairs et al. [154] have reported
motion estimation in carotid plaque surfaces using a hierarchical (multi-resolution) block-matching
algorithm. In their process, a multi-resolution Laplacian-filtered image pyramid is first generated.
Then block matching is performed in a coarse-to-fine strategy so that motion estimates which
minimize the sum-of-squared-differences between Laplacian-filtered image blocks at one level are
propagated to the next level of image resolution for further refinement of the velocity field.
In each of these methods, velocities are estimated based on changes in image structure observed
over a large rectangular neigborhood centered around the position of interest. Since these regions
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can include anatomical areas that are unrelated to the object of interest, errors may be introduced
into the motion estimates at the desired image position. Furthermore, it is not easy to visualize
the distribution of interframe tissue deformation based on the velocity field alone. In Sections 4.7-
4.8, we introduce a modified optical flow approach, based on the conventional Horn and Schunck
formulation [162], which uses borders derived from the structure estimation stage to set limits on the
image neighborhood from which intensity observations may be used to compute motion velocities.
This innovation ensures that our estimates of vascular motion are based only on image intensity
information lying within relevant tissue regions that are still sufficiently large to allow the use of
global image information for robust estimation of local arterial motion. From the estimated wall
velocity, we calculate the border strain and the velocity-field-based interframe strain measure first
derived in Chapter 3. These metrics allow us to more easily visualize and quantify the distribution
of tissue deformation within the arterial wall.
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4.3 Overview of processing and validation
Figure 4-3 provides an overview of our multi-step approach to estimating arterial structure and wall
deformation. The input into the process is a three-frame sequence of B-mode arterial images either
in short- or long-axis. The acquisition of these data has previously been described in Chapter 2. In
steps 1 and 2, arterial structure estimates are made from the central frame of the image sequence
(frame 0), and the resulting boundary estimates and motion region-of-interest are used in steps 3
and 4 for arterial deformation measurement. Step 1 consists of a variational functional minimization
which jointly estimates the desired vessel edge field and smooths the noisy B-mode frame in an
anisotropic, directionally sensitive manner. The resulting edge field and smoothed field estimates
greatly enhance arterial structure visualization. Step 2 consists of vessel contour extraction from
the edge field estimate by using standard active contours. The vessel contour is then used to
define a motion region-of-interest (mROI) that is used to constrain dense velocity field estimation
in Step 3. Finally in Step 4, the velocity field estimate is used to calculate the interframe arterial
deformation which reflects the distribution of strain change between image frames. Measures of wall
thickness and mean deformation distributions are then computed from the estimated structure and
deformation. When these measurements are combined with the three-dimensional slice localization
described in Chapter 2, we can assess the axial variation in wall thickness and deformation in
addition to the circumferential information already determined for each frame. This combination
of image measurements with 3D frame position data is presented in the following chapter for the
case of real ultrasound data obtained from a pilot clinical study.
We focus on using simulated static and dynamic B-mode arterial sequences to assess how well
we are achieving our goals of enhanced visualization and quantification of arterial structure and
deformation. To generate these simulated sequences, we combine modeling of the B-mode imaging
process together with the realistic tissue velocity fields computed from the dynamic finite element
models of Chapter 3. Validation of structure and motion estimation with these arterial simulations
allows us to compare our measurements with the "ground truth" structure and motion fields that
underlie the observations. This method of validation has not been used in previous work on arterial
structure and motion estimation, and it represents another contribution of this research to the field
of ultrasound image processing.
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Multi-step processing scheme
Frame -1 Frame 0 Frame +1
Step 1 Anisotropic smoothing &
edge enhancement
Edge field s Smoothed field f
Step 2 Vessel contour extraction &
mROI creation
Inner and Outer mROI edges
Contour Extraction
Step 3 mROI-constrained velocity
field estimation
X Velocity Y Velocity
Step 4 Interframe arterial deformation
estimates
Strain deformation
E1
Arterial
Structure
Estimates
Arterial
Deformation
Estimates
Figure 4-3: An overview of our multi-step processing algorithm.
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4.4 B-mode image formation and simulation of synthetic data
The modeling of B-scan images was originally motivated by the recognition that clinical judgements
were often made based on subjective interpretation of B-scan texture but that this texture was
highly dependent on instrumentation variables. Therefore, numerical simulation of the physical
processes underlying pulse-echo image formation was developed in order to quantify the relationship
between ultrasonic B-mode patterns and the small scale tissue structure which generates those
patterns [163]. Simulation in this manner has been used to explore the imaging system and tissue
parameter space over which texture statistics of static images convey reliable information about
internal tissue structure [163-165]. The relationship between speckle motion in dynamic images and
changes in tissue structure has also been examined for simple tissue motions such as translation,
rotation, and uni-axial compression or extension [155,166].
For our purposes, we build on this existing body of knowledge to generate realistic represen-
tations of arterial wall structure and motion in B-mode scans. While these simulations do not
perfectly recreate reality, they capture the salient features of arterial ultrasonography and are
therefore reasonable for use in validating our multi-step processing scheme. We must emphasize
that use of finite element modeling to drive B-mode sequence simulation is an essential element of
validating the accuracy of arterial motion estimation. Direct application of our algorithms to in
vivo patient data is problematic since the actual structure and dense motion field are not precisely
known. The use of a tissue-mimicking phantom undergoing rigid-body motion for validation is
overly simplistic since the motion does not reflect the complexity of real arterial motion. For the
same reasons, validation in computer-simulated phantoms undergoing simple uniaxial deformations
is inadequate. In the following sections, we describe first the simulation of a static carotid B-mode
image and then proceed to show how we generate a dynamic sequence of synthetic carotid data.
4.4.1 Simulation of the static carotid B-mode frame
We have used two methods for synthesizing static B-mode frames. The first approach generates
simulated textures based on models of both the imaging system and the tissue structure. The second
simulation method generates a realistic muscle texture based on modifying a real ultrasound image
of forearm skeletal muscle.
Figure 4-4 depicts key features of the first approach. This simulation process assumes constant
velocity sound propagation through tissue, zero signal attenuation as a function of tissue depth, no
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gain compression, no multi-path scattering, linear receiver gain, and infinite receiver bandwidth.
These simplifications limit the realism of the synthesized data, but not to the extent that they
become useless for processing validation. Previous models of B-scan speckle texture generally
Imaging System Model
Figure 4-4: Key components of the simulated B-mode ultrasound scanner.
avoid solving the full inhomogeneous wave equation which governs ultrasound-tissue interaction
by assuming linearity and position independence of the imaging system point spread function
(PSF) within the transducer far field [155,163,167]. Under these conditions, the 3D radiofrequency
(RF) ultrasound signal, I(x, y, z), can be represented by convolution of the imaging system PSF,
H(x, y, z), with the tissue structure impulse response, T(x, y, z) as indicated in Equation 4.3.
I(x, y, z) = H(x, y, z) * T(x, y, z)
= fT(p, v,,w)H(x - , y - v, z - w)dp dvdw
In this expression, x is the direction of beam propagation or axial direction in the scanning plane,
y is the lateral direction in the B-mode plane, and z is the elevational direction perpendicular to
the image plane. The imaging PSF is not spherically symmetric and is often treated as separable,
leading to the following PSF equation:
H(x, y, z) = Hx(x)Hy(y)Hz(z) (4.4)
where Hx(x) is the axial sound pulse shape, Hy(y) is the lateral beam profile, and Hz(z) is the
elevational beam profile. The axial sound pulse shape consists of a sinusoidal signal modulated
by an asymmetric magnitude envelope with faster rise time than fall time. The frequency of the
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sinusoid corresponds to the transducer carrier frequency, and the skewed magnitude envelope can
be modeled with a Rayleigh-shaped function. This pulse shape is expressed mathematically as:
He(x) = axz exp 2) cos(27rfx) (4.5)
where ax controls the axial pulse amplitude, x is the axial position, f is the carrier frequency, and
ax controls the axial pulse width. In the lateral and elevational directions, beam shape is symmetric
around the pulse center and can be modeled with following Gaussians:
H (y) = a exp( 2 Y2  (4.6)
Hz(z) = azexp 2a2  (4.7)
where ay and az respectively control the lateral and elevational pulse amplitude, y is the lateral
position, z is the elevational position, a controls the lateral beam width, and oz controls the
elevational beam width. If we focus on a single image plane at z = 0 and substitute the separable
imaging PSF into Equation 4.3, we obtain the following equations:
I(x,y) = {H,(y)Hx(x)} *N(x,y)
N(x, y) = fT(x,y,z)Hz(-z)dz (4.8)
Once the tissue model T(x, y, z) is specified, the RF signal I(x, y) is demodulated by envelope
detection to generate the desired B-mode image texture IB(x, y). This can be accomplished by
using the Hilbert transform in the following expression:
IB(x, y) = II(x, y) + j x Hilbert [I(x, y)]I (4.9)
Figure 4-5 illustrates an example RF sound pulse image and the corresponding demodulated B-
mode image when the tissue model T(x, y, z) is the Dirac delta function, 6(x, y, z). Several models
for defining the acoustic impulse response of biological tissues have been described by Insana et
al. [168]. The acoustic scattering structure of tissue can be treated as a non-homogeneous continuum
in which the density and compressibility of tissue are continuous and fluctuate spatially around the
mean values. If density fluctuations are negligible, the scattering strength at a point in the tissue
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Figure 4-5: Radiofrequency and B-mode images corresponding to a Dirac delta tissue model.
will be proportional to the second derivative of tissue compressibility at that point [163]. In carotid
scanning, multiple tissue types are present, each of which has its own acoustic properties. The
spatial distribution of tissue compressibility is not well characterized in this case. Therefore, we
take a far simpler approach to tissue modeling and assume that tissue can be represented by a
large number of randomly-distributed inhomogeneous scatterers that are small relative to the PSF
wavelength. The tissue impulse response in this case becomes:
(4.10)
where 6(x, y, z) is an impulse function in 3D, and (xn, Yn, Zn) is the center location of the nth
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randomly-positioned scatterer. This leads to the expression:
N(x,y) = anb6( - , y-yn, z- zn)Hz(z)dz (4.11)
n
= anHz(zn)(x - xn, y - Yn) (4.12)
n
when the sifting property of the Dirac delta function is employed. Since there is also a degree of
spatial correlation in scattering strength, anHz(zn), between nearby scatterers, any field satisfying
Equation 4.12 must take this feature into account. For our purposes, we use a 2D Gaussian-
distributed random field convolved with a 2D Gaussian filter to represent N(x, y) and to fulfill
the spatial correlation criterion. The standard deviation of the Gaussian filter kernel reflects the
characteristic length scale over which tissue scattering intensities are correlated. In practice, we
adjust this correlation parameter to obtain a B-mode texture IB(x, y) that agrees qualitatively with
textures observed in typical B-scans. The parameters of the imaging system model are adjusted to
approximate the nominal pulse specifications for a 7.5MHz ultrasound transducer.
The process described up to this point generates a realistic B-mode speckle texture. In order to
obtain variations in mean image intensity between different tissue regions, we compute vessel masks
from arterial geometries specified either from the short-axis finite element models of Chapter 3
or from user-specified long-axis structure parameters. To generate these masks, we empirically
assign constants to the lumen, the vessel wall, and the perivascular tissue regions and then impose
smoothness at region interfaces by Gaussian blurring. These masks are then multiplied with the
B-mode speckle texture and the product is scaled appropriately so that the average image intensity
and the image intensity variation in each region match those observed from typical carotid B-
scans. We then add specular and diffuse reflections at tissue interfaces by using a Phong shading
model [169] with reflection parameters empirically chosen to approximate real vessel images. We
also model echo dropout at these interfaces by multiplication of boundary intensities with the
speckle texture as illustrated in long-axis simulated example of Figure 4-6. Finally, we account for
the presence of electronic noise in the imaging system by adding white Gaussian noise to each of
the simulated image frames.
In the second approach that we use for B-mode simulation, we bypass explicit modeling of the
imaging system PSF and the tissue acoustic structure. Instead of simulating the speckle texture,
we obtain actual ultrasound images of skeletal muscle from a human volunteer. This ultrasound
data provides tissue speckle distributions which we then modify as described above to account for
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Short-axis B-mode Image from tissue and imaging system models
Long-axis B-mode image from tissue and imaging system models
Figure 4-6: Example short- and long-axis images which illustrate the modeling of regional intensity
variation, specular & diffuse interface reflections, and the presence of echo dropout.
mean tissue intensity differences (between the lumen, the vessel wall, and the surrounding tissue),
specular and diffuse boundary reflections, echo dropout, and additive white Gaussian electronic
noise. Sample images from this simulation method are shown in Figure 4-7.
4.4.2 Simulation of the dynamic carotid B-mode sequence
The finite element model (FEM) geometries from Chapter 3 provided the information necessary
for simulating static short-axis B-mode images. In this section, we describe how we use the FEM-
derived velocity fields to synthesize the corresponding dynamic B-mode sequences. For the synthetic
frames based on explicit imaging system and tissue modeling, the interframe velocity fields are
applied to the tissue model, resulting in a dynamic sequence of tissue motion. Each frame in this
sequence is convolved with the imaging system PSF and then demodulated to obtain a B-mode
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Short-axis image derived from forearm muscle B-mode texture
Figure 4-7: Example short-axis carotid simulation based on an ultrasound-derived skeletal muscle
texture.
sequence of moving speckle. The interframe velocity fields are simultaneously applied to the vessel
mask and to the Phong shading model of boundary reflection. The corresponding speckle, vessel
mask, and boundary reflection frames are combined as described in the previous section to produce
the final B-mode motion sequence. For frame simulation based on ultrasound imaging of skeletal
muscle, the interframe velocity fields are applied directly to each static B-mode image. In both
cases, additive white Gaussian noise is included only after the noise-free dynamic frames have
been generated. An important distinction between the resulting carotid sequences is that speckle
decorrelation can occur in the sequence derived from the imaging system and tissue modeling.
Therefore, the motion sequence based on ultrasound imaging of skeletal muscle has more realistic
texture properties whereas the sequence based on explicit modeling more realistically captures the
decorrelation that can occur in real data.
Figure 4-8 graphically demonstrates how an interframe velocity field is applied to an initial B-
mode image frame to produce the next frame in a dynamic sequence. For each pixel location (xi, yi)
in the current frame [i], our frame generation procedure looks up the velocity vector which maps
this pixel to its original position (i-_ 1, yi-1) in the previous frame [i - 1]. Based on this original
position (xi-1, yi-1), image intensities of the neighboring pixels in the frame [i - 1] are used in cubic
spline interpolation to determine the image intensity to be assigned to the pixel location (xi, yi) in
the current frame [i].
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Frame 0 = A [ U V] Frame 1 = B
a,, a12  a13  bl, b12  b13
a31  a, a 33 b3, b, b,
bij = B (ij) = A ( i- U(ij) , j - V(ij) )
where subpixel intensities are derived by bilinear interpolation
Figure 4-8: Interframe velocity field mapping of image intensities in the current frame to intensity
values in the previous frame.
4.5 Step 1: Anisotropic smoothing & edge enhancement
Our approach to image segmentation in this step is based on a variational energy minimization
first proposed by Shah [170]. We use an efficient coordinate-descent algorithm for minimization of
this functional as presented by Kaufhold [171], and we incorporate prior information about arterial
shape based on improvements to our original method described in [172-175].
Segmentation with Shah's unification functional
Variational segmentation functionals incorporate global image information when delineating region
interfaces and therefore have a distinct advantage over existing intima-media structure estimators
which are limited to local image data. The original variational energy segmentation described by
Mumford et al. [139] and shown in Equation 4.2 is difficult to minimize, however, because the binary
edge process B and the edge penalty term lead to a non-convex energy surface with numerous local
minima. A modification described by Ambrosio and Tortorelli [176] replaces the binary edge process
B with a continuous edge field s (0 < s < 1) and also changes the edge penalty term as shown in
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Equation 4.13.
EAT(f,s) = a(I - s) 2 Vfl + 3(f - g 2 + I 2 + ddy (4.13)
Smoothness constraint Data fidelity
Edge penalty
The cost surface in this case becomes easier to minimize than Equation 4.2 and is amenable to solu-
tion by methods such as coordinate-descent. In the limit as p -+ 0, the jointly minimizing smoothed
field f and edge field s tend toward the same solutions which minimize the original Mumford-Shah
energy. The use of 12 norms in the data fidelity and smoothness terms of this functional, however,
leads to over-smoothed solutions that do not develop shocks or intensity discontinuities at struc-
ture boundaries. For this reason, we chose Shah's unification functional [170] for variational energy
segmentation. The functional, shown in Equation 4.14, not only permits the development of shocks
at structure boundaries, but also provides a common framework for curve evolution, segmentation,
and anisotropic diffusion (hence its name).
The ability of this functional to unify each of these seemingly disparate fields of image processing
has been discussed in detail by Shah [170]. Of particular interest is his insight that the equation
for curve evolution can be considered a special case of the gradient descent equations associated
with minimizing Equation 4.14 when f represents the level sets of the surface within which the
evolving contour is embedded. Despite this similarity, there is an important distinction between
curve evolution and variational energy segmentation using the unification functional. Common to
all curve evolution methods is the assumption that the edge field used for curve propagation is
provided externally. This means that the image edge map must be calculated by edge detection
(generally performed by linear image filtering) prior to curve evolution and that this edge field is
fixed as front propagation occurs. With the unification functional, however, the level curves of the
smoothed image field are coupled with the edge field so that they evolve jointly as minimization of
the functional is performed. In this way, evolution of the level sets in f modifies the edge field s,
which in turn results in further evolution of f until convergence is reached. This attractive feature
of segmentation with the unification functional suggests that it may be more powerful than the use
of active contours alone for estimating arterial boundaries from noisy ultrasound imagery.
ESHAH(f,) R(l - s) 21VfII +011f - gl + Vs + 2 dxdy (4.14)
Soecsa2 2 p
Smoothness constraint Data fidelity p
Edge penalty
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In Equation 4.14, the notation, I1 - I1, represents an 11 norm, and II 112 represents an 12 norm. The
notation R represents the image domain, g is the observed ultrasound data, f is the anisotropically-
smoothed field which represents a piecewise-constant approximation to the noisy observations, and
s is the estimated edge field with values ranging between 0 and 1. The smoothness constraint
term penalizes large gradients in f except where edges exist (s e 1). This edge dependency results
in anisotropic smoothing that is greatest far away from structure boundaries. The data fidelity
component controls the degree to which the smoothed field f resembles the raw data, g. Finally,
the edge penalty term prevents the minimization process from placing edges everywhere in the
edge field (the trivial solution s = 1, V(x, y) E R). The real positive scalars a, f,and p adjust
the relative weighting between these competing terms. In the limit as p --+ 0, shocks or intensity
discontinuities develop at boundaries, allowing for sharp demarcation of image regions.
Incorporation of boundary orientation priors
As we have previously described, Shah's unification functional can be modified to incorporate prior
information about vessel shape [172-175]. Specifically, user-specified knowledge about expected
arterial boundary orientation can be used when the gradient operator V in Equation 4.14 is replaced
with a direction-sensitive gradient VDS which operates on a field f as follows:
VDS(f) = ((Vf e + (2 - ()(Vf e)" (4.15)
Figure 4-9 illustrates the geometry of the vectors ell, e-, and Vf used in this expression. The
vector, il, is the unit vector lying tangentially to a local tissue boundary known a priori to have
a particular edge orientation at that point in the image. Vector e' on the other hand is the unit
vector perpendicular to this prior edge orientation information. The prior edge orientation vectors
vary spatially over the image field, depending on the expert reader's previous experience with how
vessel boundaries behave. This prior information is specified by assigning an orientation angle, 0,
to each pixel in the field. The scalar ( ranges from 0 to 2 and adjusts the degree to which this prior
edge information is used. When ( = 1, no preferential edge orientation is imposed and the results
are the same as for the original Shah functional; when C < 1, edges parallel to g± are preferred;
when ( > 1, the preferred edge orientation is set to 'il The use of prior edge orientation in this
manner is particularly useful for detecting low-contrast edges that may otherwise be eliminated in
favor of stronger nearby edges oriented in other directions.
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y
Figure 4-9: Geometry of the vectors used in direction-sensitive edge enhancement.
Since the initial publication of this work, we have made modifications to bypass specific assign-
ment of an orientation angle to every image point for non-stationary prior edge orientation fields
and to assign even greater direction penalties than is possible with Equation 4.15. Previously, a
user-specified initial contour, which reflects prior shape information, was used to calculate an ap-
propriate orientation angle for each location in the field. In our current scheme, we simply rewarp
the image along the initial contour as depicted in Figure 4-10. This new image is generated by
resampling the original along perpendiculars to the initial contour. Since we use discretized images
and not continuous intensity fields, pixels in the warped image which fall in between pixel locations
on the original discretized grid are assigned intensity values calculated from bilinear interpolation
from the nearest neighbors. In the warped space, the "desired" edge orientation always corresponds
to a horizontally-aligned boundary, regardless of the prior contour shape in the original space. We
perform anisotropic smoothing and edge enhancement in this space, using a new directionally-
sensitive energy functional EDS shown in Equation 4.16. The final estimates for f and s are then
mapped back into the original image domain for visualization and for further quantitative analysis.
f EDSf) {+ 1 + dzdy (4.16)E (f,)-- / 2 2(1--)2 + If9I+ +j-xd 1 y 1 f- 2 p
I Data fidelity
Smoothness constraint Edge penalty
In this equation, f and s represent the intensity and edge fields in the warped space. We have
altered the smoothness constraint term of the original Shah energy so that costs associated with
gradients in x and y directions are separately controlled. The parameter C is a non-negative real
scalar that changes the relative penalty assigned to x- and y-oriented intensity gradients. It should
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Carotid B-mode imaae in oriqinal space
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Figure 4-10: Image warping along a user-specified initial contour.
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be noted that when the x- and y-gradients are equally penalized, the minimizing smoothed field f
and edge field s will not necessarily be the same as those derived from minimization of the Shah
energy. This difference is not significant, however, since we desire the much stronger directional
edge enhancement that this functional provides in comparison with our previous strategy. We will
provide examples comparing these methods in the results of Chapter 5.
Minimizing Equation 4.16 to obtain f and s is a large non-linear optimization problem which
requires solution by iterative numerical methods. Gradient descent methods, which first calculate
the cost surface gradient given current estimates for f and s and then iterate estimates in the
direction of steepest gradient descent, are notoriously slow. Therefore we implement a minimizing
algorithm based on coordinate descent as described by Kaufhold [171]. In this technique, the
functional EDs must be subdivided into the two simpler energy terms presented in Equations 4.17-
4.18. The solution of each of these terms is a much more tractable problem, and the joint minimizers
of these equations is a minimum of Equation 4.16.
E,(f) = a(11+ s) -y 1 }+I3 f - gIldxdy (4.17)
Sl_ S,2 I( 112f  f p s2d9
E(s) = a(1 s)2 11 + IIV ddy (4.18)
Finding the joint minimizers of these equations requires alternately fixing s and then minimizing
Equation 4.17 with respect to f , then fixing f and minimizing Equation 4.18 with respect to
s. Each of these minimization steps can be performed using a pre-conditioned conjugate gradient
algorithm which iterates until a specified convergence criterion is met. A reasonable initialization
scheme is to set f = g (the original data) and s = 0 everywhere in the image field.
Numerical solution of the discrete coordinate descent equations
Minimization of Equations 4.17-4.18 by iterative numerical methods requires conversion of the
continuous expressions into discrete form. We will represent the discretized versions of the two-
dimensional continuous intensity fields g, f, and s using the notation [g], [f1, and [s], respectively.
Pixel values in the discrete domain represent intensities from the continuous domain that have been
sampled along a lattice or regularly-spaced set of points on a rectilinear grid. We assume that each
image matrix has identical size, with N 1 rows and N2 columns. The pixel locations of [g] and [fq
correspond to the same lattice, whereas the edge pixels of [s] represent interfaces between region
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pixels and therefore correspond to a different lattice offset by a half pixel down and to the right
(since we use forward differences derivative operators to calculate gradients). Edge information in
the right column and bottom row of [s] depends on observations lying outside the image domain.
Therefore, these pixels are not meaningful and simply serve to keep the size of [s] equal to that of
[f]. In the matrix-vector equations presented later in this section, we represent the image data in
lexicographically-ordered vector form. These column vectors will be represented by the notation
g, f, and s, respectively, and are generated by end-to-end stacking of the matrix column vectors
beginning with the leftmost column and ending at the rightmost, as depicted in Figure 4-11. These
column vectors are each N = N1 x N2 elements long, and we refer to the ith vector element using
the notation gi, fi, and si, respectively.
3x3 Image
x, xG x9
Xl
X2
Xs
X,
X6
Xe
X7
x,
X9
9x1 lexicographically
ordered column vector
Figure 4-11: Lexicographical ordering of matrix elements into column-vector form.
When an image is expressed in vector form, a matrix pre-multiplication can be used to compute
the first-derivatives of the data. In the discrete domain, the continuous gradient operator V =
[;) ] becomes D = [Dr; Dy], where Dx is the derivative operator across image columns, and
D operates across image rows. We use non-symmetric first-order forward differences for Dx and
D as shown below:
IN 1
-IN 1 IN 1 (4.19)
-N 1 IN 1
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D(Nj-1),N -1 1
D(N),N 1  --1 1
D= D( ),N1  D 1), = 1
D(N-1),N1  -1 1
(4.20)
where IN, is an N 1 x N 1 identity matrix, and D(Ni-1),N1 is a (N - 1) x NI matrix. Since D. and
D are forward difference operators, they are respectively N 1 (N2 - 1) x N and (NI - 1)N 2 x N
in size. When these operators are applied to a vectorized matrix e.g. f, either a NI(N 2 - 1)
long column vector Df, or a (Nj - 1)N 2 vector Dyf is produced. Due to the forward difference
implementation, the derivative image [Dtf] corresponding to the vector Df is one column shorter
than the original image [fq and must be zero padded in order to keep its size the same as the image.
Likewise, the matrix [Dyft is one row smaller than [fl and must augmented by a row of zeros.
Recalling that I - I = V and applying the discrete definitions of the preceding paragraphs to
the continuous functionals, we obtain the following discretized equations:
N
Es(f) = Z V(gi- fi) 2 + (1- Si)2 ({Df}) 2 + ({Dyf}i) 2  (4.21)
i=1
N
E s) = a(1- Si)2 (({Dxf}i) 2 + V({Dyf}i)2 +
2
P { ( { D xs } ) 2 + ({Dys}i)2 + (4.22)
The absolute value penalties in these equations result in non-differentiable cost surfaces. Kaufhold [171]
has demonstrated that half-quadratic minimization [177] can be applied to Shah's unification func-
tional and that solutions to the half-quadratic approximation will converge to the global minimizers
of the original functional. Since Equations 4.21-4.22 have the same form as those considered by
Kaufhold, we also use the convexifying half-quadratic approximation. This technique introduces a
small positive constant P2Q to generate the half-quadratic approximations:
N
Es(f) (g- f) 2 + qH + a(1 - s,)2 { ({Df}) 2 + 3, + V({DIf}i) 2 + 3H2} (4.23)
i=1
N
i
S{({Ds}i)2 + ({Ds})2} + (4.24)
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These equations now represent differentiable cost surfaces. The discrete coordinate descent equa-
tions which correspond to minimizing Equations 4.23-4.24 are found by first computing -M- = 0,
and = 0, then rearranging terms to give:
[pW -' + a(DVX-'DX + aD V,-'D,] f= 3W-lg (4.25)
2aQ-1 + 1+ p(D T D x + D DY) s = 2aQ'1 (4.26)
P
The variables W-1, Vz-1, V,-1, and Q-1 are the diagonal weighting matrices shown below, I is the
identity matrix, and 1 is a column vector of ones.
W1-1 Q-1
W-. , -1... (4.27)
WN 1  Q N1
V-1 V-1
VV- 1  = [(4.28)
V-1 V-1
x,Nl(N2-1) y,(Nl-1)N2
1
W,- = _(g - i)2 + (4.29)
v-X,, = (1 - s)2 [({Dxfi)2 + O] 2 (4.30)
V. = (1 - s,)2 [({Dyf)2 +'Q] 2 (4.31)
Qi-1 = ({Dxf},) 2 + H2Q + ({Dyf}i) 2 + 2,Q (4.32)
The matrix, W - 1, represents the spatially-varying weights on the data fidelity term, whereas the
matrices, Vz-1 and V,-', represent the spatially-varying, edge-dependent weights on the row (y)
and column (x) gradients. The matrix, Q-l1, has diagonal weights which reflect the strength of
the local image gradient and the degree of direction-sensitivity imposed. Equation 4.26 is a linear
system of equations whose coefficient matrix has a sparse and banded structure. Therefore, the
edge vector s can be efficiently determined using a pre-conditioned conjugate gradient algorithm.
Calculating f from Equation 4.25 is more difficult since the weighting matrices W-1, V -1,
and V,- 1, all depend on the unknown vector f itself. We use the iterative method described by
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Vogel [177] and Kaufhold [171] to solve this non-linear matrix equation. With this method, an
error variable e is set to an initial value exceeding the desired convergence criterion 7, the initial
state for f is set to the observed image g, and the edge image s is set to the current edge vector
derived from Equation 4.26. The following loop is then iterated until the convergence threshold is
reached:
while (e > y)
W- = [(gi - + 1)2 P2-Q]
VX_' = (1 - s,)2 [({Dfn}i)2 + H2]
- 2
Vli1 = (1 - si) 2 [({Dyfn},) 2 + )H2q]- 1 (4.33)
[pW-1+ aC(DTV-'Dx + aDTV1D,] fn+l = ,W-'g
e = ffn+l 
_ fnj
n=n+l
end
Within each loop, the current state of fn is used to compute the diagonal weighting matrices W - 1,
V,', and V-1 . These matrices are then used to estimate the new state fn+l. The change in f is
computed, and the loop counter is incremented. When the change in the estimate for f reaches the
desired convergence threshold, the loop terminates.
Figure 4-12 illustrates the overall coordinate descent scheme used for estimation of the smoothed
image f and the edge image s which together minimize the directionally-sensitive energy functional
EDS. We start with initial estimates fo = g and so = 0. Treating the edge estimate as known, we
use the current edge image sj = so, the current smoothed image f = fo, and the code fragment
in 4.33 to generate the next state of the image estimate fj+l. This new image estimate becomes the
current smoothed image estimate, and this is used in Equation 4.26 to derive the next state of the
edge image estimate sj+l. Coordinate descent continues in this way until the change in successive
estimates of the smoothed image falls below the desired threshold. The final estimates for f and
s are lexicographically-reordered into the matrices [t and [s], then finally mapped back into the
original image space for subsequent processing in Step 2.
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initialize fi= g, si= 0
initialize fn = fi
f n
Calculate W-1,V;1,V1
Calculate f n+ by
conjugate gradient
fn = fn+l
Estimate f J' given s'
at convergence
f = fn+l
Calculate Q-1
Calculate s j ' by
conjugate gradient
Estimate s+'' given f
final solutions at convergence
fi = fn+l , S = s ji
Figure 4-12: Block diagram of the coordinate descent algorithm for estimating f and s.
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4.6 Step 2: Contour extraction
In this step, we extract the cartesian coordinates of the segmented arterial boundaries for measure-
ment of structural features such as the intima-media thickness. Based on the extracted contours,
we define a motion region-of-interest or mROI to be used for motion estimation in Step 3.
The sparse edge field s estimated from anisotropic-smoothing and edge enhancement is ideal
for evolving active contours, or snakes, to edges corresponding to the lumen-intima interface and
to those corresponding to the media-adventitia interface. In s, most of the spurious edges due to
noise will have been eliminated. Therefore by using this field for curve evolution, we avoid concerns
about active contours being attracted to neighboring edges that are unrelated to the interface of
interest.
Since the bulk of edge estimation has already been accomplished in Step 1, a standard La-
grangian implementation of an active contour is sufficient for extracting the desired boundary coor-
dinates. The traditional active contour or snake first described by Kass et al. [137] is a deformable
parametric curve V(t) = [x(t), y(t)], t E [0, 1], that moves over the image domain to minimize the
energy functional:
Esnake [= a II'(t) II + b 11 "(t)ll] - Eexternal(V(t))dt (4.34)
Einternal
The parameters a and b respectively control the snake's stiffness and rigidity, both of which deter-
mine the curve's internal energy, Einternal. These characteristics cause the snake to resist stretching
and bending and therefore ensure boundary continuity and smoothness. The expressions i'(t) and
v"(t) are the first and second derivatives of the curve with respect to t. The external energy term
which balances the internal energy is
Eexternai(X, Y) = Ga(x, y) * s(x, y) (4.35)
where G,(x, y) is a 2D Gaussian filter, with a standard deviation of a, which varies the capture
range of the active contour, and s is the estimated edge field from Step 1. This external energy
term pulls the contour towards either the lumen-intima or media-adventitia boundaries.
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The continuous snake energy can be written in discrete form as:
a TT +I aYT nT 15 T T b TD9TD N
Esnake = X Dix T DDy + D2TD2X -TD y 2TD2Y - E external(Xi, Yi) (4.36)2 2 Diy 2 X -'2  2 Y Y -- 1i=1
where the continuous parameter t E [0, 1] has been replaced with the discrete parameter i E [1, N],
and the coordinate vectors for the discrete curve are x and y, respectively. The matrices D 1 and
D2 are the first and second finite difference operators which approximate the continuous derivatives
in Equation 4.34. The Euler equations can be derived by calculating E = 0, and OEke = 0.
Collecting like terms, we obtain:
aDTDi + bDTD 2] - Eext(, y) = 0 (4.37)
[D1 1 + bDTD2 ]- OEext(xy)
aD + bDTD2 - Eextx,y) = 0 (4.38)
Substituting A for [aDTDi + bDTD 2] , and replacing the partial derivatives of the external energy
with the finite differences fx(x, y) and fy(x, y), we get:
Ax-fx(x,y) = 0 (4.39)
Ay-fy(x,y) = 0 (4.40)
The derivatives fx and fy of the external potential energy can be interpreted as forces pulling at
the nodes of the discretized snake. For a closed active contour, the sparse, banded matrix A is:
d3  d2  dl dl d2
d2 "' '.
A = (4.41)
.dl
dl '. "'. " d2
d 2 di di d2 d3
where d, = b, d2 = -a - 4b, and d3 = 2a + 6b. For an open active contour, the coefficients are the
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same, but the sparse matrix structure becomes pentadiagonal:
d3  d 2  di
d2
A = (4.42)
.dl
.d2
dl d2 d3
To prevent the open snake from collapsing down to a point, we modify the external force term with
the addition of two forces at the first and last nodes of the contour. These forces constrain the
snake endpoints to move along perpendicular to the initial contour direction specified by the user.
This user-specified contour is the same one that was provided in Step 1 for prior shape information
and image warping.
Since the external force terms in Equations 4.39 are themselves dependent on the unknown
contour position, we use the iterative scheme described by Kass to solve for x and y. This method
solves the following equations:
Axn fx(xn-l,yn - l ) = -(x n - x - ) (4.43)
Ay"- fy(x-,y n- 1 ) = -y(ynyn-1) (4.44)
where 7 is the iteration step size. Rearranging terms, we get:
x" = (A+ I)-'(yxn- 1 +fx(x"-l,yn-1)) (4.45)
y" = (A + I)-1 (y n- ' +fy(xn-',yn- 1)) (4.46)
We set xo and yo to the x and y coordinates of the user-specified boundary that was used in
Step 1. Then, we iterate over Equations 4.45-4.46 until the contour coordinates converge to a
predetermined threshold.
After both boundary contours have been extracted, the perpendicular distances between points
on the media-adventia interface and the lumen-intima interface are computed. These distances
reflect the circumferential or longitudinal distribution of arterial wall thickness and are averaged
together to obtain the mean intima-media thickness estimate. As depicted in Figure 4-13, the
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extracted inner and outer vessel interfaces are used to define the edges of a motion region-of-
interest, SmROI. This mROI is used in Step 3 for mROI-constrained optical flow estimation. For
cases in which the lumen-intima (inner) boundary is only partially defined, the mean intima-media
thickness, T, is measured in regions where edge information is present. Since the outer interface is
always well-defined following the processing in Step 1, the inner vessel boundary is specified to lie
T units away from the outer boundary, in the direction of the lumen-intima interface.
Estimated edge field, s
Motion reagion-of-interest (mROI)
Inner and Outer Contour Extraction
mROI edges -+ mROI
Figure 4-13: Contour extraction and motion region-of-interest definition. The mROI boundaries
are defined to lie a user-definable perpendicular distance from the extracted inner and outer vessel
contours. This distance typically ranges from 1-3 pixels and is adjusted so that interframe strains
can be computed at the vessel boundaries. If the mROI boundaries coincide exactly with the wall
interfaces, strain estimates at the vessel borders will not be available (since these measurements
depend on velocity information on either side of the boundary).
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4.7 Step 3: Optical flow estimation
Optical flow refers to the spatial velocity distribution of image brightness patterns. For the quan-
tification of tissue motion in ultrasound, the underlying assumption is that the movement of these
intensity patterns directly reflects motion of the tissue itself. Decorrelation between the image and
the structure is expected to be small for frame acquisition rates that are high relative to the ve-
locity magnitude. Deviations from this assumption can be incorporated into the observation noise
process.
The classic description of regularized optical flow is provided by Horn and Schunck [162]. In
their method, image intensity is assumed to be conserved from frame to frame. Consequently, an
intensity point g(x, y, t) in one frame that moves (6x, by) in time 6t by the next frame satisfies the
relation:
g(,y,t) = g(x+6x, y + 6y, t + t) (4.47)
8g g 8g
= g(x, y, t) + 6x + yy + St +E (4.48)
ax 9y t
where Equation 4.48 is the Taylor expansion of g(x + 6x, y + by, t + bt) around (x, y, t), and E refers
to the second and higher order terms. Simplifying this expression and assuming that the terms in
E are negligible in size (which will be true for small spatiotemporal intensity gradients), we obtain:
6x Og 6y Og OgS+  + - = (4.49)
t TX 6t ay t
Substituting u = 6 for the interframe velocity in the x-direction, and v = ? for that in the
y-direction, we get:
a[ ay at
Vg. i + gt = 0 (4.50)
Since this is one equation with two unknown velocity components U' = [u v]T, only the velocity
component in the direction of the intensity gradient can be calculated uniquely. In order to deter-
mine the entire velocity, regularization is required. This places an additional smoothness constraint
on the velocity field that will allow estimation of both components of the unknown flow. This is
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a reasonable constraint since tissue velocities tend to vary smoothly over space. Given a frame at
time t, the optical flow, u'(x, y, t), from that frame to the next minimizes the Horn and Schunck
energy functional:
EHS(g) = +vVg + gt dxdy (4.51)
. • Data fidelity
Smoothness constraint
where R is the image domain, v(x, y, t) is a spatially-varying weighting factor on the data fidelity
term, and y is a positive scalar which controls the smoothness of the estimated velocity field. The
problem with applying EHS to arterial motion estimation is that velocity noise suppression requires
the regularization parameter y to be large. However as y grows, velocity smoothing occurs over
an increasingly large portion of the image that expands to include regions of tissue whose motion
has little relation to local vessel movement. To circumvent this problem, we have constructed a
new optical flow functional, EmRao, whose smoothness constraint term has been altered to decouple
interaction between arterial and non-arterial image regions:
EmaRO(il)= ]( smao) 2 +  + 2 t dxdy (4.52)
fl 8 2 2%- f Data fidelity
Smoothness constraint
The mROI edge field smROI is the same as that described in Step 2. This modification, inspired by
the edge-preserving segmentation functionals of Step 1, ensures smooth velocity estimates that are
derived strictly from image regions related directly to the arterial wall. Numerical minimization of
this functional requires conversion to the discrete form:
EmRao(U) = (gt - Hu)T W o01 (gt - Hu) + (uTAxTSlAxu + uTAyTs;lAy u) (4.53)
The observed image intensities [g] are sampled on a N1 x N2 rectangular grid. The block matrix
[u] represents the optical flow, where each block is a two-element column vector whose compo-
nents correspond to the x- and y-velocities sampled on the same N1 x N2 rectangular grid. The
matrix [gt] is the first difference approximation to the temporal image gradient and is calculated
using first-order forward differences between the current image and the next. These matrices are
present in vectorized lexicographical order within Equation 4.53. The matrices W 1 and H are
block diagonal. The diagonal blocks are samples of v(x, y, t) and [?, ]9 obtained from the same
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rectangular grid and ordered lexicographically. First order centered differences are used for the
discrete appromixation to [, ]. The first order difference matrices A. and A. shown in Equa-
tions (4.54-4.55) operate along the x and y axes, respectively, to compute the discretized partial x
and y derivatives of the velocity field.
-12N1 2N1
AX= .. . (4.54)
-1 2N1 12N 1  (454)
D2(N-1),2Nl 
-12 12
A N DN ". ,N D2(N -1),2N1= - . 12 (4.55)
D2(N1-1),2N1 - 12 12
The matrix I2N1 is a 2N 1 x 2N 1 identity matrix, and D2(N-1l),2N1 is a 2(N1 - 1) x 2N 1 matrix.
The forward difference operators A. and A are 2N1 (N 2 - 1) x 2N 1N2 and 2(N1 - 1)N 2 x 2N 1 N 2
in size, respectively. The weighting matrices S,- 1 and S - 1 are diagonal, and their elements are
respectively S- i = (1- smaoI,i)2 ,i E [1, 2N(N 2 - 1)] and S - 1 = (1- smao,i) 2 ,i E [1, 2(Ni - 1)N2],
where smaoI, i is the ith vector element of the lexicographically ordered discrete mROI edge image.
The Euler equation which corresponds to minimizing the functional 4.53 is:
I T + p(AxT Sx Ax + S ) H - (4.56)[HTW, +loH A TS;1A)]u= TW o g1
This system of equations is solved for the unknown u by an iterative pre-conditioned conjugate
gradient algorithm. Presmoothing of the intensity observations [g] is often performed to reduce the
effects of noise from the imaging electronics and from speckle decorrelation. This smoothing also
reduces second and higher order intensity gradients that can cause the optical flow assumptions
to be violated. Smoothing can be performed over space by using convolution with a Gaussian
low-pass filter and over time by applying a centered moving frame average (typically 1 or 2 frames
around each frame of interest) to the B-mode sequence. The values of v(x, y, t) used in the diagonal
weighting matrix Wo 1 are set so that less weighting is placed on data observations with high order
intensity gradient terms that cannot be neglected. We use the weighting function proposed by Chin
et al. [178]. In their work, they empirically determined that the weighting function v(x, y, t) =
exp (-k [ , ] ) (for k = 0.5 in their case) is effective in increasing the accuracy of flowexp v
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estimates from noisy images.
4.8 Step 4: Interframe deformation measurement
The velocity estimates [u] from Step 3 are used to calculate the interframe boundary-based border
strain measure and the velocity-field-based deformation measure that we first described and tested
in Chapter 3. Since velocity estimates from noisy data always contain some degree of measurement
error, and since the necessary derivative operators accentuate noise in the estimates, we make
use of constrained Tikhonov regularization for boundary-based border strain measurement and for
velocity-field based deformation measurement. We also process the estimated interframe strain
image with an edge-constrained version of Shah's unification functional to recover edges in the
arterial wall strain field and the piecewise-constant regions of tissue strain which they separate. As
we shall see in the following chapter, processing the strain field for recovery discontinuities in this
manner facilitates identification of boundaries between stiff and compliant tissues. In addition, this
step makes it easier to track changes in the arterial strain histogram Piecewise-constant smoothing
leads to sharply-defined peaks in strain where pixels within the same piecewise-constant region
cluster at the same interframe strain value.
In edge-constrained Tikhonov smoothing of observations d, we search for the smoothed mea-
surements m which minimize the functional:
Er(m) = JaT(1 - ST)21 IIVm2 +3Tm - dl dxdy (4.57)
Smoothness constraint Data fidelity
where m can represent either the smoothed velocity field or smoothed interframe deformation field,
d represents the corresponding noisy observations, and ST represents the constraining edge field
formed by the inner and outer vessel interfaces. In discrete form, this equation becomes:
ET(m) = 3r(d - m)T (d - m) + aT(mTD xTQXlDm + mTDTQj lDym) (4.58)
The matrices Dx and Dy are first-order differences which operate on m, whereas Qx and ,y are
diagonal matrices with scalar weights on the main diagonal derived from (1 - sT). The smoothed
estimates are determined by iterative pre-conditioned conjugate gradient descent applied to the
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Euler equation:
[3I + aT {D'To 7D + D T1 Dx1 m = /d (4.59)
For recovery of strain discontinuities and piecewise-constant regions of tissue strain, the Shah
energy function in Equation 4.60 is minimized subject to the constraint that sf(x, y) = 1 for all
values of (x, y) that lie on the motion-region-of-interest boundaries defined by the lumen-intima
and media-adventia contours extracted in Step 2.
EsHAHfe =JIVfEIl+3E11fE PIVs 2 + 32 dXdy (4.60)ESHAH( , 8 )- a (1 -1E1)Vfall, +(1llf -E +11. I l
Smoothness constraint Data fidelity e
Edge penalty
The noisy strain field is ge, the piecewise-constant wall strain is fe, and the wall strain edge field is
sI. The fields f, and sE are jointly estimated as described in [171].
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4.9 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented our method for simulating B-mode sequences with realistic image
texture and arterial tissue motion. We have also developed a new multi-step scheme for estimating
regional vessel structure and wall deformation. This strategy is novel for several reasons. We have
contributed a new directionally-sensitive segmentation functional that allows for stronger gradient
penalties on edges that are unaligned with user-specified prior information. In our implementation
of this method, we have described a process for incorporating prior shape information that is simpler
than that required for our previously published work. We have derived a mROI-constrained optical
flow algorithm that estimates arterial velocities only from directly related image data. Finally, our
analysis process derives measurements of interframe arterial deformation in a manner that is robust
to the presence of noise in the velocity estimates.
We now turn our attention to validation of this process in simulated ultrasound data and to
testing in clinical images acquired from a small pilot study of human subjects.
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Chapter 5
Application to Synthetic & Clinical
Ultrasound
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we demonstrate the improvement of our B-mode processing scheme over conven-
tional methods that are currently in clinical use. The validation experiments in Section 5.2 are
designed to test the accuracy and reproducibility of our estimator in synthetic long-axis and short-
axis image sequences for which "ground truth" has been established. For several example images,
we describe the effects of parameter selection on the resulting structure and deformation estimates.
In this section, we also present typical results from processing in vivo ultrasound images of patients.
The reproducibility of our structure estimator is compared with the current clinical gold standard
of manual segmentation by human experts 1. For this chapter, we have acquired and processed
ultrasound sequences from a pilot study of normal subjects and patients with atherosclerosis. In
Section 5.3, we describe the structure and deformation results from these two groups. Finally for
one clinical dataset, we illustrate the use of 3D frame localization for visualizing carotid structure.
The combination of 2D frame processing with 3D frame localization allows us to interrogate the cir-
cumferential and axial distributions of arterial wall geometry and deformation change. We believe
that this strategy provides the highest possible level of detail for analyzing carotid structure and
distensibility in B-mode images. It is potentially more sensitive to arterial wall remodeling than
1Manual segmentation is the clinical "gold standard" largely due to its widespread availability and acceptance, its
robustness to image degradation, and its ability to incorporate information from prior experience.
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methods used in current clinical practice and may supplant them for atherosclerosis monitoring
with ultrasound.
5.2 Validation in simulated and real ultrasound images
Figure 5-1 shows examples of long- and short-axis simulated images with corresponding real ul-
trasound B-mode scans whose image intensity characteristics were used for modeling. The aver-
age intensities observed in the perivascular tissue, in the arterial wall, and in the lumen of these
real images determined the intensity variation between corresponding regions within the synthetic
data. The ultrasound pulse parameters used for simulations based on imaging-system- and tissue-
modeling were chosen to approximate scanning with a 7.5MHz transducer. While these synthetic
data are qualitatively similar to real observations, they do not fully capture the confounding features
present in real images. For example, extraneous edges arising from tissue structures neighboring the
vessel walls have not been included. Nonetheless, the use of computational modeling in validation
permits exquisite control over the characteristics of simulated vessel structure and provides more
realistic speckle texture than other options such as imaging a lucite phantom of known dimensions.
In terms of modeling speckle decorrelation as an additional noise source, the synthetic images de-
rived from imaging-system and tissue-modeling are more realistic than the simulations based on
B-mode muscle texture, which account only for white Gaussian noise from the imaging system. For
this reason, the primary utility of the short-axis images based on B-mode muscle texture will be
for validation of arterial structure estimation in Steps 1 and 2 of our multistep processing strategy.
5.2.1 Parameter selection for structure estimation
The non-linear anisotropic smoothing and edge estimation in Step 1 (Equation 5.1) and the curve
evolution in Step 2 (Equation 5.2) of our multistep estimator require the use of scalar parameters
which control the relative weighting between terms for each energy functional.
EDS(, s)= a( s)2 9 1 + p dxdy (5.1)JJ R 9 ay 2 2p
' Data fidelity E p
Smoothness constraint Edge penalty
Esnake = [a II(t)ll + b tl "(t) ] - Eexternal(V(t))dt (5.2)
2 2 Eintna
Einternal
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Long-axis far wall simulation Real long-axis far wall image
Short-axis simulation 1 Short-axis simulation 2 Real short-axis image
Figure 5-1: Typical long- and short-axis simulations with corresponding B-mode images from clin-
ical subjects. Short-axis simulation 1 is based on modeling of both the imaging system and the
tissue, whereas simulation 2 is derived from short-axis ultrasound imaging of muscle tissue
In this section, we demonstrate how the choice of parameters used for the smoothness a,
anisotropy C, data fidelity 3, and edge penalty p, in Step 1, affects the quality of the estimated
edge field. We then show how the choice of stiffness a, and rigidity b, used for curve evolution in
Step 2, alters the degree to which a deformable spline finds and tracks candidate edges within an
estimated edge field.
There are multiple methods for systematic exploration of regularization parameter spaces [179].
Our approach to identifying reasonable parameters which balance the tradeoff between fidelity to
the data and fidelity to the prior model is based on visual inspection. In this empirical scheme, an
experienced observer can quickly use extensive prior knowledge about the structure of vessels, in
long-axis and short-axis views, to find a set of parameter values which optimizes the appearance
of the estimated smoothed and edge fields from a training set of carotid ultrasound data. Once
a suitable parameter set has been determined from the training data, it can then be used, with
minimal refinements as needed, for edge field estimation from all images obtained from the same
imaging system.
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Ideally, edge field estimation from Step 1 should produce a sparse image with one edge at
the lumen-intima boundary and another at the media-adventitia boundary. An example of such
a case is shown for noisy simulated short-axis data in Figure 4-13. For cases of real data with
severely degraded quality, not only is noise present but the intensity of segments within the vessel
interfaces may also be extremely weak. In such instances, the estimated edge field cannot be as
sparse as that shown in Figure 4-13 without also losing boundary information where vessel edges
are weak. Therefore, the weighting parameters must be refined to enhance weak arterial edges
that are truly present within the image data. When this is done, the number of candidate edges
increases. However, the true vessel interfaces can still be robustly extracted when curve evolution
is applied to the estimated edge field in Step 2.
In practice, we have observed that the same parameter weights can be used over a broad
range of ultrasound image quality. Even when user intervention is required in cases of extreme
image degradation, the input is provided in the form of parameter adjustment. Consequently, the
location of estimated edges is driven primarily by the data itself and not by operator manipulation
of boundary positions.
Figure 5-2 illustrates the effect of varying the smoothness parameter a, data fidelity 3, and edge
penalty p when anisotropic smoothing and edge field estimation are applied to a typical far-wall
image of the carotid in long-axis. Based on a training dataset of clinical images, we selected an
operating point of a, = 50, 0o = 0.03, and Po = 0.005. A direction-weighting parameter value of
Co = 4 was chosen for real long-axis images, and C, = 10 was chosen for real short-axis images.
For all cases, we used a small half-quadratic parameter value of /.Q = 0.01. The general trend
in these results is that as either a, 3, or 7 are increased, the density of edges in s concomitantly
increases. The mechanism for this change is, however, different in each case as can be observed
from the piecewise-constant smoothed estimates f.
When a is increased from 5 to 500, the x- and y- gradients in f are increasingly penalized. The
smoothed image is therefore forced to have smaller intensity jumps between neighboring piecewise-
constant regions. Since the data fidelity term still requires that the overall intensity change over the
image approximates that in the real data, many more piecewise-constant regions, each contributing
a small intensity transition, are required. This gives rise to increasing edge density within the
estimated edge field. In contrast, as / is raised from 0.003 to 0.3, the edge density rises because
the mismatch between the smoothed image and the observed data is increasingly penalized. Many
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more piecewise-constant regions are needed to match the speckled intensity variation present in the
real data, giving rise to a higher density of candidate edges and a smoothed image estimate that
looks increasingly like the original image. Finally, when the edge penalty p is small, edges that
correspond to region transitions with small intensity differences are smoothed away to leave larger
regions of homogeneous intensity with bigger jumps in intensity between neighboring regions. When
the weight assigned to p is large, edges associated with smaller intensity transitions are allowed to
persist, leading to many more piecewise-constant segments within f.
The edge field s estimated with the operating point values represents a reasonable balance
between edge sparsity and sensitivity to weak arterial boundaries. In both the original image and
the gradient magnitude image, the lumen-intima edge appears diffusely weak and has sections of
echo dropout. In the estimated edge field s, however, the lumen-intima edge has been enhanced
significantly and appears sharp, with uniform intensity over its length. This observation also holds
for the media-adventia edges.
Figure 5-3 demonstrates the effects of increasing the anisotropic direction weighting parameter
C on edge field estimates from a short-axis carotid example. The original short-axis image and
the subregion used for processing are shown at the top of the figure. The white arrows within
the original short-axis image highlight the near and far wall segments of the arterial circumference
over which portions of the intima-media complex can be clearly identified. It is obvious from the
unprocessed data that the lumen-intima edge structure is not visible over large sections of the
vessel circumference. This therefore precludes the measurement of the circumferential distribution
of intima-media thickness from the raw image data. Furthermore, there is considerable echo dropout
at the location of the red arrow which makes reliable identification of the local media-adventitia
boundary a difficult task.
The estimated f and s fields are shown for the cases of radially-aligned edge enhancement with
= 0, no direction preference with C = 1, and finally circumferentially-aligned edge enhancement
with C = 4 and C = 10. We observe that for C = 0, the estimated edge field shows few strong edges
and the piecewise-constant regions in the smoothed field have a radial orientation. For C = 1, the
media-adventia edges appear circumferentially smooth; however, edge information is lost within the
region of echo dropout. In addition, the lumen-intima edges in s are present only at the near and
far walls of the vessel. As increasing circumferential direction preference is imposed (C = 1 -- 10),
the media-adventitia edge structure is recovered in the area of echo dropout, and the lumen-intima
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edge structure becomes clearly visible along the entire vessel circumference.
The improvement in direction-sensitive edge enhancement possible with Equation 5.1 now allows
us to measure the circumferential wall thickness distribution from short-axis peripheral vascular
ultrasound images. As Figure 5-4 demonstrates, this type of measurement is not possible if conven-
tional processing is used. Edge estimation based on Equation 5.1 produces smoother circumferential
boundaries not only at the media-adventitia, but also at the lumen-intima interfaces. In compar-
ison, edge estimation from our previous method based on the direction-sensitive gradient VDS did
not fare as well despite the fact that estimation parameters were chosen to place maximal enhance-
ment on circumferentially-aligned boundaries. Conventional edge fields derived from Canny edge
detection and derivative-of-Gaussian based filtering were even less satisfying.
Figure 5-5 shows the effect of stiffness and rigidity parameter choices on vessel boundary ex-
traction with deformable splines. In each edge field image, the extracted lumen-intima and media-
adventitia borders have been overlaid as red contours. For each case, the external force scaling
parameter n was set to 0.5, and the Gaussian blurring parameter a which controls the snake cap-
ture range was set to 0.5. As parameter a is increased across the columns, the stiffness of the snake
increases and the larger the external force term has to be in order to prevent the contour from
collapsing on itself to minimize its internal energy. As the rigidity parameter P is increased across
the rows of the figure, the penalty on contour curvature is raised; this, in turn, prevents sharp
bends from forming within the deformable spline.
From these results, it is clear that varying stiffness a over the range from 0.5 to 2.0 has a
far larger impact on contour shape than varying rigidity b over the same range. This is due in
part to the absence of abrupt curvature changes within the edge field estimate. Since there are
no sharp corners present for the spline to latch onto and track, penalizing spline bending will
make no difference to contour shape. The main effect of increasing snake stiffness is to smooth
the deformable spline and hence confer an added degree of robustness to noise. When too large a
stiffness is imposed, however (such as when a = 2.0), the external forces which attract the snake
towards an edge become too weak to offset the spline internal forces. The snake fails to track
the edge and instead contracts to reduce its internal energy. The white arrows within the figure
highlight an example where the snake has pulled away from edges that are truly present within the
edge field. Based on our training set of clinical data, we determined an operating point of a = 1
and b = 1 for the spline stiffness and rigidity terms, respectively.
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Original far wall image and corresponding gradient magnitude image
Orignal farwall image
Gradient magnitude image
a = 500 0 = 0.3 p = 0 .0 5
ao = 50, 0o = 0 .03 , po = 0.005, (o = 4
a =5 p = 0.003 p = 0.0005
Figure 5-2: Illustrative examples of estimated edge field variation as processing parameters are
varied. Processing in all cases was performed on the same ultrasound image of the long-axis carotid
far wall shown at the top of the figure. The first column depicts the effect of varying smoothness
parameter a, the second depicts the effect of varying the data fidelity 0, and the third demonstrates
the effect of varying the edge penalty p.
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Original short-axis image Processed image subregion
Estimated f and s fields in original space
(= 10
f f f f
Figure 5-3: Illustrative examples of estimated edge field variation as the direction anisotropy pa-
rameter ( is varied for a short-axis cross-section. Processing in all cases was performed on the same
real ultrasound image of the common carotid in short-axis. The white arrows in the original figure
highlight the regions within which the intima-media complex is visible. Clearly, direction sensitive
enhancement by increasing ( leads to improved lumen-intima and media-adventitia edge detection
throughout the vessel circumference, and not simply at the near and far vessel walls. The red
arrow in the original image highlights a region of low echo intensity that makes border detection
extremely difficult with conventional methods.
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A B C D
Figure 5-4: Comparison of edge fields estimated from A. our current direction-sensitive structure
estimator, B. our previous method based on the direction-sensitive gradient VDS , C. Canny edge
detection based on linear-filtering of the image data, and D. gradient magnitude of the Gaussian-
blurred image.
Figure 5-6 shows the final output from Step 1 and Step 2 of our multistep algorithm. In this
figure, we have also presented vessel boundary estimates that result when snakes are used directly on
a gradient magnitude image obtained with a linear, derivative-of-Gaussian operator (the edge field
shown in Figure 5-5D). In contrast to our boundary estimates, the results of curve evolution based
on a conventional edge field show a flattening of both the inner and outer boundary surfaces where
echo intensities are weak and edge structure is poorly defined. These areas have been highlighted
with white arrows within the figure.
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a = 0.5 a = 1.0 a = 2.0
b = 0.5
b = 1.0
b = 2.0
Figure 5-5: Illustrative examples of contour extraction from a sparse edge field as the active contour
stiffness and rigidity are varied. The edge field used for curve evolution was derived from anisotropic
smoothing and edge estimation. The columns depict the effect of varying the stiffness a whereas
the rows depict the effect of varying the rigidity b. The white arrows highlight an example where
the snake has pulled away from edges that are truly present, due to the snake stiffness being too
high.
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A B
Figure 5-6: Original short-axis image with overlaid contours from A. our multistep processing
structure estimator, and B. curve evolution based on a conventional gradient magnitude image.
For both cases, the active contour stiffness and rigidity parameters were identical. Arrows within B
indicate regions of snake flattening due to the spline internal forces overwhelming the much weaker,
virtually non-existent, external forces derived from local edge structure in a conventional gradient
magnitude image.
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5.2.2 Accuracy and precision of structure measurements from simulated frames
In this experiment, we processed noisy simulated frames such as those shown in Figure 5-1 to
determine the accuracy and precision of local wall thickness measurements. Uniform wall thick-
nesses were specified for long-axis image simulations and ranged from 4 pixels to 15 pixels. For a
typical spatial calibration factor of 100pm/pixel, these pixel values translated into intima-media
thicknesses of 400pm to 1500m. For the short-axis frame simulations, the structure geometries
were based on a subset of the finite element models from Chapter 3 for which eccentric lesion
thickening was absent. The resulting range of wall thickness values was much smaller than for the
long-axis simulations. Twenty noise realizations were synthesized for each arterial geometry, and
structure estimation was then performed for each observation with Steps 1 and 2 of our multistep
method. For each realization, not only was the additive noise process randomly assigned (additive
Gaussian noise with variance of 9 intensity units), but the underlying tissue structure was also
randomly assigned as discussed in Chapter 4. The local intima-media thickness was calculated as
the perpendicular distance between the estimated lumen-intima and media-adventitia borders at
every axial or circumferential position along the arterial wall. Estimates of wall structure from
multistep processing were compared with the following methods of boundary detection:
* Curve evolution alone. Deformable splines driven by the image gradient magnitude (e.g.
Figure 5-4D) are used here.
* Conventional maximal gradient method [98]. This approach is one standard in clinical use
for IMT measurement.
* Manual tracing by an expert observer. This is the "gold-standard" that is most widely-used
for clinical measurements.
The same initializing boundaries employed for multistep processing were also used for each of these
other methods. Figure 5-7 shows a typical long-axis simulation with estimated lumen-intima and
media-adventitia boundaries overlaid in red. Results from our technique are shown in A while results
from curve evolution, maximal gradient detection, and manual tracing are respectively shown in B-
D. The true structure of the intima-media complex consists of a horizontal pair of parallel interfaces.
The boundary estimates from our multistep procedure most closely resemble the actual structure,
followed by manual tracing, then by curve evolution, and finally by the maximal gradient method.
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Comparing the results from manual tracing with those from curve evolution alone and from
maximal gradient detection, we can see why manual tracing is the current clinical "gold-standard".
The expert observer has consider prior experience and so is better able to distinguish between
intensity gradients that arise from noise or other artifacts and those that arise from real anatomical
interfaces. The human segmented boundaries are smoother and far less sensitive to abrupt changes
in local image intensity.
Curve evolution driven by a gradient magnitude image and maximal gradient detection are
both based on linear filtering of the noisy observations. Their poor performance emphasizes the
fact that linear filtering causes nearby edges to interact, resulting in their displacement or merging
so that weaker edges are subsumed into stronger ones. As highlighted by arrows in B and C,
local boundaries can be drawn away from weak edges towards nearby intensity gradients that are
stronger in magnitude. This leads to border estimates with greater spatial variation due to noise
and impaired performance, when signal-to-noise conditions are poor. The anisotropic smoothing
and joint edge field estimation in Step 1 is a non-linear process that prevents the boundary shifting
and elimination of weak edges that plague linear filtering. As can be observed in A, boundaries
extracted in Step 2 based on the edge field from Step 1 show no deviation away from weak image
structure towards strong nearby edges.
Tables 5.1-5.2 compare the errors in local IMT measurement when each method is applied
respectively to long-axis and short-axis image data. The accuracy of each estimator is reflected
by the mean estimation error, whereas the precision is reflected by the error standard deviation.
An ideal estimator with perfect accuracy and precision would have zero mean estimation error
and zero error standard deviation. Figures 5-8-5-9 show the corresponding Bland-Altman plots
for each method. These plots depict the local axial or circumferential measurement errors as a
graph of signed difference between the estimate and the true value on the y-axis versus the mean
between the estimate and the true value on the x-axis. Similar estimation results were observed for
short-axis simulations based on explicit imaging system modeling and for those based on B-mode
muscle texture. Therefore, these measurements were combined in Table 5.2 and Figure 5-9.
Our long-axis results show a comparable magnitude of mean estimation error, suggesting similar
accuracy for multistep processing, for curve evolution alone, and for manual tracing. The maximal
gradient method fared the worst in these Monte-Carlo simulations. In contrast, the short-axis
structure estimates show a larger spread in mean estimation errors for multistep processing, curve
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evolution, maximal gradient detection, and manual tracing. Here, the accuracy is best for our
multistep process, followed by maximal gradient detection, then curve evolution, and finally manual
tracing. For the short-axis structure, the geometry of the intima-media complex changes in spatial
orientation and seems to pose more of a challenge to the human observer, who has to trace the
boundaries manually (straight lines are easier to draw than circles are). Our overall interpretation
of the long- and short-axis results is that the new multistep approach provides more accurate
estimates than conventional methods. In long-axis, our measurements slightly overestimate the
true thickness, whereas we slightly underestimate the real values in short-axis images. Within the
Bland-Altman plots, the accuracy of each method is reflected by the proximity of the solid blue
line (the mean estimation error) to the y = 0 line.
For both the long-axis and short-axis measurements, the precision2 of our technique exceeded
that of the other methods. The precision was poorer in short-axis than in long-axis for all estima-
tors, indicating greater noise sensitivity when structure geometry was more complex. The maximal
gradient method was consistently the least precise estimator, with error standard deviations more
than twice those of the multistep approach. The error standard deviation was 35-54% lower for our
method compared with manual tracing. When comparing the precision of our method with curve
evolution alone, we see that in long-axis the error standard deviation for our approach is approx-
imately 77% lower than for curve evolution. For short-axis simulations, a smaller improvement of
about 7% was observed. In these cases, the major improvement of our method over curve evolution
lies in the magnitude of the mean estimation error (a mean error magnitude almost 4x smaller
than that of curve evolution was observed). The improved precision of our method over others can
be visualized by the tighter clustering of data points in Figures 5-8-5-9. The dotted blue lines in
these plots demarcate boundaries that lie two error standard deviations away from the mean error.
These boundaries are tighter for multistep processing than for each of the other methods.
In this analysis, we have focused on the quality of local wall thickness measurements, as opposed
to the convention of averaging wall thicknesses over a 1cm length of the arterial wall. This focus
is essential, since we advocate the more detailed tracking of regional wall thickness variations
for monitoring of atherosclerosis. For a typical calibration factor of 100m/pixel, the long-axis
mean error and standard deviation for local IMT measurement translate into 10pm and 35pm,
respectively, for our technique. These values are comparable to those from previously published
2Precision is a measure of reproducibility in the presence of noise.
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methods for computerized IMT measurement in which averaging over a 1cm length was employed
to significantly reduce noise sensitivity [66]. We can therefore track the change over time in local
IMT at any given arterial location with the same or better accuracy and precision as conventional
methods can track average change in IMT over the distal 1cm of the common carotid artery.
A B
C D
Figure 5-7: Example long-axis simulated image with overlaid borders from A. multistep processing,
B. curve evolution alone, C. conventional maximal gradient approach, and D. manual tracing. The
arrows in B and C indicate local deviation of boundaries away from weak edge structure towards
neighboring structures with larger intensity gradients
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Structure estimator
Multistep processing
Curve evolution alone
Maximal-gradient method
manual tracing
Mean estimation error (pixels)
0.1063
-0.0764
0.2782
-0.0777
Error standard deviation (pixels)
0.3506
0.6235
0.9507
0.5474
Table 5.1: Comparison of mean measurement errors and error standard deviations for each structure
estimation method applied to noisy long-axis simulated data.
Structure estimator
Multistep processing
Curve evolution alone
Maximal-gradient method
manual tracing
Mean estimation error (pixels) Error standard deviation (pixels)
-0.1424 0.7569
0.5798 0.8079
-0.3201 1.8313
0.9013 1.0193
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Table 5.2: Comparison of mean measurement errors and error standard deviations for each structure
estimation method applied to noisy short-axis simulated data.
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Figure 5-8: Boundary estimation accuracy and precision from long-axis data. The solid blue line
indicates the overall mean estimation error, whereas the dotted blue lines reflect locations that
are 2 error standard deviations away from the mean. The red circles show the difference between
the estimated local IMT and the true value graphed as a function of the average between the two
values.
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Figure 5-9: Boundary estimation accuracy and precision from short-axis data. The solid blue line
indicates the overall mean estimation error, whereas the dotted blue lines reflect locations that
are 2 error standard deviations away from the mean. The red circles show the difference between
the estimated local IMT and the true value graphed as a function of the average between the two
values.
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5.2.3 Reproducibility of structure measurements from real ultrasound images
In this section, we present an example of multistep processing for a long-axis image of a lesion in the
carotid far wall. We then present results from a study of mean IMT measurement reproducibility
in a pilot clinical study.
Figure 5-10A illustrates a long-axis B-mode image of a carotid artery which has a mild lesion
within the far wall. The leftmost arrow marks one end of the lesion at the distal portion of the
carotid vessel (distal with respect to the location of the heart). Figure 5-10B shows the gradient
magnitude image derived from the original B-scan with linear derivative operators and magnitude
calculation. The arrows in these images highlight regions of the carotid far wall image that exhibit
poor echo contrast and weak image gradient magnitudes. Such areas are typical of B-mode carotid
ultrasound.
Figures 5-10C-D show the anisotropically smoothed field f and jointly estimated edge field s
from the application of Step 1 to the original scan. The parameters used for anisotropic smoothing
and edge estimation were a = 50, # = 0.03, p = 0.005, and C = 4. From f and s, we clearly see that
the suppression of speckled intensity variations and other imaging noise is greatest far away from
the estimated locations of image edges. Unlike the gradient magnitude image, the estimated edge
field s shows more uniform and stronger intensities for both the lumen-intima and media-adventitia
borders along the length of the far wall segment. The left side of the lesion (indicated by the leftmost
arrow) could not be easily visualized either in the original image or in the corresponding gradient
magnitude image. However, in the estimated edge field, the lesion boundary is clearly visible. With
a crude specification of the expected boundary shape by the user, the non-linear processing of Step
1 is able to recover even very weak arterial edges and so provide an edge field estimate that greatly
improves visualization of the vessel borders.
Figure 5-11A shows the result of curve extraction from Step 2. The deformable spline parameters
used were a = 1, b = 1, a = 0.5, and K = 0.5. The spline boundaries extracted from edge field s are
smooth and reflect less sensitivity to poor signal-to-noise conditions, unlike curve evolution based
on the gradient magnitude image (Figure 5-11B) and maximal gradient detection (Figure 5-11C).
The white arrows in the curve evolution example (Figure 5-11B) point out areas of very weak local
edge strength. This weakness in edge strength produces weak external forces which fail to hold
the snake close to the lumen-intima boundary. As a result, the snake erroneously deviates towards
stronger edges at the media-adventitia boundary. This does not occur for our estimator since the
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C D
Figure 5-10: A. Example long-axis image of a mild lesion, B. gradient magnitude image, C. esti-
mated f field, and D. estimated s field.
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A B
C D
Figure 5-11: Example long-axis image of a mild lesion with superimposed contours from A. multistep
processing, B. curve evolution alone, C. conventional maximal gradient approach, and D. manual
tracing.
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lumen-intima edge strength is comparable to that at the media-adventitia border. Even in the
small region of s where there is a gap in the lumen-intima boundary3 , curve extraction in Step 2
successfully tracks the lumen-intima border since the lumen-intima edges on either side of the gap
were strong enough to hold the snake in place, while the snake stiffness and rigidity simultaneously
prevented the spline from deviating towards the media-adventitia border.
Our structure estimates in A agree with the manual tracing results shown in D. Our results have
the additional advantage of being more precise than manual tracing, since boundary localization
is driven by edge structure truly present within the smoothed image, in contrast to being driven
solely by human perception of where a boundary may lie within a noisy scan that is difficult to
interpret. We present additional examples of processing in the clinical images of Section 5.3. For
now, we turn our attention to comparison of mean IMT measurements from our technique with
those from the "gold-standard" of manual tracing in a clinical study of reproducibility.
Evaluation of the mean IMT reproducibility was performed with 40 carotid data sets acquired
from patients enrolled in an on-going clinical study. Two readers analyzed the intima-media complex
within the distal 1cm of the common carotid artery with manual tracing and then with our multistep
method. The mean IMT measurements obtained were analyzed to determine the inter-observer
reproducibility for each method. One reader repeated these measurements on a separate occasion
for analysis of intra-observer variability.
The intra-observer reproducibility data for manual tracing and for multistep processing are
shown in Figure 5-12. Conventional scatter plots of mean IMT at time 1 versus mean IMT at time
2 are shown in the first row of the figure. The r 2 value for the least-squares linear fit to the manual
tracing data was 0.860, whereas that for multistep processing was 0.996. This indicates that the
repeat measures of mean IMT with our estimator fit a straight line much better than those obtained
with manual tracing. The best-fit linear equation for multistep processing is virtually identical to
the line of identity, unlike the case for the best fit line derived from manual tracing measurements.
Bland-Altman plots of the mean IMT difference between the two observation times versus the
average of measurements from the two sessions are shown in the second row of Figure 5-12. From
these plots, much tighter clustering of measurement differences around the zero line can be observed
for multistep processing. The mean of the measurement differences for manual tracing was 0.6pm,
whereas the standard deviation of these differences was 51.5pm. The corresponding mean and
3Within this area, the signal-to-noise conditions were so poor that the lumen-intima interface could not be recov-
ered even with our non-linear edge estimator
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standard deviation for our estimator were much lower, i.e. 3.8x 10-4m and 7.9ym respectively.
The inter-observer reproducibility plots for manual tracing and multistep processing are shown
in Figure 5-13. Again, the data are more tightly clustered around the line of identity in the
scatter plot or line of zero measurement difference in the Bland-Altman plot. The r2 values for
the least-squares lines were 0.772 for manual tracing and 0.992 for multistep processing. The
mean of measurement differences between observers was -12.9ym for manual tracing and -1.3pm
for multistep processing. The standard deviation of differences was 64.5pm for manual tracing and
12.3 pm for our structure estimator.
Multistep processing consistently improved both intra- and inter-observer reproducibility in
comparison with the current clinical gold standard of manual tracing when clinical carotid images
were tested. To demonstrate that the overall measurement of IMT with multistep processing
agreed with manual measurements, we graphed our semi-automated measurements against those
from manual tracing in Figure 5-14. Despite the larger scatter in measurements due to the intrinsic
variability of manual tracing data, it is evident that measurements from the two techniques are in
agreement. The least-squares line falls close to the line of identity and has a Pearson correlation
coefficient r of 0.918 (r2 = 0.843). The mean measurement difference between manual and semi-
automatic methods is -14.9pm, whereas the standard deviation of these differences is 52.7pm. These
values are comparable to those observed for inter-observer reproducibility with manual tracing.
The intra- and inter-observer reproducibility results for manual tracing are similar to those found
in previously published data [66, 98], and the results for our new structure estimator show an
improvement in performance that exceeds that of existing methods.
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Intraobserver IMTm n measurements from Manual tracing Intraobserver IMT measurements from Multistep processing
5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1
Time I Time 1
Intraobserver Bland-Altman Plot for Manual tracing Intraobserver Bland-Altman Plot for Multistep processing
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Figure 5-12: Bland-Altman plots and conventional scatter plots to illustrate intra-observer repro-
ducibility for manual tracing and for multistep processing. For the conventional scatter plots, the
line of identity is shown as a solid blue line, whereas the least-squares fit to the data is shown as a
dotted green line. For the Bland-Altman plots, the solid blue line indicates the mean measurement
difference.
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Figure 5-13: Bland-Altman and conventional scatter plots to illustrate inter-observer reproducibility
for manual tracing and for multistep processing. For the conventional scatter plots, the line of
identity is shown as a solid blue line, whereas the least-squares fit to the data is shown as a
dotted green line. For the Bland-Altman plots, the solid blue line indicates the mean measurement
difference.
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Bland-Altman Plot of Manual tracing vs Multistep processing
0.6 0.7 0.8 0
Mean of IMT measures
Manual-tracing vs. Multistep processing
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
IMT from Manual tracing
Figure 5-14: Bland-Altman and conventional scatter plots to compare manually-derived and mul-
tistep processing derived IMTmean measurements. For the conventional scatter plot, the line of
identity is shown as a solid blue line, whereas the least-squares fit to the data is shown as a dot-
ted green line. For the Bland-Altman plot, the solid blue line indicates the mean measurement
difference.
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5.2.4 Parameter selection for deformation measurement
In this section, we focus on the problem of estimating interframe wall deformation from noisy image
sequences derived from the dynamic arterial models of Chapter 3. An example of these models
is shown in Figure 5-15A. This finite element model has a region of elevated material stiffness
highlighted in red, which alters the velocity field distribution within the tissue (Figure 5-15B-D).
This region of increased stiffness manifests itself clearly as an area of diminished strain within the
interframe strain change distribution calculated from the noise-free wall velocities (Figure 5-15E).
The velocity distributions generated by the pulsatile finite element model were used as described
in Section 4.4.2 to synthesize the B-mode sequences in Figure 5-16.
As was the case with structure estimation, we take an empirical approach to the problem of
selecting regularization parameter values for velocity field and strain change estimation. Since
we have specified the finite element model characteristics and know precisely what velocities and
strains should be, we have considerable prior knowledge about the problem. We exploit this prior
information when determining whether a given parameter choice provides reasonable solutions.
The key parameter that determines the quality of velocity and strain estimate is the regular-
ization parameter y which scales the smoothness constraint term in the mROI-constrained optical
flow functional repeated below in Equation 5.3. As stated in Chapter 4, we use the data fidelity
weighting function, v(x, y, t) = exp (-k 1[ , -t] 21, proposed by Chin et al. [178]; however
we chose a weighting parameter of k = 5 x 10- 5 so that all weighting values were close to 1. When
Gaussian image presmoothing4 was included for motion sequence processing, we did not encounter
problems with high-order-intensity-gradient terms that would cause the optical flow assumptions
to be violated. Therefore, we did not impose severe penalties on observations which correspond to
large spatiotemporal changes in image intensity.
Emao() (1 - smRo1)2  + 2+ lv Vg + gtll 2 dxdy (5.3)
Data fidelity
Smoothness constraint
Figure 5-17 demonstrates the effect of increasing the regularization parameter 1 from 5000 to
50000 on the estimated velocity fields and concomitant maps of interframe deformation for Sequence
1 (derived from the finite element data in Figure 5-15). In general, the more textured the B-mode
4A standard deviation of 3 was used for the Gaussian filter kernel.
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Figure 5-15: A. A sample finite element model with a region of elevated material stiffness. B.
Corresponding U velocity field from systole. C. Corresponding V velocity field from systole. D. A
quiver plot showing every 8th velocity vector sampled from the U and V fields. E. Distribution of
interframe strain change derived from U and V.
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Sequence 1: Systolic frames based on imaging system and tissue texture modeling
Frame -1 Frame 0 Frame 1
Sequence 2: Systolic frames based on ultrasound texture of forearm muscle
Frame -1 Frame 0 Frame 1
Figure 5-16: Examples of systolic frame sequences whose motion fields were derived from the
velocity distributions from Figure 5-15.
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pattern is, the greater the spatial variation in the intensity gradient and the larger the regularization
parameter must be to ensure a smoothly varying velocity field estimate. As discussed in Chapter 4,
the assumption of image-brightness conservation in optical flow estimation yields one equation in
two unknown velocities. Therefore, in the absence of regularization, only the velocity component in
the direction of the image gradient can be determined uniquely. As the weight on the regularization
term is increased, the velocity estimates become smoother spatially and the non-tangential velocity
components can be recovered with greater accuracy.
While a small regularization parameter (e.g. p = 5000) leads to velocity estimates whose mag-
nitudes are close to the true value, there is greater noise in the measured field. The corresponding
strain field has maximum strain values that slightly underestimate the true maximal strain. How-
ever, there is greater spatial variation in strain within the wall due to the velocity noise. As the
regularization weight is raised, the estimated velocities become increasingly smoothed. Conse-
quently, the maximum velocity magnitudes diminish. For example, the percent estimation error
in the maximum V velocity rises from -3.7% for p = 5000, to -6.7% for P = 15000, and finally to
-14.9% for P = 50000. At the same time, the corresponding strain maps become smoother, but
maximum strain magnitudes diminish with greater regularization.
Based on our empirical observations, we found that a regularization value of p = 15000 provided
a reasonable balance between velocity estimation error and smoothness of the estimated strain field.
After non-linear processing of the strain field to recover strain discontinuities and piecewise-constant
strain regions, we obtained a processed deformation field that matched the expected strain field
from finite element analysis. That is to say, the estimated strain field showed a relatively constant
region of diminished strain which subtended an arc from the 5 o'clock to 9 o'clock position on the
vessel circumference (as marked by arrows in Figure 5-17). The parameters used in Equation 4.60
for non-linear strain smoothing were a, = 10, p = 0.005, and p, = 0.2.
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p = 5000 p = 15000 p = 50000
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Initerrame irain change
Processed interframe deformation
Interframe strain change with discontinuities recovered Interfranme strai change with discontnuities recovered Interframe strain change with discontinuities recovered
Figure 5-17: Examples of estimated mROI velocities and strain change distributions within the
arterial wall as the optical flow regularization parameter p is increased from 5000 to 50000. The
interframe strain maps shown in the second row have been processed by minimizing the edge-
constrained Shah energy functional. The processed results shown in the third row have piecewise
constant regions and discontinuities in the strain distribution have been recovered. Changes in
strain at the boundaries of the focally stiffened region are clearly visible and have been labeled
with arrows in the processed strain map for p = 15000. Each unit of deformation change in the
colorbars corresponds to 0.1% strain (Green-Lagrange).
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In order to emphasize the improvement in interframe deformation estimation made possible by
Steps 3 and 4 of our multistep processor, we show the results of conventional processing (based on
Green-Lagrange strain calculation from Horn and Schunck optical flow estimates) in Figure 5-18.
In this case, the same regularization value of 1 = 15000 leads to velocity magnitudes that are even
more underestimated than those from Step 3, since image regions not directly associated with the
arterial wall are included in optical flow estimation (no mROI-constraint is present). The percent
estimation error in the maximum V velocity is now -11%. Even worse, this level of regularization
is inadequate to produce a strain field that is sufficiently smooth for meaningful interpretation.
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p = 15000
U&V
U velocity field
0.4
0.3 V velocity field
Estimated interframe deformation
Interframe strain change
Figure 5-18: Results from conventional Horn and Schunck optical flow (pt = 15000) applied to
Sequence 1. The magnitudes of the velocity vectors are underestimated since image regions that
are not directly associated with the arterial wall have been included in estimating optical flow.
Furthermore, arterial strain estimates derived from these velocities are far too noisy for meaningful
interpretation.
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5.2.5 Accuracy and precision of deformation estimates from simulated sequences
In this section, we assess the accuracy and precision of deformation estimates from simulated
sequences derived from the finite element models of Sections 3.5.1-3.5.2. A Gaussian filter kernel
with a standard deviation of 3 pixels was used for presmoothing of these image sequences. We
tested B-mode simulations with Gaussian noise variances of 4 and 9 intensity units. As expected,
better estimates were obtained in the presence of lower noise. The results which we discuss below
are from the Monte-Carlo experiments conducted with the higher noise level in order to show
estimation performance under poorer signal-to-noise conditions. Simulation results were similar for
the sequences based on imaging system and tissue modeling and for those based on B-mode texture
of forearm muscle. Therefore, results from both have been combined in the figures that follow. For
each finite element model, deformation estimation was performed in 20 noise realizations. For a
subset of simulations, we evaluated the deformation estimates resulting from end-to-end structure
and deformation estimation (Steps 1 through 4) and found that results did not change significantly
from those obtained when the true vessel boundaries were used to define the mROI. For simplicity
therefore, we chose to use the true inner and outer vessel borders to define mROI boundaries in
the Monte-Carlo experiments discussed below.
Our accuracy and precision assessments for each velocity and interframe strain estimate were
based on the following scalar metric [178]:
IIf - ftruell2%Error = 100% x II f.(5.4)
II .ftrue 112
where f represents the vectorized estimate of either wall velocity or interframe strain, and ftrue
is the vector of actual velocity or strain values within the wall. This scalar represents the square
of the error vector magnitude as a percentage of the squared magnitude of the true vector. We
use the mean of this measure from all 20 estimates to assess estimation accuracy (the smaller the
mean, the higher the accuracy), and we use the sample standard deviation of this metric to assess
precision (the smaller the standard deviation, the higher the precision).
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Material remodeling in the absence of lesion thickening
Spatial extent of material remodeling
Label % Wall Arc (0) %D Mean strain error (%) Strain error st. dev. (%)
A 0 0 8.59 0.93 0.17
B 25 120 8.59 1.09 0.25
C 35 120 8.55 0.93 0.13
D 55 120 8.44 1.15 0.19
E 35 60 8.56 1.01 0.17
F 35 180 8.51 1.07 0.22
Table 5.3: A summary of spatial extent model characteristics and estimation results: percentage of
wall thickness (% Wall) occupied by the lesion, angle subtended by the lesion (Arc) distensibility
(%D), mean estimation error in strain change (%), and strain error standard deviation(%).
The noisy frame sequences used for velocity and strain estimation in this section were based on the
finite element simulations of Section 3.5.1. In those models, the radial or circumferential extent
of local stiffening (29% stiffer than normal under uni-axial stress of 85kPa) was varied. Their
key characteristics are summarized in Table 5.3, along with the mean and standard deviation of
errors in the estimated interframe strain fields. The maximum mean error in the interframe strain
estimates for these models was 1.15% whereas the maximum error standard deviation was 0.25%.
The maximum mean error in the U velocity estimates for these models was 0.59% whereas that for
the V velocity estimates was 0.49%. The maximum error standard deviation for the U estimates
was 0.28% and that for the V estimates was 0.16%. The small mean error for the strain change
and velocity estimates from each Monte-Carlo simulation suggest that the overall accuracy of the
measurements is high. Due to the smoothing required to suppress noise in the estimates, the true
velocities and strains were consistently slightly underestimated. Despite the different noise and
tissue structure realizations used for the simulated image sequences, the estimated velocity and
strain fields were virtually identical. This high measurement precision is reflected by the small
error standard deviations observed for the velocity and strain change estimates.
Figure 5-19 shows the true interframe strain and corresponding strain histogram in the left
column; the mean strain change estimate and histogram of estimated strain for each model are
shown in the right column. When we first discussed the interframe strains derived from the noise-
free velocity fields in Section 3.5.1, we expressed concern that regional differences in strain that
were barely perceptible in the noise-free case would be lost entirely when velocities and strains had
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to be computed from noisy image sequences. The interframe strain estimates in Figure 5-19 confirm
that our concerns were legitimate. The radial extent of material stiffening increases from 25% of
the wall thickness in model B to 35% in model C. The change in the interframe strain distribution
due to this increase is present in the real strain maps but is very slight. This difference is not at all
apparent within the maps of strain change estimated from noisy dynamic data. This observation
also holds for models E,C, and F in which the region of material stiffness extends circumferentially
from an arc of 600 to one of 1800. For model D in which the region of 29% higher stiffness occupies
55% of the wall thickness, the true interframe strain image shows a marked difference in strain
magnitude, and this difference was successfully recovered in the estimated map of strain change.
The boundaries between regions of differing strain in the estimated field are sharply demarcated
and correspond well to those in the true strain map.
Despite the difficulty in detecting stiffness abnormalities from the estimated strain change im-
ages for models B,C, E and F, there appears to be useful information about the strain distribution
within the histogram of estimated wall strains. The dispersion or spread in the interframe strains
within the wall appears to be higher for each of the abnormal models than for the normal model
in A. For models B and E, this difference is slight and may be missed by an observer without prior
knowledge of the model characteristics. For models C, D, and F, however, two populations of pixels
that are well separated in strain magnitude are clearly present. In fact, the lower strain population
of wall pixels shifts towards lower strain values as material stiffening increases radially from 35%
to 55% of the wall thickness in models C-D. For F, the relative number of pixels at the high and
low strain values is the same in the estimated histogram. This reflects the fact that half of the wall
circumference is occupied by a region of higher material stiffness.
The true and estimated mean strain change through the wall are shown for radial variation in
material stiffness at the top of Figure 5-20. To obtain these plots, the interframe strains through
the wall at each circumferential location were averaged as previously described in Chapter 3. From
the plots of the estimated mean strain change, we observe that for the normal model , A, there is
a very slight decrease in strain over half of the circumference that is not present in reality. This
explains the presence of a bi-modal strain histogram even for the normal case. The small difference
in strain between models B and C that is present in the true mean wall strain is lost entirely in
the estimated mean strain change plots for these models. As expected from the results in Figure 5-
20, there is a marked difference in the mean wall strain between model D and models A-C. The
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boundaries between the stiff region and the normal region are easily seen in the plot for D. For
models B-C, these borders cannot be as easily identified from the plots.
The bottom set of plots in Figure 5-20 show the true and estimated border strain metric
calculated as described in Chapter 3. Whereas the borders between normal and stiffer wall ma-
terials are striking for the true border strain plot, the estimated border strain plot shows much
smoother transitions between low strain and higher strain areas, making boundary delineation diffi-
cult. Furthermore, there appears to be greater variability in the border strain estimated from noisy
sequences. As a result, the border strain measure does not appear to be as attractive a candidate
for quantifying deformation when measurements must be made in the presence of noise.
Figure 5-21 shows the plots of mean wall strain and border strain for models with circumferential
variation in material stiffening. The plots of estimated mean wall strain show that a 60' arc of 29%
stiffer material (model E) cannot be distinguished easily from a 1200 of the same material (model
C), although both strain curves appear abnormal when compared to that for the normal model.
The plot for a 1800 arec of stiffer material (model F) can be distinguished from each of the other
models, and the location of strain transitions can be visualized, though not as clearly as for model
D in Figure 5-20. The plots of estimated border strain for these models show too much variation
over the circumference for reliable interpretation of this deformation metric.
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Figure 5-19: Velocity-field-based deformation estimates from spatial extent experiments. These maps of
interframe deformation illustrate the true strain change and corresponding histogram in the first column, and
the strain change estimates with corresponding histograms in the second column. The labels A-F correspond
to the model characteristics summarized in Table 5.3. Each unit of deformation change corresponds to 0.1%
strain (Green-Lagrange).
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Figure 5-20: Plots of the real and estimated circumferential distribution of mean strain change
through the arterial wall are shown, in addition to plots of the real and estimated border strain
metric. These results correspond to the models summarized in Table 5.3 for which the extent of
material stiffening varies radially.
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Figure 5-21: Plots of the real and estimated circumferential distribution of mean strain change
through the arterial wall are shown, in addition to plots of the real and estimated border strain
metric. These results correspond to the models summarized in Table 5.3 for which the extent of
material stiffening varies circumferentially.
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Degree and heterogeneity of material remodeling
Label Relative stiffness Arc (0) %D Mean strain error (%) Strain error st. dev. (%)
A 1 0 8.59 0.93 0.17
B 0.97 120 8.55 0.88 0.24
C 1.29 120 8.55 0.93 0.13
D 1.74 120 8.28 1.26 0.32
E 1.29, 1.29 30,30 8.54 0.97 0.11
F 0.97,1.74,0.97,1.29 30,30,30,30 8.46 1.06 0.18
Table 5.4: A summary of remodeling degree & heterogeneity model characteristics and estimation
results: stiffness relative to normal under a uni-axial stress of 85kPa, angle subtended by each
lesion region (Arc), distensibility (%D), mean strain error (%), and strain error standard deviation
(%). Parameters separated by commas indicate values which correspond to different regions within
lesion models with spatial heterogeneity of material properties. Each region of altered material
stiffness occupied 25% of the wall thickness.
Finite element models for which the degree of material stiffening and the heterogeneity of stiffness
within the wall were varied formed the basis for image sequence simulation and deformation esti-
mation in this section. The main characteristics of these models are summarized in Table 5.4. The
maximum mean error and maximum error standard deviation in the interframe strain estimates for
these models were 1.26% and 0.32%, respectively. The maximum mean error and maximum error
standard deviation in the U velocity estimates were 0.51% and 0.32%; for the V velocity estimates,
these were 0.47% and 0.17%. These errors are similar in magnitude to those observed for the spatial
extent results and again suggest that the overall accuracy and precision of our velocity and strain
estimates is high even when noise degradation is present.
Figure 5-22 shows the true and estimated interframe strain maps along with the corresponding
strain histograms. In models B-D, the region of altered material stiffness ranges from 0.97x to
1.74x that of the normal vessel. There is no discernable difference between the true interframe strain
maps of model B and the normal model in A. Unsurprisingly, it is not possible to distinguish the
two models from the estimated strain change and the corresponding strain histogram. Likewise, the
plots of mean strain change and border strain in Figure 5-23 for these models are virtually identical.
The true strain field for model C is slightly different from the normal case, and this distinction is lost
in the strain estimates from noisy images. The histogram of estimated strain does , however, show
a larger than normal spread in strain values within the wall. The strain difference between C and
A is more distinct in the plot of estimated mean strain change in Figure 5-23. However, boundaries
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between normal and stiffer material are still poorly defined. The results for model D show the
greatest deviation from normal in the estimated interframe strain map, the strain histogram, and
the plots of mean strain change and border strain. There are clearly two distinct populations of
wall pixels, one at a higher level of strain typical of the normal wall, and another lower strain
magnitude for pixels within the stiffer region. The location of this stiffer area is sharply defined
both in the estimated interframe strain and in the estimated mean strain plot.
In models E-F, the heterogeneity of material stiffness was varied as previously described in
Chapter 3. For both cases, the difference between the true interframe strain map and the normal
strain map was small, and after strain estimation from noisy image data, these differences were
undetectable in the estimated interframe strain image. The histograms of estimated strain for these
models seem to reflect a degree of abnormal wall strain since both show larger than normal spread
in interframe strain values within the wall. The plots of estimated mean strain change around the
vessel circumference and the border strain measure for these models show only slight deviations
from normal. In these simulations, therefore, we were relatively unsuccessful in identifying material
heterogeneity within the wall. In these cases, the spatial scale of strain variation due to material
heterogeneity was similar to that of strain noise within the wall. The non-linear smoothing we use
to suppress noise in strain estimation eliminated these variations to a large extent, causing us to be
insensitive to the stiffness heterogeneity in these models. Finally, for all models A-F, the plots of
estimated border strain showed greater variability around the vessel circumference than the mean
strain change measure. Stiffness transition points are also difficult to identify from the estimated
border strain. Once again then, we see that the border strain measure does not perform adequately
when velocity estimation is made in the presence of noise.
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Figure 5-22: Velocity-field-based deformation estimates from stiffness degree and heterogeneity experiments.
These maps of interframe deformation illustrate the true strain change and corresponding histogram in the
first column, and the strain change estimates with corresponding histograms in the second column. The
labels A-F correspond to the model characteristics summarized in Table 5.4. Each unit of deformation
change corresponds to 0.1% strain (Green-Lagrange.7
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Figure 5-23: Plots of the real and estimated circumferential distribution of mean strain change
through the arterial wall are shown, in addition to plots of the real and estimated border strain
metric. These results correspond to the models summarized in Table 5.4 which have varying degrees
of material stiffness.
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Figure 5-24: Plots of the real and estimated circumferential distribution of mean strain change
through the arterial wall are shown, in addition to plots of the real and estimated border strain
metric. These results correspond to the models summarized in Table 5.4 which have varying degrees
of material heterogeneity.
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Material remodeling in the presence of lesion thickening
Label Lesion Material Relative stiffness %D Mean strain err. (%) Strain err. st. dev. (%)
A Normal 1 8.78 1.92 0.40
B Normal 1 8.80 2.00 0.22
C Cellular 1.45 7.95 2.14 0.24
D Lipid/cellular 0.77/1.45 8.02 2.06 0.30
E Calcified/cellular 5.23/1.45 7.77 3.10 0.35
F Lipid/calcified/cellular 0.77/5.23/1.45 7.85 3.79 0.31
Table 5.5: A summary of thickened lesion model characteristics and estimation results: lesion tissue
composition, stiffness relative to normal under uni-axial stress of 85kPa, distensibility (%D), mean
strain error (%), and strain error standard deviation (%).
Finally, we evaluate velocity and deformation measurement for the homogeneous and heterogeneous
lesion models of Section 3.5.2. Table 5.5 summarizes key characteristics of these models and provides
the mean strain error and strain error standard deviation for each. The maximum mean error and
maximum error standard deviation in the interframe strain estimates for these models were 3.79%
and 0.40%, respectively. The maximum mean error and maximum error standard deviation in the
U velocity estimates were 0.86% and 0.40%. For the V velocity estimates, the largest mean error
and error standard deviation were 0.70% and 0.26%. The precision of estimation as reflected by
the error standard deviation is good. Measurements repeated from different noise realizations yield
estimates that are essentially the same. The accuracy that we found for these experiments indicates
that there is greater deviation of the estimates from the true map of strain change than we have
seen previously.
Until now, our finite element models were close to circular in geometry with distinct regions
of constant strain. The models in this section have eccentric lesion thickening and this leads to
interframe strain distributions that are more continuous in distribution (Figure 5-25). This can
be clearly seen for homogeneous and heterogeneous lesions in plots of the true mean strain change
and border strain (Figures 5-26- 5-27). In contrast, the interframe strain estimates are piecewise-
constant and have sharply defined strain boundaries. This is a direct consequence of our non-linear
strain processing step for noise suppression and edge enhancement. Thus, we again see a trade
between our desire for robustness to noise and well-defined strain boundaries and our desire for
sensitivity to strain variation over small spatial scale.
Our estimation results show well-defined regions of reduced strain magnitude for all of the
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lesion models tested. The estimated strain magnitude of pixels within the lesion falls as one would
expect when the lesion material increases in overall stiffness. For our choice of velocity estimation
and strain processing parameters, we were successful at achieving measurements that are robust
to noise. In so doing, however, we were unable to resolve the small regions of lipid (low stiffness
relative to that of the normal artery) and calcium (high stiffness relative to that of the normal
artery) present in the heterogeneous lesions of models D-F. Despite this, we can still observe that
the overall lesion strain is lowest for the model with a calcified region embedded within cellular
plaque, followed by the model with calcified and lipid components, and then by the cellular plaque
with a lipid component only.
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Figure 5-25: Velocity-field-based deformation estimates from stiffness degree and heterogeneity experiments.
These maps of interframe deformation illustrate the true strain change and corresponding histogram in the
first column, and the strain change estimates with corresponding histograms in the second column. The
labels A-F correspond to the model characteristics summarized in Table 5.5. Each unit of deformation
change corresponds to 0.1% strain (Green-Lagrange 2
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Figure 5-26: Plots of the real and estimated circumferential distribution of mean strain change
through the arterial wall are shown, in addition to plots of the real and estimated border strain
metric. These results correspond to the models summarized in Table 5.5 which have eccentrically
thickened lesions with homogeneous composition.
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Figure 5-27: Plots of the real and estimated circumferential distribution of mean strain change
through the arterial wall are shown, in addition to plots of the real and estimated border strain
metric. These results correspond to the models summarized in Table 5.5 which have eccentrically
thickened lesions with heterogeneous composition.
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Summary of deformation experiments
These deformation experiments indicate that the overall velocity and interframe strain distri-
butions can be accurately and precisely estimated from noisy image sequence with Steps 3 and 4
of our multistep scheme. Material remodeling that is extensive enough to produce an interframe
Green-Lagrange strain difference of more than 1.5x10 - 3 (or 0.15% when the strain is expressed
as a percentage) can be visualized directly from the estimated interframe strain map. Remodeling
that produces a smaller circumferential variation in interframe strain may be detectable by careful
inspection of the histogram of strain estimates and the plot of mean wall strain as a function of
circumference. The use of piecewise-constant smoothing and edge enhancement of the strain field
by minimization of Shah's unification functional leads to estimated strain maps that are robust
to noise. Strain transitions within these estimates are well-defined, and the strain value within
each piecewise-constant region is representative of the true strains within each piece. Material
remodeling may therefore be monitored by tracking changes in the extent of each strain region as
well as the strain value within each region. We tradeoff spatial strain resolution in exchange for
improved robustness to the imaging noise for which B-mode ultrasound imaging is notorious. The
border strain measure which appeared promising based on the noise-free cases in Chapter 3 can be
ruled out in favor of measurements from the velocity-field-based interframe strain map, since the
estimates from noisy data show excessive variation that is unrelated to material behavior.
In these experiments, we used Gaussian presmoothing of the dynamic images. We have since
found that the use of Tikhonov presmoothing leads to even better strain estimates, as illustrated for
the case of the normal arterial model in Figure 5-28. With Gaussian smoothing, we had observed a
slight circumferential variation in the estimated strain magnitude that is not present in the noise-
free case. The histogram of estimated strains is not as tightly clustered around a single value as one
would expect. Once Tikhonov presmoothing was used , a more uniform distribution of estimated
strain change was obtained, leading to sharper peaks in the corresponding strain histogram. We
therefore chose this form of image presmoothing for deformation measurement in the examples of
clinical data that we present next.
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Figure 5-28: A comparison of image sequence presmoothing based on linear Gaussian filtering
with presmoothing based on Tikhonov regularization. A standard deviation of 3 was used for the
Gaussian kernal whereas a regularization parameter of 5 was used for Tikhonov smoothing. Strain
estimates from a noise-corrupted image sequence of the normal artery show less circumferential
variation when Tikhonov presmoothing is applied. Improved strain estimates are therefore possible
when Tikhonov regularization is used instead of conventional Gaussian presmoothing.
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5.3 Examples of Processing in Pilot Clinical Data
We have extensively validated our multistep structure and deformation estimator with the Monte-
Carlo simulations of preceding sections. The noisy synthetic data reproduced key aspects of clinical
B-mode imaging. Based on those data, we tuned to our estimator to be robust to signal degradation
from speckle, speckle decorrelation, and additive noise. We now have a sufficient level of confidence
in the structure and deformation estimates provided by our algorithm to test estimation of arterial
structure and deformation in clinical data. The small size of this cross-sectional pilot study limits
us primarily to a proof-of-principle evaluation of our new analysis method.
We performed structure and deformation measurement in long- and short-axis scans of five
patients known to have atherosclerosis, and five normal volunteers. These subjects were not age-
matched; the mean age of the normal subjects was 27, whereas that of the patient group was 55. The
relative youth of the normal group increased the probability that the carotid arteries of the normal
subjects would be truely normal. Atherosclerosis would be an unlikely cause of any variation in
vessel structure or deformation seen in that group. The mean blood pressures of both groups were
similar and within normal limits (mean blood pressure of the patient group was 121.8/78.2mmHg;
that of the normal group was 123/78mmHg). The distal common carotid intima-media thickness in
the normal group was 0.5 ± 0.1mm whereas the distal common carotid IMT for the patient group
was 0.6 ± 0.1mm (this difference was not significant since p = 0.07). The diameter distensibility
of the distal common in the normal group was 12 ± 7% and that in the patient group was 7 ± 3%
(this difference was not significant since p = 0.13). For both groups, these values for IMT and
distensibility fell within normal limits.
Sequential B-mode image frames corresponding to initial vessel expansion were chosen for anal-
ysis in all cases. Depending on the time course of vessel expansion, these frames either spanned the
entire inflation interval from minimum to maximum diameter, or only a portion of that interval. We
could have ensured measurement of accumulated wall strain over the entire inflation from diastole
to systole by velocity and strain field estimation over all time steps spanning the interval. For this
preliminary study however, we considered analysis at initial vessel expansion to be sufficient 5 . For
the patient group, short-axis sequences showing lesion thickening were selected for analysis; for the
normal subjects, short-axis views from either the distal common carotid or proximal carotid bulb
5Comparison of interframe strains at initial vessel expansion can be used to track stiffening over time if the same
point in the cardiac cycle is selected and the blood pressure waveform shape is unchanged.
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were analyzed.
Figures 5-29-5-30 show our long-axis structure and interframe deformation estimates in the
carotid far wall for the normal group and the patient group, respectively. Results from multistep
processing applied to short-axis cross-sections are shown in Figures 5-31-5-32. For each subject,
the estimated structure boundaries are shown overlaid in red on the original image within the left
column; the corresponding measurement of interframe strain is shown in the right column.
Since arterial structure is a feature which we are accustomed to interpreting in vascular imaging,
we focus first on the estimated structure boundaries in long- and short-axis. For all the images
segmented, we observe that the extracted boundaries are smooth and insensitive to the presence
of imaging noise. The course of the lumen-intima and media-adventitia borders agrees well with
the boundary locations expected from visual inspection. In the long-axis cases, we note that the
borders of the vessel walls within the carotid bulb were successfully detected though the signal-to-
noise conditions are poorer there than in the distal common carotid. For the short-axis examples,
the multistep estimator was able to extract the circumferential lumen-intima boundaries even where
the edge information is weak. We observed that conventional methods based on linear-filtering and
maximal-gradient detection completely failed within those areas.
Our ability to estimate reliably the regional shape of structure boundaries allows us to track the
degree and extent of local alterations in wall structure as a measure of atherosclerosis progression.
Even in this limited dataset, it is clear that regional variation in wall structure either axially or
circumferentially distinctly separates the normal and patient groups. For the normal subjects, the
wall appears relatively uniform in thickness for views in long- and short-axis. This is certainly not
the case for the patient group. The observed variation in structure is a better feature than the
mean IMT of the distal common for distinguishing normal subjects from patients. Without the use
of our processing scheme, the general features of this structural variation can be visually assessed
by an expert observer. The latter however is subjective and much less reproducible.
In contrast to the structure estimates, our interframe deformation measurements are much more
difficult to interpret. This measure is new and has not previously been quantified in clinical data.
From the motion sequences, the human observer is able to assess qualitatively the general direction
and relative magnitude of velocities at different locations along and around the vessel wall. For
each of the cases examined, the estimated velocity magnitude and direction agree with expectations
based on visual inspection by the ultrasonographer. We also verified that the wall velocity estimates
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Figure 5-29: Structure and deformation estimates from long-axis ultrasound sequences of the normal carotid
far wall. These images include the distal common and the proximal carotid bulb. Estimates of regional wall
structure are shown in the left column as red contours overlaid on the original image. Estimates of interframe
deformation within the wall in long-axis are shown in the right column. Colorbars indicate the range of image
intensity or Green-Lagrange strain change (each unit of strain change corresponds to a Green-Lagrange strain
of 0.1%). 209
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Figure 5-30: Structure and deformation estimates from long-axis ultrasound sequences of the carotid far
wall in clinical patients. These images include the distal common and the proximal carotid bulb. Estimates of
regional wall structure are shown in the left column as red contours overlaid on the original image. Estimates
of interframe deformation within the wall in long-axis are shown in the right column. Colorbars indicate
the range of image intensity or Green-Lagrange strain change (each unit of strain change corresponds to a
Green-Lagrange strain of 0.1%).
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Figure 5-31: Structure and deformation estimates from short-axis ultrasound sequences of the normal
carotid. Estimates of regional wall structure are shown in the left column as red contours overlaid on the
original image. Estimates of interframe deformation within the wall in short-axis are shown in the right
column. Colorbars indicate the range of image intensity or Green-Lagrange strain change (each unit of
strain change corresponds to a Green-Lagrange strain of 0.1%).
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Figure 5-32: Structure and deformation estimates from short-axis ultrasound sequences of the carotid in
clinical patients. Estimates of regional wall structure are shown in the left column as red contours overlaid
on the original image. Estimates of interframe deformation within the wall in short-axis are shown in the
right column. Colorbars indicate the range of image intensity or Green-Lagrange strain change (each unit
of strain change corresponds to a Green-Lagrange strain of 0.1%).
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were consistent with the measured interframe change in vessel diameter.
In this pilot study, we observed that the estimated map of strain change between consecutive
frames does not reveal a marked and consistent pattern of deformation that distinguishes normal
arteries from ones with disease. From this limited set of data, there appears to be a variation
in interframe deformation both axially and circumferentially, even for the normal subjects. In
three of five normals, the maximum strain change fell within the range of deformation magnitudes
observed in our finite element models (between 0.5-1.2% approximately). For the other two cases,
the maximum strain change reached magnitudes between 2% and 4.5%. Both of these subjects
had diameter distensibility values that were larger than we had modeled in our finite element
simulations. For normal subjects as well as for patients, there appear to be regions of elevated
strain separated by areas of lower strain magnitude. This spatial variation is not reflected at all by
the conventional diameter distensibility measure.
The inter-subject variation in the deformation maps make it difficult to identify consistent
patterns of strain distribution within the normal group and within the patient group. From the
long-axis measurements, 6 of 10 people appear to have higher strain changes in the distal common
carotid than within the proximal bulb. The diminished strain magnitude within the bulb is more
obvious when plaque is present in that location (e.g. Patients 2 and 5 in Figure 5-30). There are
also cases where strain change is higher within the plaque than in the distal common carotid, e.g.
in Patients 1 and 3 in Figure 5-30. From the short-axis deformation maps in diseased vessel cross-
sections, we can see that there is diminished strain magnitude within certain regions of thickened
lesions. As in the long-axis cases, however, there are also cases present where a focal region of
plaque thickening has a higher region of strain change than that found in adjacent areas (e.g.
Patients 4 and 5 in Figure 5-32. We are encouraged that different plaques exhibit different levels
of strain since this may distinguish between lesions with stiffer fibrous components and those with
more compliant lipid components.
From these preliminary measurements of strain change, we can conclude the following. First, a
more extensive clinical study will be needed to identify distinguishing features in the deformation
map that separate normal populations from diseased populations. Second, tracking changes in
interframe deformation over time for a given individual will be easier than using a single measure-
ment of strain change to classify the subject as being normal or abnormal. Since strain change
measurements from different individuals show different patterns and magnitudes of deformation,
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we know that our method is sensitive to changes in the estimated strain histogram. Finally, from
our deformation estimates in normal subjects, we can see that the picture of deformation in vivo is
much more complex than we had expected based on our finite element modeling assumptions. In
those 2D plane-strain simulations, we assumed uniform material properties and boundary fixities
in the normal model that led to uniform strain distributions within the wall during inflation. This
was not observed from measurements in clinical data.
In order to check the consistency of these deformation estimates, we repeated measurements
of the deformation distribution from different transducer view angles and from corresponding time
points in subsequent cardiac cycles. In each of these cases, the estimated pattern of interframe
deformation was similar. Estimates of the deformation map from different points during inflation
in the same cardiac cycle showed strain levels that were consistently elevated or depressed when
compared with the pattern of deformation at the time of initial systolic expansion. These obser-
vations suggest that regions of elevated strain correspond to anatomical sites within the wall and
not to view-dependent imaging artifacts or imaging noise (which would vary within a cardiac cycle
and between cardiac cycles). The inhomogeneity of deformation within the normal wall is likely
to be a real feature that we were unable to capture in our finite element models because of the
simplifying assumptions made. The carotid artery is a three-dimensional structure with pressure
loads within the lumen and boundary conditions at the outer wall that are more complex than we
had accounted for in our plane-strain finite element simulations.
The three-dimensional carotid artery has a complex geometry that requires the estimation of
circumferential structure and deformation along the length of the vessel for reliable measurement
of disease burden. In order to accomplish this, we combine the 3D frame localization described
in Chapter 2 with 2D structure and deformation measurement. For the carotid example shown
in Figure 5-33, we have used frame localization data to map image intensity pixels into 3-space.
The non-regularly sampled data were then interpolated in three dimensions with MATLAB to
generate the intensity volume shown. This volume reconstruction was performed with low voxel
resolution (1.0mmx 1.0mmx 1.0mm) due to memory and computational limitations. The carotid
volume shown in that figure was sliced along the vessel long-axis for visualization of the carotid
lumen. This volume was also sliced transversely distal to the bifurcation for visualization of the
internal and external carotids. The common, internal, and external carotids have been labeled, and
a plaque present in the bulb and internal carotid has been highlighted with arrows.
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Two cut planes are shown; the red plane is a slice through the distal common carotid at a
location Z = -11.5mm away from a reference slice in the carotid bulb, the green plane is the
reference slice through the bulb just below the level of the flow divider (Z = Omm). The structure
and deformation estimates at these levels are shown below the carotid volume on the left and right
of the figure respectively. The structure estimates for the common carotid slice show more uniform
structure around the vessel perimeter than that present at the level of the carotid bulb. An area of
lesion thickening is present at the far wall of the carotid (6 o'clock position). The wall thickening
at the 10 o'clock position corresponds to the proximal side of the flow divider (for this image
orientation, the external artery branches towards the top of the image and the internal branches
towards the bottom of the image). The corresponding maps of interframe deformation show lower
strain magnitudes overall at the level of the bulb, with a region of elevated strain change close to
the flow divider. In the common carotid slice, the circumferential deformation magnitude is higher,
reaching 2.2% at the left lateral wall of the carotid. This example shows how the different elements
developed in this thesis can be combined for a more complete assessment of material remodeling
within the carotid in terms of its static structure and dynamic deformation over the cardiac cycle.
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Figure 5-33: This figure demonstrates the use of 3D frame localization for 3D volume reconstruction of the
carotid artery. The carotid volume at the top of the figure has been sliced through the vessel long-axis to
allow visualization of the lumen. A plaque is visible within the bulb and internal carotid artery as highlighted
by orange arrows. With frame localization, we can track circumferential wall thickness and deformation as
a function of axial position along the carotid vessel. Two cut planes are shown in the 3D reconstruction.
The green cut plane is a slice through the reference Z = 0 in the proximal bulb; the red cut plane is a slice
through the common carotid at Z = -11.5mm. The carotid structure (left column) and deformation (right
column) at these slice locations are shown in the third and second rows of the figure, respectively. Pixel
intensities have been scaled to occupy the entire colormap range.
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5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have validated our multistep processing algorithm extensively with simulated
images and image sequences whose motion characteristics were derived from finite element models of
arterial expansion. We have determined that our structure estimates have an accuracy and precision
that surpasses conventional methods for structure measurement. In fact, with multistep processing,
we can track changes in local structure as confidently as conventional methods can track changes
in mean structure over an arterial segment. We have provided examples of structure parameter
selection and have shown that with our novel method of direction-sensitive edge enhancement,
arterial contours can be extracted even where edge boundaries are extremely weak and conventional
border detection fails entirely. We demonstrated in long-axis clinical data that intra-observer and
inter-observer measurement reproducibility is significantly higher for our structure estimator than
for the current clinical "gold-standard" of manual tracing by a human expert.
For deformation estimation, we illustrated how the optical flow regularization parameter affects
the quality of velocity and strain change estimates. We have also shown that existing methods
for optical flow are unable to produce strain field estimates that can be interpreted reliably. We
have shown in Monte-Carlo simulations that the overall accuracy and precision of velocity and
strain change estimates are good even in the presence of simulated imaging noise and speckle
decorrelation. From these experiments, we determined that Green-Lagrange strain difference of
0.15% between tissue regions can be visualized from the estimated map of interframe strain. Smaller
strain differences may be tracked by inspecting the histogram of strain change estimates or the plot
of mean strain change though the wall. We also found that the border strain measure based on
the boundary velocity is not as good a deformation measure when estimation is performed in the
presence of noise. We also observed that the use of Tikhonov regularization for image presmoothing
leads to improved strain estimates compared with those obtained with Gaussian presmoothing.
We conducted a proof-of-principle evaluation of our multistep estimator in a small pilot study
of normal subjects and clinical patients. We found that whereas regional structure variation can be
readily used to distinguish normal from diseased subjects, the regional distribution of interframe
deformation cannot currently be used to classify an individual into normal or diseased categories.
This suggests that the measurement of interframe strain maps will be more useful for monitoring
of material remodeling over time within the same individual. We found that the deformation
distribution in normal carotid walls showed variations that were not reflected in our finite element
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simulations. This discrepancy may arise from the simplified modeling assumptions that were used.
Finally, we combined 2D frame processing with the 3D frame localization of Chapter 2 to show
how three-dimensional carotid volume can be visualized. With slice localization, measurements
of carotid wall structure and deformation can be derived for all axial positions along the carotid
artery, providing as complete a picture of arterial remodeling as is possible with B-mode ultrasound
imaging.
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Chapter 6
Summary & Conclusions
Atherosclerosis is characterized by regional remodeling of arterial wall structure with concomitant
changes in distensibility. Medical therapy can retard or even reverse atherosclerosis. However,
both development and assessment of the efficacy of treatments depend on reliable measurement of
changes in arterial structure and composition. Non-invasive and cost-effective imaging with B-mode
ultrasound can interrogate the heterogeneity of wall structure and material composition caused by
atherosclerosis. However, this capability has not to date been widely utilized for clinical monitoring
of the disease. The reasons for this include the challenge of B-mode spatial slice localization, the
difficulty of robust measurement of structure and deformation in the presence of image degradation,
and the choice of metrics for regional variations in structure and deformation. In this work, we have
examined each of these issues and proposed solutions which not only improve the measurement of
the conventional clinical metrics, but which also allow us to incorporate measurements of regional
vessel structure and deformation in ultrasound-based atherosclerosis monitoring.
In Chapter 2, we described a system for 3D freehand ultrasound image acquisition based on
BIRDAcquire, a custom software package which controls the hardware functionality of an image
framegrabber card and an electromagnetic spatial localizer. We showed that spatial calibration of
this system could be reliably performed and that the relative positions and orientations of acquired
frames could be measured with accuracy and precision. This performance met or exceeded that of
other 3D freehand ultrasound systems. Finally, we outlined our protocol for obtaining clinical data
from human subjects.
Since regional vessel deformation had not been targeted specifically for monitoring atherosclero-
sis progression, the best measure for quantifying this property had yet to be identified. In Chapter 3,
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we proposed several metrics for estimating deformation in the arterial wall and evaluated each can-
didate with finite element models which provided precise particle position and velocity information.
The desired characteristics for these measures were sensitivity to the presence of non-uniform ma-
terial remodeling, sensitivity to changes in the degree of material stiffness, and ability to detect
heterogeneous lesions in the arterial wall. Due to the limitations of in vivo imaging of living sub-
jects, these metrics could only be measured with respect to an inflated reference geometry for the
arterial wall. Therefore, it was important for us to determine whether these much smaller strain
measures contained sufficient information, even in the noise-free scenario, to satisfy the design cri-
teria stated above. We found that the border-strain metric and the interframe strain map derived
from the wall velocity-field had the best potential for estimating remodeling stiffness, heterogeneity,
and extent. These measures performed more effectively than the standard arterial distensibility
estimate in detecting the presence of non-uniform changes in the artery wall. These estimates
accurately reflected wall strain distribution, but provided limited information about wall stress
distribution. In general, a region of significantly lower deformation was associated with elevated
wall stress.
In Chapter 4, we presented our method for simulating B-mode sequences with realistic image
texture and arterial tissue motion for validation of structure and deformation estimates. We also
developed a new multi-step scheme for estimating regional vessel structure and wall deformation.
This strategy was novel for several reasons. We contributed a new directionally-sensitive segmenta-
tion functional that allowed for stronger gradient penalties on edges unaligned with user-specified
prior information. In our implementation of this method, we described a process for incorporating
prior shape information that was simpler than that required for our previously published work.
We derived a mROI-constrained optical flow algorithm that estimated arterial-wall velocities only
from directly related image data. This analysis process derived measurements of interframe arterial
deformation in a manner that was robust to the presence of noise in the velocity estimates.
Finally in Chapter 5, we validated our multistep processing algorithm extensively with simulated
images and image sequences whose motion characteristics were derived from finite element models
of arterial expansion. We determined that our structure estimates had an accuracy and precision
that surpasses that of conventional methods for structure measurement. With multistep processing,
we could track changes in local structure as confidantly as conventional methods can track changes
in mean structure over an arterial segment. We provided examples of structure parameter selection
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and showed that with our novel method of direction-sensitive edge enhancement, arterial contours
could be extracted even where edge boundaries were extremely weak and conventional border
detection failed entirely. We demonstrated in long-axis clinical data that intra-observer and inter-
observer measurement reproducibility was significantly higher for our structure estimator than for
the current clinical "gold-standard" of manual-tracing by a human expert.
For deformation estimation, we illustrated how the optical flow regularization parameter affected
the quality of wall velocity and strain change estimates. We also showed that existing methods for
optical flow were unable to produce strain field estimates that could be interpreted reliably. We
showed that the overall accuracy and precision of velocity and strain change estimates was good
even in the presence of simulated imaging noise and speckle decorrelation. From these experiments,
we determined that Green-Lagrange strain difference of 0.15% between tissue regions could be
visualized from the estimated map of interframe strain. Smaller strain differences may be tracked
by inspecting the histogram of strain change estimates or the plot of mean strain change though
the wall. We found that the border strain measure based on the boundary velocity was not as good
a deformation measure when estimation was performed in the presence of noise. We also observed
that the use of Tikhonov regularization for image presmoothing led to improved strain estimates
compared with those obtained with Gaussian presmoothing.
We conducted a proof-of-principle evaluation of our multistep estimator in a small pilot study
of normal subjects and clinical patients. We found that whereas regional structure variation could
be readily used to distinguish normal from diseased subjects, the regional distribution of interframe
deformation could not be used to classify an individual into normal or diseased categories. This
suggested that the measurement of interframe strain maps will be more useful for monitoring
of material remodeling over time within the same individual. We found that the deformation
distribution in normal carotid walls showed variations that were not reflected by our finite element
simulations. This discrepancy may have arisen from the simplified assumptions that were used in
modeling. Finally, we combined 2D frame processing with the 3D frame localization of Chapter 2
to show how the three-dimensional carotid volume can be visualized. With slice localization,
measurements of carotid wall structure and deformation can be derived for all axial positions along
the carotid artery, providing the most complete picture of arterial remodeling that is possible with
B-mode ultrasound image.
The elements developed within this thesis provide the necessary tools for the detailed charac-
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terization of arterial structure and dynamics both in health and in disease. We plan to use these
tools in larger clinical studies which employ double-blinded imaging of atherosclerotic patients and
age-matched normal controls. A large cohort of subjects will allow for more extensive clinical eval-
uation of the methods described here. In addition, they will provide the sample size necessary for
characterization of normal and abnormal carotid wall deformation patterns.
Concurrently, we plan to evaluate our processing methodology in ex vivo experiments. Fresh
carotid specimens free of atherosclerosis will be inflated slowly within a waterbath. Non-invasive
ultrasound images of the inflating artery will be acquired with simultaneous intravascular ultrasound
imaging at the same cross-sectional slice location. Structure and deformation estimates will be
computed from both imaging modalities and results will be compared in order to cross-validate the
measurements from non-invasive B-mode ultrasound. Agreement between the two imaging methods
will serve to further validate our measurements from non-invasive B-mode imaging of the carotid
artery in vivo.
We are currently extending our new 2D image processing algorithms for operation on three-
dimensional volume datasets which evolve over time. This will allow for estimation of 3D inner
and outer arterial surfaces in addition to measurement of three-dimensional wall velocity vectors.
Finally, we also plan to extend our acquisition and processing scheme so that we can use the radiofre-
quency (RF) data from the ultrasound imaging system. This data has higher dynamic range and
spatiotemporal resolution than B-mode sequences and would therefore provide even more detailed
information about arterial wall structure and dynamics over the cardiac cycle. This in turn would
better enable us to explore the relationship between the natural history of atherogenesis and changes
in three-dimensional vessel structure and deformation. The extensions proposed here for our future
work will enhance the performance of non-invasive ultrasound imaging for atherosclerosis screening
and monitoring. Ultimately, these developments will lead to improved clinical decision making
(particularly for the at-risk asymptomatic patient), improved assessment of treatment efficacy, and
improved prevention of catastrophic myocardial infarction and stroke due to atherosclerosis.
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